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ABSTRACT

UAVs are unmanned aerial vehicles. Hence, UAV photogrammetry can be understood as a
new photogrammetric measurement tool. UAV photogrammetry opens various new
applications in the close range domain, combining aerial and terrestrial photogrammetry, but
also introduces low-cost alternatives to the classical manned aerial photogrammtery. This
thesis deals with the challenging task: “The use of UAV systems as photogrammetric data
acquisition platforms” and the work was conducted by the author at IGP at ETH Zurich from
2003 to 2009.
In this work, a new terminology, UAV Photogrammetry, was introduced. UAV
Photogrammetry describes photogrammetric measurement platforms, which operate as either
remotely controlled, semi-autonomously, or autonomously, all without a pilot sitting in the
platform, and the photogrammetric processing of UAV images. The broad definition covers
balloons, kites, gliders, airships, rotary and fixed wing UAVs with the capability for
photogrammetric data acquisition in manual, semi-automated and automated flight mode. To
more clearly define UAVs, a comprehensive literature review on UAVs used in
photogrammetry will be given. Using the existing categorizations of UAVs, the outcome of
the literature review and our experiments, a new classification for UAVs, with respect on lowcost and high-end systems, the real-time processing capability (based on the integrated
sensors and the flight performance, as well as the influence of environmental conditions), was
provided. For this work, UAV systems, based on the new classification, will be selected to
demonstrate how UAVs can be applied for photogrammetric data acquisition and processing.
In addition to the revised definitions and classifications of UAVs, we have devised a new
generic workflow for the photogrammetric UAV flight planning, image acquisition, quality
control and data processing. This workflow can specifically be adapted to individual UAVsystems and applications. Thus, specific tools, such as flight planning, are developed. Based
on our results, UAV flight control systems and the flight operations were improved and
commercial and in-house developed software packages were additionally evaluated for the
processing of UAV image data. The proposed workflow allows the combination of office and
field work, enabling the first results to be available during the field work for preliminary
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analysis.
This dissertation also emphasizes the influence of the manual, assisted and autonomous
control of the UAV system on the flight performance during the data acquisition, which in
turn influences the results and the feasibility of the photogrammetric data processing.
Therefore, an autonomous tachymeter tracking of the flight trajectory was performed firstly
with an UAV system. A test field for UAVs was then established at the campus Hönggerberg
at ETH Zurich. This test field enables us to assess the flight performance of various UAV
systems. Specifically, an UAV system combined with a light weight laser scanner acquired a
DSM over our test field.
Complementary to the developed workflow the accomplished real world application, this
work has shown the great potential of using UAVs in photogrammetry and upcoming
applications. The focus of our applications was particularly on archaeology and
environmental applications, which allowed us to prove our established workflow and to
underline the high potential of UAV systems for specific photogrammetric tasks, specifically
the use of autonomous operated and stabilized UAV systems.
•

In the frame of the Nasca/Palpa project, the pre-Inca settlement Pinchango Alto (Peru)
was documented with our autonomous flying model helicopter. For the first time an
accurate and dense elevation model (10cm resolution) of an archaeological site was
generated automatically using our in-house developed software. A detailed analysis of the
generated data was done using terrestrial laser scanning data. The comparison of both
data sets showed that the mean difference between the elevation models was less than
1cm with a standard deviation of 6cm.

•

The world heritage Maya site Copán (Honduras) was documented with our system in
2009. The preliminary results, achieved directly after the data acquisition, underlined the
expectations and potentials for up-coming archaeological analysis and investigations.

•

The castle Landenberg was documented with 1cm resolution using terrestrial and UAV
images.

•

In the framework of this dissertation, the rockslide Randa (Switzerland) was documented
with LiDAR and image data taken from a manned helicopter. The results from the
manned system were compared to the observed data from a UAV for a small part of the
rockslide. The elevation model generated from the UAV image data had a substantial
higher resolution and showed less occlusions than the LiDAR data. These differences
result from the possibility to acquire image data close to the rockslide using an
autonomous operated UAV, without endangering human life, and using a specific flight
planning tool for UAVs in mountainous areas. This particular application showed also the
iv
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limitations of existing UAVs in the data acquisition in Alpine areas, due to the high
altitudes. However recent developments of new UAV systems are now ready in future
work to operate in Alpine areas.
•

Using a quadrotor, equipped with a light weight compact camera, it was possible to
generate elevation models of a gravel pit at different time periods (February and April).
The image data was acquired in the semi-automated and automated mode, allowing an
estimation of the volume dug from the pit over time.

•

An UAV was used in a study for the evaluation of genetically modified maize (simulated)
on conventional maize. High resolution elevation models and orthoimages were produced
from two campaigns. The generated spatial data was integrated into a GIS and then used
with measures for the out-crossing in maize, to analyse the inclination, height, distance
and wind on the influence of cross-pollination in maize.

Finally, based on the experimental results, a new particular workflow for combination of
image and LiDAR sensors on one UAV platform was provided.

v

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Der Begriff UAV steht für unbemannte Luftfahrzeuge, somit kann UAV Photogrammetrie als
neue photogrammetrische Aufnahmemethode unter Verwendung von unbemannten
Luftfahrzeugen aufgefasst werden. Die Verwendung von UAV Photogrammtrie erlaubt neue
Anwendungen im Nahbereich und in der Kombination von Luftbild- und
Nahbreichsphotogrammetrie. Mit UAVs ergeben sich low-cost Alternativen zur klassischen
bemannten Luftbildphotogrammetrie. Die vorliegende Dissertation beschäftigt sich mit der
„Verwendung von UAV-Systemen (unbemannte Luftfahrzeuge) als photogrammetrische
Datenakquisitionsplattform“ und wurde in der Periode von 2003 bis 2009 am Institut für
Geodäsie und Photogrammetrie (IGP) der ETH Zürich vom Autor der Arbeit verfasst.
In dieser Arbeit wird der Begriff UAV-Photogrammetrie neu eingeführt. Er beschreibt ein
photogrammetrisches Aufnahmesystem, welches manuell, halbautomatisch oder automatisch
gesteuert und kontrolliert werden kann und die photogrammetrische Auswertung von UAV
Bildern. Das heisst, es ist kein Pilot an Bord des Systems.
Die Systeme beinhalten Ballons, Drachen, Gleitschirme, Luftschiffe, Hubschrauber,
Quadkopter und Flächenflieger. In diesem Zusammenhang wird eine umfassende
Literaturübersicht gegeben, die UAVs mit Anwendungen in der Photogrammetrie darstellt.
Unter Verwendung vorhandener Klassifizierungen von UAVs anhand der vorliegenden
Literaturstudie und den durchgeführten Experimenten für diese Arbeit sind neue
Klassifikationsmethoden für UAVs definiert. Diese Klassifikationen unterscheiden zwischen
low-cost und high-end Systemen und der Kapazität für den Echtzeitprozess in Abhängigkeit
vom implementierten Sensor und Umwelteinflüssen.
Es wurden verschiedene UAV-Systeme für die Untersuchungen auf ihre Anwendbarkeit von
UAV-Systeme als photogrammetrische Datenakquisitionsplattformen ausgewählt. Basis
bildeten spezifische gegebene Klassifikationen. Die ausgewählten Systeme werden in dieser
Arbeit vorgestellt und untersucht. Zudem wurde ein allgemeiner Workflow für die
Flugplanung, Akquisition und Prozessierung von UAV-Bilddaten entwickelt. Abhängig vom
UAV-System und dessen Anwendung kann der Workflow an die Gegebenheiten vor Ort
angepasst werden. Dafür wurden spezielle Tools, wie zum Beispiel Bildflugplanung für
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UAVs entwickelt. Basierend auf den erzielten Ergebnissen sind die Flugsteuerungssysteme
angepasst, das Flugverhalten verbessert und kommerzielle sowie am IGP entwickelte
photogrammetrische Softwarepakete für das Prozessieren von UAV-Bilddaten analysiert
worden. Der generierte Workflow ermöglicht die Kombination von Feld- und Büroarbeiten,
so dass die Ergebnisse für erste Analysen im Feld verwendet werden können.
Diese Arbeit beschäftigt sich auch mit dem Einfluss von manueller, halbautomatisch und
automatisch durchgeführter Steuerung auf die Flugeigenschaften der UAV-Flüge und die
photogrammetrische Auswertbarkeit der erfassten Bilddaten. Das Flugverhalten und die
Positionierungsgenauigkeit einer UAV-Plattform werden damit erstmalig mittels
automatischer Verfolgung und Messen mittels eines Tachymeters durchgeführt. Für diese
Analysen wurde ein Testfeld am Campus Hönggerberg der ETH Zürich angelegt. Dieses
Testfeld erlaubt die Untersuchung der Flugtrajektorie und –performance von verschiedenen
UAVs. Zusätzlich zu der Untersuchung mit dem Tachymeter konnten mit einem Laserscanner
integriert an einem UAV ein Höhenmodell vom Testfeld generiert werden.
Ergänzend zum entwickelten Workflow sind im Rahmen dieser Arbeit verschiedene
Anwendungen mit UAVs in der Photogrammetrie in den letzten 5 Jahren durchgeführt
worden. Die Ergebnisse zeigen das grosse Potential der Plattformen für die Verwendung in
der Photogrammetrie und zukünftigen Anwendungen auf. Der Fokus bei den Anwendungen
wurde dabei auf die Archäologie und auf die Dokumentation unserer Umwelt gelegt. Die
durchgeführten Anwendungen erlaubten die Bestätigung des generierten Workflows und
betonten das grosse Potential von UAV-Systemen (besonders für autonome und stabilisierte
Systeme) für ausgewählte photogrammetrische Aufgaben.
•

Im Rahmen des Nasca-Palpa Projektes wurde die Prä-Inka Siedlung Pinchango Alto
(Peru) mit einem autonom fliegenden Modellhelikopter dokumentiert. Zum ersten Mal
konnte ein genaues und hochaufgelöstes (10cm Auflösung) Höhenmodel einer
archäologischen Siedlung automatisch mit einem am Institut entwickelten Softwarepaket
generiert werden. Das berechnete Höhenmodell wurde mittels eines mit terrestrischen
Laserscanning generiertem Höhenmodell detailliert analysiert. Die Differenz der beiden
Höhenmodelle ergab einen mittleren Offset von weniger als einem Zentimeter und einer
Standardabweichung von sechs Zentimeter.

•

Die zum UNESCO Weltkulturerbe zählende Maya Tempelanlage Copán (Honduras)
wurde mit dem gleichen UAV-System im Rahmen von Feldarbeiten im April 2009
dokumentiert. Die ersten Ergebnisse direkt nach der Datenaufnahme bestätigen das
grosse Potential der UAV-Bilddaten für zukünftige archäologische Arbeiten.
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•

Das Schloss Landenberg wurde mit einer Auflösung von einem Zentimeter mittels
kombinierter Auswertung von terrestrischen und UAV-Bilddaten aufgenommen.

•

Im Rahmen der vorliegenden Dissertation wurde der Felssturz bei Randa (Schweiz) mit
luftgestütztem LiDAR und Bilddaten von einem bemannten Helikopter aufgenommen
und ist somit dokumentiert. Die vom bemannten Flug aus generierten Daten wurden für
ein kleineres Gebiet zusätzlich auch mittels UAV-Bilddaten aufgenommen. Aufgrund der
präzisen Planung in steilem Gebiet erlaubte das verwendete UAV nahe am Objekt zu
operieren ohne menschliches Leben zu gefährden. Jedoch zeigte das Projekt unter
anderem auch die Grenze von UAV-Flügen in höheren Lagen der alpinen Gebiete.
Neuere technische Entwicklungen zeigen jedoch, dass UAV-Systeme verbessert werden
können, so dass diese in zukünftigen Arbeiten in diesen Regionen eingesetzt werden
können.

•

In einem weiteren Projekt wurden mittels Bilddaten, aufgenommen von einer
Kompaktkamera von einem Quadkopter, zwei Höhenmodelle einer Kiesgrube zu
verschiedenen Zeitpunkten generiert. Die Bilddaten konnten halbautomatisch und
automatisch aufgenommen werden. Mittels der generierten Daten ist eine
Volumenabschätzung des abgebauten Gebietes durchgeführt worden.

•

Ein Beispiel aus der Agronomie beschäftigt sich mit der Untersuchung des Einflusses von
genmodifiziertem Mais (simuliert) auf natürlichen Mais. Dafür wurden von Maisfeldern
in zwei Messkampagnen Höhenmodelle und Orthobilder generiert. Die erzeugten Daten
wurden gemeinsam mit der Auskreuzungsrate in ein GIS (Geographisches Information
System) integriert und der Einfluss des transgenen Mais auf natürlichem Mais im Bezug
auf Neigung, Höhe, Distanz und Windeinflüsse analysiert.

Abschliessend wurde mit den gewonnen Ergebnissen aus den Experimenten ein Workflow für
die Kombination von LiDAR- und Bildsensoren für ein UAV-System gegeben.
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INTRODUCTION

Figure 1-1: Model helicopter flying over the Campus Hönggerberg (ETH Zurich).

1.1 Definition of UAVs

1.1 Definition of UAVs
“UAVs are to be understood as uninhabited and reusable motorized aerial vehicles.” states
van Blyenburgh, 1999. These vehicles are remotely controlled, semi-autonomous,
autonomous, or have a combination of these capabilities. Comparing UAV to manned aircraft,
it is obvious that the main difference between the two systems is that on the UAV no pilot is
physically present in the aircraft. This does not necessarily imply that an UAV flies by itself
autonomously. In many cases, the crew (operator, backup-pilot etc.) responsible for a UAV is
larger than that of a conventional aircraft (Everaerts, 2008).
The term UAV is commonly used in the Computer Science, Robotics and Artificial
Intelligence, as well as the Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing communities. Additionally,
synonyms like Remotely Piloted Vehicle (RPV), Remotely Operated Aircraft (ROA) or
Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPA) and Unmanned Vehicle Systems (UVS) can also
infrequently be found in the literature. RPV is a term to describe a robotic aircraft flown by a
pilot using a ground control station. The first use of this term may be addressed to the United
States (U.S.) Department of Defense during the 1970’s and 1980’s. The terms ROA and RPA
have been used by National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) in the U.S. in place of UAV. Furthermore, the term
Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) is also being used (Colomina, et al., 2008). The FAA has
adopted the generic class UAS, which was originally introduced by the U.S. Navy. Common
understanding is that the terminology UAS stands for the whole system, including the
Unmanned Aircraft (UA) and the Ground Control Station (GCS).

1.1.1 UAV photogrammetry
The new terminology UAV photogrammetry (Eisenbeiss, 2008c) describes a
photogrammetric measurement platform, which operates remotely controlled, semiautonomously, or autonomously, without a pilot sitting in the vehicle. The platform is
equipped with a photogrammetric measurement system, including, but not limited to a small
or medium size still-video or video camera, thermal or infrared camera systems, airborne
LiDAR system, or a combination thereof. Current standard UAVs allow the registration and
tracking of the position and orientation of the implemented sensors in a local or global
coordinate system. Hence, UAV photogrammetry can be understood as a new
photogrammetric measurement tool. UAV photogrammetry opens various new applications in
the close range domain, combining aerial and terrestrial photogrammetry, but also introduces
new (near-) real time application and low-cost alternatives to the classical manned aerial
photogrammtery (see Table 1-1). A detailed study on real-time data collection using airborne
sensors including UAVs can be found in Kerle, et al., 2008.
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Table 1-1: Features of Aerial, close range and UAV photogrammetry.

Existing UAVs can be used in large-scale and small-scale applications. The system price may
vary within some orders of magnitude, depending on the complexity of the system. With costs
between €1000 up to several millions of Euro, the system can be similar or even higher priced
compared to a standard manned aircraft system. However, the focus of this study is more on
low-cost UAV systems for applications. The subsequently presented advantages and
limitations of UAV photogrammetry in comparison to the existing methods are thus mostly
valid for low-cost systems and small-scale applications, only.

1.1.2 Advantages of UAVs
Major advantages of UAVs compared to manned aircraft systems are that UAVs can be used
in high risk situations without endangering a human life and inaccessible areas, at low altitude
and at flight profiles close to the objects where manned systems cannot be flown. These
regions are for example natural disaster sites, e.g. mountainous and volcanic areas, flood
plains, earthquake and desert areas and scenes of accidents. In areas where access is difficult
and where no manned aircraft is available or even no flight permission is given, UAVs are
sometimes the only practical alternative. Furthermore, in cloudy and drizzly weather
conditions, the data acquisition with UAVs is still possible, when the distance to the object
permits flying below the clouds. Such weather conditions do not allow the data acquisition
with large format cameras integrated into manned aircrafts due to required larger flight
altitude above ground. In addition, one fundamental advantage of using UAVs is that they are
not burdened with the physiological limitations and economic expenses of human pilots.
Moreover, supplementary advantages are the real-time capability and the ability for fast data
acquisition, while transmitting the image, video and orientation data in real time to the ground
control station.
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Most of the (non-)commercially available UAV systems on the market focus on low cost
systems, and thus a major advantage of using UAVs is also the cost factor, as UAVs are less
expensive and have lower operating costs than manned aircrafts have. But, sometimes as
mentioned in the previous section - depending on the application - the cost can be similar to
manned systems. As for small-scale applications the expenses for manned aircrafts are not
maintainable, projects are quite often not feasible or terrestrial systems have to be used as
alternative systems, recognizing not all project requirements are met. Thus, UAVs can be seen
as supplement or replacement to terrestrial photogrammetry in a certain area of applications.
In the case of combination of terrestrial and UAV photogrammetry, it is even possible to use
the same camera system and having the same distance to the object, which simplifies the
combined data processing.
In addition to these advantages, the UAV-images can be also used for the high resolution
texture mapping on existing DSMs and 3D-models, as well as for image rectification. The
rectified images and derivates, like image mosaics, maps and drawings, can be used for image
interpretation.
The implementation of GPS/INS systems as well as the stabilization and navigation units
allow precise flights, guaranteeing, on the one hand, sufficient image coverage and overlap
and on the other hand, enabling the user to estimate the expected product accuracy preflight.
Looking at rotary wing UAVs, the platform allows vertical take-off and landing vanishing the
need for an available runway. Furthermore, the use of VTOL (Vertical take-off and landing)
systems permits the image acquisition on a hovering point, while the camera is turning in
vertical and horizontal direction.

1.1.3 Limitations in the use of UAVs
UAVs, especially low-cost UAVs, limit the sensor payload in weight and dimension, so that
often low weight sensors like small or medium format amateur cameras are selected.
Therefore, in comparison to large format cameras, UAVs have to acquire a higher number of
images in order to obtain the same image coverage and comparable image resolution.
Moreover, low-cost sensors are normally less stable than high-end sensors, which results in a
reduced image quality. In addition, these payload limitations require the use of low weight
navigation units, which implies less accurate results for the orientation of the sensors.
Furthermore, low-cost UAVs are normally equipped with less powerful engines, limiting the
reachable altitude.
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Existing commercial software packages applied for photogrammetric data processing are
rarely set up to support UAV images, as through no standardized workflows and sensor
models are being implemented.
In addition to these drawbacks, UAVs do not benefit from the sensing and intelligent features
of human beings. Thus, UAVs cannot react like human beings in unexpected situations, e.g.
unexpected appearance of an obstacle. In general there are no sufficient regulations for UAVs
given by the civil and security authorities (Colomina, et al., 2008). Low-cost UAVs are not
equipped with air traffic communication equipments and collision avoidance systems, like
manned aircrafts. Therefore, due to the lack of communication with the air traffic authorities,
UAVs are restricted to the flight in line-of-sight and to operate with a back-up pilot. The
flight range of the UAV is also, in addition to the line-of-sight regulation, dependant on the
skill of the pilot to detect and follow the orientation of the UAV-system. To take full
advantage of the impressive flying capabilities of UAVs, like the fully automated operating
rotary wing UAVs, there needs to be a well trained pilot, due to security issues. The pilot
should be able to interact with the system at any time and maneuvers.
Based on the communication and steering unit of UAVs, we can state that the operation
distance depends on the range of the radio link for rotary and fixed wing UAVs, which is
equivalent to the length of the rope for kites and balloon systems used in the past. In addition,
the radio frequencies (35 and 40MHz in Switzerland) maybe subject to interferences caused
by other systems (remote controlled cars and model aircrafts, as well as citizens’ band radio),
which use the same frequencies, or may suffer from signal jamming. Thus, depending on the
local situation of the area of interest, the frequency for the communication between GCS and
UAV has to be selected carefully. Nowadays, UAVs are also controlled via 2.4GHZ radio
connection, while the video link has to be shifted to 5GHz.

1.1.4 Categorization of photogrammetric platforms
Recent technological improvements of UAVs during the last years emerged to revisit the
categorization of photogrammetric platforms.
Abdulla, 2004 presented in the Manual of Photogrammetry the existing photogrammetric
platforms, such as airborne, satellite and land-based platforms, as well as auxiliary systems.
Thereby, the airborne platforms are subdivided in aircraft platforms such as single and twin
engine aircrafts and other platforms like unmanned surveillance and reconnaissance aircraft
systems, helicopters and balloons. The unmanned surveillance and reconnaissance aircrafts
are basically UAV systems, but in the context of this categorization only high altitude and
long endurance UAVs such as the Predator B (United States Air Force) are taken into
account. Furthermore, the land-based platforms are partitioned into van-based mobile
mapping systems and real-time videogrammetry systems. Looking at aerial based platforms
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like, for example, kites, model helicopters, quadrotors1 and terrestrial based systems such as
grains, rope-way, well-bucket and base bars, it is clear that not all platforms available for
photogrammetric observations can be categorized using this classification. Furthermore, the
category auxiliary systems do not represent the non-classified platforms. This group remains
for the positioning systems such as GPS, INS and stabilized platforms, as well as aerial
survey flight management systems.
Kraus, 2007 focused in his book Photogrammetry: Geometry from images and Laser scans
mainly on aerial photogrammetry. He does not explicitly categorize the platforms used in the
aerial case. Chapter 3 (Kraus, 2007) concentrates however on photogrammetric recording
systems and their applications, where the recording systems are classified into photochemical,
photo-electronic, and digitizing systems. In addition, Kraus distinguishes between aerial and
terrestrial cameras, while he separates terrestrial and mobile mapping methods.

Figure 1-2: The accuracy of measurement methods in relation to the object/area size. Modified from Fig.
1.4 in Luhmann, et al., 2006, p. 4.

Luhmann, et al., 2006 (p. 4, Figure 1.4) introduced a categorization scheme of measurement
techniques, which traded the size of the measured object vs. the required measurement
accuracy. This categorization comprises almost all techniques, but the chosen graphical
1

Additionally, synonyms like Quadcopter and Quadrocopter are used in the literature.
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representation does not address the performance of each system at different conditions.
Actually, considering the height dimension of an object, some of the presented methods may
not cover the entire object with the presented accuracy. Introducing the transition section
between aerial and terrestrial based platforms according to Figure 1.4 in Luhmann, et al.,
2006, as well as introducing a new category for aerial based platforms operating in the close
range and aerial domain without restriction for the viewing angle, leads to a more complete
picture. Accordingly, we added the category “UAV photogrammetry”, combining all
unmanned aircrafts into a dedicated category, making the classification of photogrammetric
platforms more understandable and clearer in the context of the recent developments (see
Figure 1-2). Appendix Figure A-1 comprises terrestrial, helicopter and airborne laser scanning
and Radar interferometry to UAV photogrammetry in a separate Figure.

1.2 Research goals
The combination of photogrammetric aerial and terrestrial recording methods using a mini
UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) opens a broad range of applications, such as surveillance
and monitoring of the environment and infrastructural assets. In particular, these methods and
techniques are of paramount interest for the documentation of cultural heritage sites and areas
of natural importance, facing threats from natural deterioration and hazards. Today, UAVs
can be used as a precise, automated and computer controlled data acquisition and
measurement platform, thanks to the recent developments of low-cost sensors such as off-theshelf digital cameras, GPS/INS (Global Positioning System / Inertial Navigation System)
based stabilization, navigation units and laser scanners. This work deals with the challenging
task: The use of UAV systems as photogrammetric data acquisition platform.
The main goal of this study is the identification and automation of a generic workflow using
an UAV as a photogrammetric data acquisition platform. This workflow covers the flight
planning, the autonomous flight of the UAV-system and the automation of the postprocessing, striving to have the first results already available during field work. This work
also investigates on real applications, focusing on the precision and resolution of the
generated photogrammetric products, like elevation models, orthophoto and textured 3D
models. Moreover, our study investigates on the influences of environmental conditions and
manual, semi-automated and automated control of the UAV system on the UAV flight
trajectory and on the results.
UAVs have not yet been established as a standard photogrammetric measurement platform.
This work also documents our achievements and developments of UAVs in photogrammetry
accomplished in the past. Moreover, since UAVs are a promising alternative or complement
7
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to the traditional aerial and terrestrial photogrammetry, this work gives an overview on
existing UAVs, and in particular highlights some suitable platforms for photogrammetric
applications, focusing on low-cost and automated systems.
Autonomously flying UAVs offer the potential for automated data acquisition of complex
objects. However, the implementation of efficient data acquisition and processing techniques,
avoiding collision with objects, and requiring near real-time processing, makes the
development of a special flight planning tool and its integration into the flight control system
absolutely mandatory. This work evaluates the data processing capabilities of commercial
software packages for UAV image processing. Newly developed tools, such as UAV flight
planning, are presented that automate the data processing, shorting the processing time and
reducing the overall processing effort. Complementing image data, a LiDAR system is
integrated into the UAV-platform in order to improve the quality of the extracted elevation
model. Our highly flexible generic workflow is described, that allows replacing and
exchanging individual modules of the workflow without influencing the remaining modules,
making it suitable for various real applications.
This work documents the application of the developed workflow to a great variety of real
world data, and highlights the advantages and identifies limitations in the use of UAVs as a
photogrammetric data acquisition platform. In this context, we focus on the extraction of
DSM (Digital Surface Model) data from UAV-image data under extreme conditions. The
results are compared to manually measured data, comprising LiDAR data acquired from the
ground and from manned aircraft systems. Furthermore, exploiting the potential of a new
workflow combining LiDAR and image data in UAV-based applications concludes this work.

1.2.1 Rationale
UAVs are increasingly seen as an attractive low-cost alternative or supplement to aerial and
terrestrial photogrammetry due to their low cost, flexibility, availability and readiness for
duty. In addition, UAVs can be operated in hazardous or temporarily inaccessible locations.
UAVs can also provide both a quick overview of a situation, as well as detailed area
documentation. However, prior to a successful UAV operation, an extensive mission planning
is necessary. This mission planning of course is dependent on the kind of application and in
particular on the specifics of the situation at the flight area. In many occasions, no detailed
field information is available, only rudimentary maps or limited graphical information.
The main motivation of this study is to generate high-resolution information of in-accessible
areas, such as maps, orthoimages, general topography, detailed elevation models, extraction
of dangerous obstacles, 3D models of buildings and highly grown vegetation in near real-time
8
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or with limited post processing efforts. Furthermore, the in-depth mission planning requires
an overview image of the flight area with corresponding GPS coordinates for map calibration
at the ground control station for further mission planning. A typical flight scenario over an
unknown area includes the initially assisted flight mode when the operator defines the flight
velocities and the flight area with the joystick. The helicopter flies up over the area of interest
and acquires one single overview image. The overview image data is geo-referenced using the
onboard GPS position and attitude information delivered by the flight control system.
The extraction of the terrain, orthoimages and textured 3D models from UAV-images or other
sensor data can be applied to all kinds of hazards, catastrophic or environmental disasters, in
any country, in order to instruct and to coordinate urgent response measures, such as building
collapse, aircraft accidents, search and rescue operations, fire combat, crop damages,
landslides and volcano outburst. Further applications include 3D documentation of the
environment, cultural heritage sites, surveying of power lines, pipeline inspection, dam
monitoring and recording of cadastral data. The main advantage is to provide detailed area
information and area profiles for further detailed mission planning and to facilitate quick
response times. Typical customers of such include not only civil security services, but also
mapping agencies, real estate companies and environmental organizations. The successful
outcome of this study sets a new milestone in civilian use of UAVs, particularly in the less
well documented areas world wide.

1.3 Outline
Chapter 2 gives a literature overview of UAV systems and research related to their application
in photogrammetry. Chapter 3 focuses on UAV systems. In this chapter a general overview
and new classifications of UAVs are given. Additionally we introduce UAV systems, which
have been used in our study. The following chapters 4 and 5 focus on the automated
photogrammetric data acquisition using UAV systems and the processing of these data.
Chapters 6 and 7 comprise of applications of UAV photogrammetry, with an emphasis two
main applications. Chapter 6 addresses archaeological applications and cultural heritage
documentation of three sites, while chapter 7 gives practical examples of monitoring of
hazards and environmental applications. In chapter 8, the results of the given examples as
well as applied methods, are summarized and an outlook to future applications is given.
Figure 1-3 shows the overview of the content and the relations between the main
developments (Chapter 4 and 5) and the applications (chapters 6 and 7).
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Figure 1-3: Content overview.
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Figure 2-1: Autonomous flight over campus ETH Hönggerberg in April 2009.

2.1 Pre 2004
This chapter gives an overview of the evolution of UAVs, which have been used for
photogrammetric applications and developments. The review is structured in chronological
order. Furthermore, the chapter is subdivided in time periods. Specifically the first section
highlights the developments up to 2004 and the second section shows the progress between
2004 and 2007, while the last section illustrates the latest improvements.

2.1 Pre 2004
2.1.1 Early investigations
The first aerial photographs were taken by Gaspard Tournachon in 1858 from a manned
balloon in Paris (Newhall, 1969).

Figure 2-2: The left Figure shows a example for Pigeons, while the right one show a drawing of a dragon
(Newhall, 1969).

Over the years, the experiments and evolution of manned balloons were coupled with model
balloons. In parallel to the balloons, other systems like kites (Athur Batut, 1888 and Lawrence
and Myers, 1906), Pigeons (Neubronner, 1903) and Rockets (Alfred Maul, 1904) were used
for spying during the world wars in the last century (see Figure 2-2 and Newhall, 1969). In
1970 Whittlesey reported on the use of a tethered balloon for archaeological documentations,
which he started in 1967 (Whittlesley, 1970 and Figure 2-3, Left). For these projects, several
cameras were used, for example the Lindhof 6cm x 9cm format with Schneider Kreutsnach
wide-angle lens and the Graflex XL with ~6cm x 8cm using the same lens. The cameras were
mounted in a gimbal, while the camera unit was 9m below the balloon during the flight. These
cameras allowed images to be taken at a distance of up to 50m above the ground. Later on, a
Hasselbald 400 FL camera with a Zeiss Distagon 50mm lens was used, which enabled the
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radio control for image acquisition (see Figure 2-3, Right). The payload of this particular
construction was 2.7kg and the balloon was able to fly up to 600m above the ground. This
platform already showed that UAVs can be used in different flying heights: The flying height
itself depends on the requirements of the project and system parameters, such as the range of
the camera and system control.

Figure 2-3: Left: Filling of a tethered balloon; Right: The radio controlled Hasselblad El 500 camera hung
in its gimbal (Whittlesley, 1970).

In 1979, one of the earliest experiments with fixed wing UAVs in photogrammetry was done
by (Przybilla and Wester-Ebbinghaus, 1979). First tests were accomplished using the
manually controlled fixed wing UAV of the company Hegi with a flying height of 150m
above ground and a velocity of 11m/s (see Figure 2-4).
The airplane was 3m long and had a wing span of 2.6m. The plane could carry a maximum
payload of 3kg. The Navigation equipment by Lindhof Technika was used to steer the
airplane, while the flying height was determined from the size of the plane in the image
viewer. In combination with terrestrial images it was possible to acquire images of an
archaeological area for the reconstruction of the architecture of the site. However, the
application of this manually controlled airplane was limited by a small runway nearby the
object, which was necessary for take-off and landing. Furthermore, the results were not
sufficient because of image motion, which was caused due to the velocity of the airplane and
the vibration of the engine. Therefore, the authors proposed to use less vibration-sensitive
model helicopters (Przybilla and Wester-Ebbinghaus, 1979).
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Figure 2-4: Model airplane Firma Hegi (Przybilla and Wester-Ebbinghaus, 1979).

Figure 2-5: Model helicopter from Schlüter (Wester-Ebbinghaus, 1980).

In 1980, Wester-Ebbinghaus was the first to use a rotary wing UAV for photogrammetric
purposes. The rotary wing UAV was a model helicopter from Schlüter (Bell 222) with a
maximum payload of 3kg (see Figure 2-5). The helicopter was able to fly in a height range
from 10m to 100m and the predicted height could be kept within 90%, using the same
navigation equipment as for the fixed wing UAV in 1979. The system was able to carry a
medium format camera like the Rolleiflex SLX. To compensate for the vibration caused by
the engine, polystyrene walls were installed on the helicopter and successfully suppressed the
vibrations. For flight operation a pilot and a navigator were needed. The pilot controlled the
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take off, landing and flying, while the navigator had to verify the altitude and activated the
camera shutter manually via radio link. Using that system, the Schwebebahn (monorail)
Wuppertal, a steel construction dating from 1890, was documented (Wester-Ebbinghaus,
1980).

2.1.2 Balloons
Vozikis, 1983 gave a practical example for a medium format camera mounted on a BCV D4
balloon (with a volume of 15.3m3) manufactured by the Delacoste Company. The images
were taken by the Institute of Photogrammetry at the Technical University Vienna using a
Hasselblad 500 EL/M camera which had a Zeiss (Oberkochen) Distagon wide angle lens
(f=50mm). The camera was supported by a cardan mount and was able to rotate around the
three p rincipal ax es (ω, φ and κ) u sin g a remote control. The angles of the ro tation were
determined by a theodolite. Six photographs were taken from a height of about 25m and these
formed three stereo models. The overlap between the photographs was irregular. However, it
was possible to orient the images using the Wild Aviolyt ACl/Aviotab TA2 analytical plotting
system and five ground control points (GCPs), with a RMSE (Root mean square error) in
planimetry and height of 15 and 40mm, respectively. Finally, it was possible to produce a
map of an archaeological site with a scale 1:100 (Vozikis, 1983). These results showed that
by using an UAV system (Balloon) equipped with a medium format camera, it is possible to
achieve high accuracy for a small size area. However, their results also illustrated that the
image block was quite irregular; this was due to the manual control of the platform.
Another balloon platform was built in England by the company Skyscan. Using that system it
was possible to photograph sites like New Place Knot Garden at Stratford upon Avon,
Warwickshire, Hailes Abbey, Gloucestershire, a 13th century Cistercian foundation and the
Tower Bridge in London (Marks, 1989).
In the 1980s, Johnson did some experiments with balloon photogrammetry and medium
format images in the Nazca area (Peru). The experiments were not successful, as the system
was susceptible to winds (Johnson, et al., 1990).
For the improvement of the road layout, traffic congestion and road repairing plans it is
necessary to determine the running speed and position as well as the kind of vehicles driving
on the road. In order to meet these needs, a traffic monitoring system based on a balloon
platform was proposed by Mori, et al., 1996. However, the method was only partly successful,
because the color and the pattern of the road influenced the stereo matching of the vehicles.
Furthermore, the quality of the camera as well as the stability of the platform and its position
may also have impacted upon the results.
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Using a 35mm amateur film camera with a wide-angle lens mounted on a balloon, 12 images
were taken from an archaeological site in Athens with abrupt changes in the relief (Karras, et
al., 1999). The images were oriented using the Intergraph Image Station SKK system
(ZI/Intergraph, 2009). Furthermore, a DSM and an orthomosaic were produced out of the
data. The site had a size of 30 by 100m2 and the images were taken with an overlap of 80% at
a mean flying height of 30m above ground. From the oriented images a surface model was
reconstructed manually. The final resolution of the orthomosaic was 7.5mm in object space
with an accuracy of 5cm. The achieved accuracy was satisfactory. But, looking at the final
resolution, which was 6 times better, the ratio between resolution and accuracy was not
selected properly. However, the results of this study showed already at that time, that low-cost
system are well suited for the extraction of elevation models and orthoimages out of medium
and small format aerial image data.
In 1999, together with a Japanese team from the Keio University (Japan) the Institute of
Geodesy and Photogrammetry (ETH Zurich), a balloon photogrammetry mission over Bayon
at Angkor (Cambodia) was performed. The main goal of the Bayon field mission was the data
acquisition of small format camera balloon images over Bayon for the 3D reconstruction of
the complex temple. Balloon images were also taken over the Northern Library of Angkor
Wat and over the several Prasat Suor Prat buildings (Gruen, et al., 2001, Visnovcova, et al.,
2001). However, due to the wind conditions at the site, the acquired images had not sufficient
overlap for a complete processing of the data set.
In 2003, for the monitoring of gully erosion in the Central Ebro Basin in Spain, a remotely
controlled blimp was used (Ries and Marzolff, 2003). The blimp had a Zeppelin shape with
streamline body and fins for improved stability in wind conditions. The UAV was connected
to lightweight tether ropes for flying heights up to 350m above ground.

2.1.3 Airship
Wanzke (1984) presented a hot-air ship, which he had used for stereo photogrammetric
documentation. The balloon was designed and constructed by the GEFA-Flug company,
under the direction of K. L. Busemeyer. The highlight of this construction was that the
elements of the exterior orientation were registered within narrow bounds (1-2m for the
position and 5grad for κ). The following observations were made:
• The captivation of the balloon for the exact positioning (X0 and Y0) using a focus
screen with grid.
• The cardanic suspension of the camera (ω and φ~0).
• Rotational ability of the camera along the vertical axis (κ).
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•

Altitude control through a measuring tape hanging down (Z0).

The platform allowed the montage of a medium format camera (Rolleiflex SLX) or two
Nikon motor cameras for stereophotos with fixed base. The balloon was able to operate up to
an altitude of ~150m. The system was used for the architectural documentation of a 5000 year
old town in Pakistan, while three blocks of aerial images were acquired in a height range of
10m to 150m above ground (Wanzke, 1984).

2.1.4 Model helicopters
Miyatsuka (1996) gave an overview of existing terrestrial and aerial based platforms such as
grains, rope-way, well-bucket, base bar and balloon, kite, radio controlled model helicopter,
hot balloon, light plane, air ship and helicopter. At that time Miyatsuka selected a digital stillvideo camera from Kodak (DCS 460) with 6 MPixels mounted on a model helicopter. The
helicopter was able to fly up to 300m. However, the resolution was not sufficient for the
archaeological application, since he had to fly in a high altitude to cover the whole area with a
small number of images. Therefore, the author proposed to use a medium format film camera
(Miyatsuka, 1996).
1998 Tokmakidis proposed three different methods for the reconstruction of the Tholos in
Delphi: The first method used a metal pole construction fitted on a steel plate based on the
ground. On the top of the pole a medium format camera (Hasselblad) was mounted on a
hanger. The system was maneuverable by several persons at a height of 6m. As a second
method, an aerial metric camera (18cm x 18cm) was mounted on a crane. The aerial camera
was selected to acquire all the details of two rounded heavy stones and to obtain accuracy up
to 1-2mm. Finally, as a third method a manually controlled model helicopter carrying a
Hasselblad camera was described (Tokmakidis, et al., 1998).
The manually controlled rotary wing UAV was powered by a reinforced motor, which was
able to lift a payload up to 5kg and had a main rotor diameter of 1.64m. Moreover, with a full
tank the system was able to fly 20min with a maximum altitude of 500m above ground.
Similar to the system proposed by Wester-Ebingghaus, the helicopter was operated by a pilot
and an operator. The camera base had a special rubber suspension to absorb vibrations, it also
was equipped with a rotation mechanism to turn the camera (Rolleyflex 6006) up to 90
degrees. Therefore, the system was also able to photograph house facades. Furthermore, to aid
control of the observation, an electronic view finder was mounted on the camera. The video
signal was transmitted through UHF (Ultra-High-Frequency) transmitter to a portable monitor
on the ground (Theodoridou, et al., 2000).
In addition, the same system was used for the mapping of an archaeological excavation,
where images with a scale of 1:400 were acquired for the purpose of documentation. Finally,
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an orthophoto and a 2D plan were produced out of the images (Skarlatos, et al., 2004,
Tokmakidis and Scarlatos, 2002).
In 2000, Zischinsky used images taken from a model helicopter partly for the generation of a
3D-model of a historical mill. For the documentation of the building, 82 pictures were taken
from the ground and additional 38 images from the helicopter to close the gaps in the model.
The small format amateur camera (Kodak DCS460c with 37 and 48mm focal length) mounted
on the helicopter took mainly images of roofs and the courtyard. For the exterior orientation
of the model, 120 GCPs were determined (Zischinsky, et al., 2000).
The orientation of the images was done with the photogrammetric software package
ORPHEUS individually for the terrestrial and the aerial image block. Finally, an average
RMSE of 2cm in planimetry and height was obtained for the orientation of both sub-blocks.
After that, the object was modeled and textured using ORPHEUS and PHOTOMOD
(developed at Vienna University of Technology) respectively with 703 triangles and an image
resolution of 5cm. However, on the face of it, the number of GCPs seemed to be a bit
excessive. Nevertheless, depending on the number of sub blocks, it was assumed to have this
high number of GCPs.
The RMAX rotary wing UAV system from Yamaha (Yahama, 2009) was used as a ground
truth measurement system (Hongoh, et al., 2001), which was applied to determine vegetation
coverage. Therefore, the sensor took images from different viewing angles, which was the
most important aspect of bi-directional reflectance measurements.
Normally, foreigners are not allowed to use manned aeroplanes or helicopters to take aerial
images in other countries, however in the same year a mini helicopter was permitted to take
Chinese fortress measurements. The Japanese Miyatsuka Institute of Archaeology wanted to
acquire high-resolution images of this huge fortress site (3km x 4km). The remote controlled
helicopter covers none of both categories and for that reason the UAV-system was used with
metric and non-metric cameras (Yasuda and Miyatsuka, 2001).
In 2002, the RMAX system (see Figure 2-6) was used for photogrammetric investigations
over two tests sites in Sweden. The goal of the study was to analyze the accuracy of the
GPS/INS-system implemented in the UAV. At that time, the RMAX system was already
equipped with a DGPS (differential GPS) system, which resulted in a 3D accuracy for the
position of 0.3m and 0.1°/0.2° for the orientation (respectively roll and pitch / yaw) of the
flight trajectory. The results of the study showed that the stability of the camera mounting,
vibrations caused by the main rotors and the accuracy of the GPS/INS system were the main
influencing parts for the stabilization of rotary wing UAV-system and the image quality
(Eisenbeiss, 2003). The study was done in collaboration with WITAS – Wallenberg
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Laboratory for research on Information Technology and Autonomous Systems (Linköping
University, Sweden) and the Institute of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (University of
Technology Dresden). In addition, the flight performance of the system was analyzed. The
UAV was flown manually, controlled by a pilot, and in autonomous mode. The results of the
flight performance will be discussed more in detail in section 4.3.1.

Figure 2-6: The autonomous flying RMAX system of the Linköping University, Sweden (Eisenbeiss, 2003).

Finally, first investigations on UAV-borne LiDAR systems in the field of robotics started at
Carnegie Mellon University. Thrun, 2003 described initial results for a helicopter mapping
system combining a SICK LMS laser range finder, a Crossbow IMU, a Honeywell 3D
compass, a Garmin GPS, and a Nikon D100 digital SLR camera. The results shown in this
study showed for urban and natural terrain already the potential of the spatial detail contained
in the 3D point cloud.

2.1.5 Kites
In 1997 several scientific investigations based on kite aerial photography were applied. A
fossil forest bed was mapped in the arctic environment (Bigras, 1997) and an archaeological
site in Russia was documented (Gawronski and Boyarsky, 1997). Similary, Carlson, 1997
utilized aerial images from a kite from a small rubber raft to document penguin nesting sites
in Antarctica.
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Aber, et al., 2002 presented a kite platform, which could fly 50-150 m above ground. In the
experiments a small airfoil kite (1.5m2) was used, which was well suited for winds of 7 to 11
m/s. The system was tested with the several film, digital, single and stereo camera systems. In
addition to the various sensors, the system was used for a variety of applications: Forest
cover, wetlands, property surveys, architectural designs, golf course management, cemetery
survey and glacial geomorphology. Despite this, the system was mainly used to acquire single
images or stereo pairs, which only allows the coverage of a small size area. The kite platform
showed that it is easy to adapt several cameras, it belongs to the OM-class UAVs (see chapter
3.2) and the system was well suited to be quickly deployed in the field for various
applications (Aber, et al., 2002).

2.1.6 Fixed wing aircraft
In 2002 Herwitz tested two high-resolution digital cameras: A Kodak/Hasselblad system for
RGB imaging in the visible spectrum; and a DuncanTech (Auburn, CA) multispectral system
for narrow-band imaging in the visible and infrared parts of the spectrum, which later were
selected to be mounted on NASA’s solar-powered UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) Helios
(AeroVironment, Inc., Simi Valley, CA). Therefore, for the initial evaluation a piloted fixedwing aircraft was chosen to test the new commercial “off-the-shelf” wireless technology. The
hope was to improve the performance significantly to reduce the cost of line-of-sight
telemetry for imaging payloads on UAVs. This test was quite important to demonstrate that
via broadband wireless Ethernet it is possible to transfer Error-free 16 MB Kodak/Hasselblad
digital images, without data dropouts, to the ground-based laptop computer at transfer rates
ranging from 1 to 4 Mbit/sec for a distance of up to ~20km (Herwitz, et al., 2002). This
technique is therefore quite promising for the image downlink of fixed wing UAVs, which
normally acquire more data, given these systems are able to fly longer distances than rotary
wing systems.
In this section early studies of UAVs in photogrammetry already showed the high potential of
low-cost platforms for photogrammetric applications. However, the UAV systems at this time
were mainly controlled manually via radio link or with ropes. Since the manual control did
not allow the precise steering of the systems, quite often only few images could be used for
the post-processing. We now turn to more recent developments.
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2.2 Developments from 2004 to 2007
2.2.1 IGP ETH Zurich
In the period 2004-2007 Eisenbeiss, 2004, Eisenbeiss, 2007, Eisenbeiss, et al., 2007,
Eisenbeiss, et al., 2005, Eisenbeiss and Zhang, 2006, Sauerbier, et al., 2006 investigated using
autonomous flying rotary wing UAVs like the Copter 1B from the company Surveycopter
(Surveycopter, 2009), equipped with a flight control system from the company weControl
(weControl, 2009). Using these particular platforms, the following aspects were evaluated:
• The flight autonomy of predefined flight paths.
• Autonomous image acquisition using various low-cost still-video cameras.
• Extreme environmental conditions like desert, alpine and vegetation, urban areas
in winter and summer time.
• Image orientation using commercial software and in-house developed packages.
• Accurate DSM and orthophoto generation.
• Evaluation of the achieved results with reference data.
Given that these particular aspects are a major topic of this thesis, we will describe them in
more detail in the following chapters.

2.2.2 ISPRS Congress 2004 (Istanbul, Turkey)
At the ISPRS congress 2004 in Istanbul a new ISPRS IC Working Group was initiated. Most
of the literature reviewed in this section was published in the proceeding of the ISPRS
congress or mid-term symposia (ISPRS, 2004, ISPRS, 2006). The IC Working Group I/V
Autonomous Vehicle Navigation aim was to focus on the emerging technology of autonomous
vehicle navigation. Since the development of the digital cameras, low-cost GPS/INS systems
and other sensors have meant, the technology has now advanced toward the automation of the
vehicle operations and the acquisition of high resolution images using off-the-shelf cameras.
The working group also includes all aspects of navigation of spacecraft, aircraft, UAV, land
vehicles, robots, ships, and underwater vehicles.

2.2.2.1 UAV-borne LiDAR
In 2004, at the ISPRS congress and at the ISPRS workshop in Pitsanoluk, Nagai proposed a
system, which integrates a LiDAR system and CCD-cameras with GPS/INS data for digital
surface model generation. The system used a Subaru helicopter with a payload of 100kg and a
main rotor diameter of 4.8m. So far, similar helicopter systems were classified as Mini-UAV
system. However, this larger helicopter is not covered by the micro to medium size UAVs
because of the mass of 330kg. Based on the range and altitude, the helicopter can be defined
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as a mini or close range UAV. The platform also has an operational radius of 3km, flight
autonomy of 1h and could fly up to 2,000m above mean sea level (Nagai, et al., 2004).

2.2.2.2 Balloons
Altan, et al., 2004 presented a system consisting of Olympus Camedia 4040 with a 4 MegaPixels camera, a balloon with approx. 2.5m main diameter and 8m3 volume, a control monitor
and a mechanic stabilization. The company Topotech developed a similar balloon system
carrying a medium format analog camera (Fotinopoulos, 2004).

2.2.2.3 Model helicopter
Jang, et al., 2004 used a rotary wing UAV-system for the acquisition of ancient towers and
temple sites in China. The helicopter was selected for the replacement of high camera tripods
and ladder trucks, which are uneconomical both in cost and time. The selected helicopter
Hirobo & Eagle 90 (Hirobo, 2009) had a main rotor diameter of 1.8m and a payload
capability of 8.5kg. The helicopter was able to acquire images from the upper part covering
all sides of the temple, while the images of the lower part were taken from ground. Onboard
the system, a small video camera was installed too, which was connected to the ground station
transmitting the images to a monitor in real time.

2.2.2.4 Fixed wing UAV
Everaerts, et al., 2004, Fransaer, et al., 2004 and Fransaer, et al., 2004 described the fixed
wing UAV-system Pegasus, which is a long endurance UAV system for remote sensing. This
kind of system has the capability to be airborn for a long time, because solar energy was used
as its power supply. It can carry a payload of about 300 kg.
The Chinese Academy of Surveying and Mapping developed a fixed-wing Mini-UAV system.
It was intended to reconstruct 3D models of buildings out of the images. However, because of
the environmental conditions such as wind it was difficult to control the vehicle manually and
to take images on the predicted acquisition points. Accordingly, it was not possible to use the
images for stereo image processing and an algorithm had to be developed. This allowed the
use of one image and a 2D GIS database for the reconstruction of 3D models of buildings
(Jizhou, et al., 2004).
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2.2.3 Applications of rotary and fixed wing UAVs
In the same period research groups focused on applications using rotary and fixed wing UAVs
for natural resource management and monitoring (Horcher and Visser, 2004), use of stereo
images for the generation of crop maps (Kise, et al., 2005, Rovira-Más, et al., 2005),
vegetation monitoring (Sugiura, et al., 2005), classification of hyperspectral UAV imagery
(Laliberte, et al., 2007) and precision farming (Reidelstuerz, et al., 2007). Several research
groups concentrated on environmental monitoring/inspection such as traffic monitoring
(Haarbrink and Koers, 2006, Puri, 2004), road following (Egbert and Beard, 2007), vehicle
detection (Kaaniche, et al., 2005), car accident and flare inspection of an industrial flue
(Haarbrink and Koers, 2006), forest fire monitoring (Zhou, et al., 2005), river monitoring
(Masahiko, 2007), recording of large scale urban and suburban sites (Spatalas, et al., 2006)
and bridge inspection (Metni and Hamel, 2007). In 2007, fixed and rotary wing UAVs were
used for the mapping of archaeological sites (Bendea, et al., 2007, Patias, et al., 2007).
The results of these studies showed, that it was quite easy to acquire images from the area of
investigation, but still the flight performance and the image block configuration were not as
ideal as in standard aerial photogrammetry cases. The limitation of these parameters is mainly
dependant on the flying mode, the navigation unit implemented in the UAV-system and the
flight planning as well as the calibration between both of their components. Furthermore,
depending on the payload, a low-cost camera with high or low stability and quality can be
mounted into the system. Therefore, it is essential to calibrate the cameras beforehand, after
the flight or through the flight mission. Hongxia, et al., 2007 presented a paper which focused
on the calibration of a low-cost camera used in the UAV system. Hongxia used a selfcalibrating bundle adjustment using an indoor 3D test field.
In the field of robotics and artificial intelligence various research groups were focusing on the
exploration of unknown urban areas using laser scanner, such as the SICK (Sick, 2009) and
Fiberteck (Fiberteck, 2009), for the detection of obstacles (D. Shim, et al., 2005, Scherer, et
al., 2007).
Niranjan, et al., 2007 gave an overview about civilian applications, like Precision Agriculture,
Disaster Management, Oil and Gas Pipeline Monitoring, Construction Work, Earth
Movement and Excavation, Laying of Pipes and Cables, Erection of Buildings, Soil Upheaval
and Erosion, Water Logged Surfaces, Plantation of Shrubs and Trees, Discoloring of
Vegetation, Forest Fire Detection / Forest Management, Atmospheric Sampling Missions,
Landscape Mapping. Niranjan also proposed a prototype for a fixed wing UAV which should
have a maximum flight radius larger 2500km, an endurance of greater than 24h, while the
operational altitude varies from 100m – 6000m. This spectrum for flying heights allows
several applications, but fixed-wing UAVs are not predestinated to be used for all of these
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applications. The GSD (ground sampling distance) of one Pixel varies significantly between
100m and 6000m above ground. Therefore, some other platforms like satellites or manned
aircrafts are more suitable for some of these applications, while VTOL platforms are more
suitable for areas where the take-off of fixed wing platforms is not possible.

Figure 2-7: A quadrotor Md4-200 from the company Microdrones.

In 2007 the Photogrammetry group of the University of Applied Sciences Northwestern
Switzerland presented investigations related to rotary wing UAVs. Nebiker and Eugster
focused in their studies on model helicopters and quadrotors (see Figure 2-7) for the
georegistration of images (Eugster, 2007, Eugster and Nebiker, 2007) and augmented
monitoring (Nebiker, et al., 2007b).

2.2.4 Low-cost systems
Low cost drones, like powered paragliders are an alternative for rotary and fixed wing UAVs
for individual applications. The kite system from the University of Bonn (Germany) is a
manually controlled ~4.1 kW strong 2-stroke engine. The weight of the system varies between
8 kg and 12kg, while up to 5kg can be attached to the system. The frame of the UAV is
mounted on a paraglider which serves as a wing. Therefore, a slow stable flight is guaranteed
and the system provides high security in case of a failure of the motor. The platform also
allows the mount of different sensors. The field of view is transmitted to the operator and can
be seen in special goggles or video screens, laptops etc. While image acquisition is triggered
via remote control, the position is determined by a low-cost GPS system and transmitted to
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the operator. The system is restricted to fly under wind speeds smaller than 6m/s. A maximum
flight height of 4,500m and an operation distance of up to 5km are possible. For take-off and
landing a runway with a length of 5m to 25m is needed (Thamm and Judex, 2006).

2.2.5 GSM based flight planning
In addition to the studies presented so far, Wzorek, et al., 2006 proposed the GSM technology
as a communication media for an autonomous aerial vehicle. This work was done at WITAS.
Using a Sony Ericsson mobile phone and the RMAX UAV, it was possible to edit the flight
plan online, switch to the camera view, display log messages, insert and remove no-fly zones.
Furthermore, the system allowed the sending of fly commands, like fly to position or
waypoint, mission start, take-off and landing etc., to the UAV-system. The flight tests and
empirical evaluation showed the practicability of this type of technology. Furthermore, it
permits the operation of UAVs at large distances, out-of-sight from the operator. It provides a
good redundant system alternative in the case where other communication frequencies jam. It
also gives access to low price use of the internet. This is an important point since there will be
an increasing demand for using information on the internet in real-time during mission
execution (Wzorek, et al., 2006).

2.2.6 Summary
The results of the presented studies in the period 2004-2007 showed, that it is quite easy to
acquire images from UAVs using off-the-shelf cameras. However, the quality of the results
varied, mainly depending on the integrated navigation and stabilization system onboard of the
UAV system and the system itself. Therefore, the classical classification of UAVs, which is
mainly related to the maxima flying height and endurance, must also include a quality of
performance value. This value should indicate, what would be the most suitable applications
of the system. This new composition will be explained in chapter 3. We have also shown that
in this period the trend for the use of low-cost and small size systems, integrating various
sensors, was evident.

2.3 2008 until present
We will now review several studies presented 2008 until present. These studies were mostly
published in the IC Working Group I/V at the ISPRS congress in Beijing. The work presented
represents the present state of the art and show the demand of research on UAVs (UVS) in
photogrammetry.
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Everaerts gave an overview of UAV systems used in photogrammetry in the period 20042008 (Everaerts, 2008). A second comprehensive overview on “Low-altitude Aerial
Photography” was given by Verhoeven, 2009 with the focus on archaeological prospection.
These literature studies can be seen as supplement to the literature review presented here.

2.3.1 UAV-borne LiDAR
Nagai, et al., 2004 showed the latest results based on his investigation related to multi sensor
integration. In his paper, the system and the multi sensor integration were described.
Furthermore, the workflow for the geo-processing and the first results generated from LiDAR
data were presented. The geo-processing was done using a “hybrid IMU”, which combines
the GPS/IMU data, using the image orientation resulting from bundle block adjustment, with
a Kalman Filter.
Choi, et al., 2008 provided an overview of a similar system, which was developed as a light
and flexible system to perform rapid mapping for emergency responses in South Korea. In a
follow up study, Choi, et al., 2009 introduced a improved rapid mapping system for
emergency responses. This project was sponsored by the Korean government, with an overall
budget of 6 million US dollars and a time period of four years. At the current stage of the
project, two configurations of UAV systems, a medium and a high grade system, are
described. In a simulation, both configurations are verified and using a synthetic data set, the
initial accuracy is compared to the results of aerial triangulation.

Figure 2-8: The scout B1-100 equipped with the Riegl airborne LiDAR scanner LMS-Q160.
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A model helicopter from the company aeroscout (Aeroscout, 2009) equipped with a compact
and lightweight airborne laser scanner LMS-Q160 from Riegl (Riegl, 2009) was firstly
described by Imbach and Eck, 2009. This system is described in detail in chapter 3.4.1.

2.3.2 Rotary wing UAVs
Coppa, et al., 2008 presented the results of a flight simulation system, which was developed
to analyze the setup of the servos, which were used for the guidance of the system. The
system allows the evaluation before starting the real flight, avoiding the damage of fragile and
expensive instruments. On the other hand, it has to be balanced if an already existing system
(compare Table 3-8, Table 3-9 and Table 3-11) is cheaper than the development and the
simulation of an own system. From our point of view, already several low-cost systems are
available at the market. Therefore, the main research in the photogrammetry community
should focus more on the integration of the sensors like camera units and LiDAR system as
well as the communication with navigation and control unit.
Nebiker, et al., 2008 continued their investigation on rotary wing UAVs. The project MSMS
(Multi Spectral Micro Sensor) concentrated on the use of mini and micro UAVs in
agricultural applications. For the assessment of plant health, a grapevine field was selected.
The site was documented using two platforms: Copter 1B and the md4-200. While for the
Copter 1B the Canon D20 was selected, an in-house developed light-weight multi-spectral
sensor was used for the md4-200. The system consists of two cameras using a full frame
CMOS (Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor) sensor element (752 x 480 Pixel), a
camera controller and 8mm c-mount lenses. The total payload of the system was 350g, which
was well over the official payload limitation of the platform. Therefore, it turned out that data
acquisition was only possible in the absence of any wind. This made the system not applicable
under real conditions. However, the first result of the study showed the potential of UAV
platforms for agronomical applications.
Eugster and Nebiker, 2008 presented the progress and showed the first results of the study on
augmented monitoring. The success of the integration of the video data into the 3D-viewer
(i3D-viewer, 2009) depended mainly on the achievable accuracy for the geo-referencing.
Moreover, the accuracy was correlated with the quality of the available flight attitude and the
synchronization between video and flight data stream.
Zhang proposed a rotary wing UAV-based photogrammetric mapping system for the
monitoring of unpaved road conditions (Zhang, 2008). The preliminary results of 2D analysis
of the road imagery showed that UAV images are suitable for extracting many of the
parameters needed for monitoring the condition of unpaved roads. While the 2D image
analysis is under further development and refinement, the project is currently focusing on the
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development of 3D analysis of images by exploring Photogrammetry techniques.
Additionally, Zhang showed results of the photogrammetric processing and UAV-based
remote sensing of road conditions (Zhang, 2009a, Zhang, 2009b) using the weControl
(weControl, 2009) system for the navigation and stabilization of the helicopter.
Some other recent developments presented in Beijing included Gerke, 2008, who discussed a
matching technique for video sequences. Also Steffen and Förstner, 2008 used a quadrotor as
a platform for image acquisition under the condition of real time computation of trajectory
and surface information. Colomina, et al., 2008 presented a follow up study of their UAVbased photogrammetry and remote sensing system, which were focusing on technical and
regulatory issues related to UAVs. The variety of the presented papers showed the need of
research related to the topic UAV Photogrammetry. Furthermore, depending on the
application and the requested accuracy level different kind of UAV platforms can be used for
the photogrammetric data acquisition.

2.3.3 Balloons
Scheritz, et al., 2008 presented at the 9th International Conference on Permafrost a tethered
helium filled balloon equipped with a Nikon camera D200. In this study an accurate land
cover, such as meso-scale to high-resolution DSM, is needed to obtain reliable inputs for
modeling the hydrology and the exchange between the surface and atmosphere. The DSM
will be the foundation for modeling meso-scale hydrological processes on the island and to
identify locations of discharge. Therefore, the whole island was covered with images taken
from heights between 600 and 800m. All points of the DEM, with a ground resolution of
10m, had a horizontal and vertical accuracy better than 1.0m. This study showed the need of
high accurate and dense elevation model for hydrological analysis on the meso-scale and the
limitation of manual controlled system, as well as the limitations of the available
commercialized software packages for the DSM generation. The achieved resolution and
accuracy was not sufficient, and so a new flight was conducted in 2008. The results of this
study will be presented in chapter 4.3.2, where we focus on manual flights of UAV systems
for the photogrammetric data acquisition.
Gomez-Lahoz and Gonzalez-Aguilera, 2009 used for the reconstruction of two archaeological
settlements located in Castile (Spain) - the Roman city of Clunia (Burgos) and the Celtic
settlement of Las Cogotas (Avila) - a blimp UAV system. The outcomes of the studies were
well accepted by professional archaeologists, since the accuracy attained with this approach
was ~0.03m in planimetry and ~0.05m in height. With relation to the field work and its
logistic, the set-up of the system took about 45–60min and after this, the operations of
changing the batteries or downloading the images from the memory card took approximately
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less than ten minutes. However, the proposed methodology is quite efficient, reaching a
productivity of 3ha/h approximately. This factor is especially important for the reconstruction
of large areas, like complete settlements. The system has to be handled however, by two
people: one to drive the blimp and another one to control the image acquisition. Therefore, the
number of involved persons was the same as for the state of the art fixed and rotary wing
UAVs, which need one operator and one backup pilot.

2.3.4 Open source systems
Recently, Niethammer, et al., 2009 used an open source UAV system (Mikrokopter, 2009) for
the monitoring of slow moving landslides. The special feature of this UAV system is that it
works with four or eight individual powered propellers, allowing the safe landing even if one
of the motors fails.

Figure 2-9: Example of a Quadrotor and an Octocopter of the open source system Microkopter
(Niethammer, et al., 2009).

2.3.5 Further applications and developments
The China Institute of Surveying and Mapping and the Chinese Academy of Science showed
results of three different kinds of UAVs. The investigation used an unmanned helicopter, a
fixed wing aircraft and an airship. The study compared the systems based on the security
component, quality of the results and efficiency for the data acquisition (Cui, et al., 2008,
Yundong, et al., 2008).
Model helicopters, compared to airships and fixed wing, are more complex systems in terms
of their technical onboard equipment. The authors came up with the hyphothesis that the
unmanned helicopters had the highest failure rate probability. This was rather simplistic, since
the evaluation did not take into account the maturity and the quality of the components of the
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system. However, the issue considering the safety of human life is quite considerable, as the
main rotor of the helicopter could produce the most harm and injury. The quality of the
produced product was quite similar, taken into account the flying height and the camera
parameters. Looking at the efficiency, two factors were evaluated. The first factor examined
the local adaptability, while the second explored the cruise duration. The helicopter systems
were most suitable, if only vertical take-off and landing was possible, while the fixed wing
system and the airship were preferable due to the long flight autonomy (up to 2.5h)
(Yundong, et al., 2008).
Nackaerts, et al., 2008 described a calibration strategy for the MEDUSA (Monitoring
Equipment and Devices for Unmanned Systems at high Altitude) camera system and Zhao
and Qi, 2008 focused on the altitude data analysis of UAV Remote Sensing images. Lin, 2008
finally presented two more UAV platforms, which are used at the Chinese Academy of
Surveying and Mapping.

Figure 2-10: Powered paraglider „Susi“ (Source Jütte, 2008).

An overview of the potential of several low-cost UAVs in forestry and agriculture was given
in Grenzdörffer, et al., 2008b. In this study, results of the photogrammetric processing of
image data taken with a fixed wing Carolo P330 (Mavionics, 2009) and a powered paraglider
Susi (Jütte, 2008 and Figure 2-10) were described. The results for the bundle adjustment
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varies between, half a meter and centimeter accuracy level. The study described in detail
which source of errors influenced the direct georeferencing and showed possibilities to
compensate and correct these parameters (Grenzdörffer, et al., 2008b). Furthermore, the
system is currently used for the determination of forest border lines, for the documentation of
tree damage and the forest stand, as well as the conservation of evidence of illegal forest
clearance.

2.3.6 IGP ETH Zurich
Eisenbeiss presented three papers related to different kinds of applications in
Photogrammetry. The first paper concentrated on Agriculture/Precision Farming and
Geology, where dense elevation models in a complex environment were needed (Eisenbeiss,
2008a). The second paper focused on the 3D modeling and photorealistic texture mapping of
a medieval castle based on close range imagery acquired with a mini-UAV and in terrestrial
mode (Pueschel, et al., 2008). Finally, the third paper investigated the accurate DSM
production using images taken with two kinds of rotary wing UAVs (Haarbrink and
Eisenbeiss, 2008). The content and the outcome of these publications will be discussed in
detail in the following chapters. Furthermore, the mini UAV system was used in the labs of
the Master and Bachelor program in Geomatics at ETH Zurich (see Figure 2-1).

2.4 Conclusions
The presented literature reflects on one hand a chronological review about UAV systems used
in photogrammetry, while on the other hand it also highlights the main applications and
research in photogrammetry using UAV systems. The results of these studies show, that it is
quite simple to acquire images from the area of investigation, however the flight performance
and the image block configuration are still not as accurate as in standard aerial
photogrammetry cases. The limitation of these parameters mainly depends upon the flying
mode, the navigation unit implemented in the UAV-system and the flight planning, as well as
the calibration between both these components. Furthermore, depending on the payload, a
low-cost camera with high or low stability and quality can be mounted into the system. The
presented studies also reflect two main focuses in current UAV photogrammetry research.
One central focus is on the use of existing platforms just as a data acquisition platform. A
second focus is on the implementation, integration and synchronization of different sensors
used in photogrammetry into a UAV platform. The recent investigations focus on applications
that require high resolution and accuracy, but also on applications that concentrate on fast
processing. Most applications just produce orthophotos or maps out of the images for
documentation purposes. Investigations on the DSM generation using image data were only
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shown in Karras, et al., 1999, Eisenbeiss, 2008a, Eisenbeiss, 2008b, Haarbrink and
Eisenbeiss, 2008, Scheritz, et al., 2008.
Balloons and Kites are cost-saving alternatives for some of the presented fixed and rotary
wing systems (Thamm and Judex, 2006, Altan, et al., 2004, Fotinopoulos, 2004,
Grenzdörffer, et al., 2008a, Scheritz, et al., 2008). However, these kinds of UAVs are more
depending on weather and local conditions, since these systems are difficult to control on a
predefined path. In addition, most of them are not stabilized, which complicates the hovering
on a position.
For the integration of different sensors, the exterior orientation has to be known and therefore
the accuracy of the various sensors implemented into the platform has to be investigated.
Quite often a quick overview of images acquired using low-cost sensors is sufficient, whereas
for accurate measurements more precise methods, e.g. DGPS and bundle adjustment, have to
be explored.
In the more recent investigations the trend goes to fast processing like online triangulation and
direct georeferencing. In addition, the sensors and systems are getting tinier and several open
source platforms are used in photogrammetry.
Since most of the presented studies showed limitations in the flying mode, the acquired data
were sub-optimal and it was not possible to process the complete data set, we will focus in the
following on the flight performance of UAVs. We will compare the influence of the manual,
semi-automated and automated flights on the UAV trajectory and final products. Moreover,
the trend goes also to low-cost and open source systems. In our studies we will analyze the
existing UAV systems, classify them and select appropriate UAV-systems for our
investigation in terms of flight performance and conducting real applications. However,
additionally to the low-cost and open source system, there is also a trend to the data
integration of various sensors and high precision and resolution of specific applications and
near real-time applications.
Due to the need for fast processing and accurate results and various UAV systems being
available, in the following chapter we will concentrate on UAVs and classify them. This
overview of UAVs will support the selection of the appropriate UAV for data acquisition and
processing, depending on the specification of the UAVs, the requirements of the applications
and the given flight regulations for UAVs
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Figure 3-1: Overview of various UAV systems.
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3.1 General overview
In the following we will give an overview on existing classifications, regulations and
communities of UAVs. These classifications will be extended with new categorizations,
taking into account the specific needs for an UAV photogrammetry platform. We will
combine the various classes into three new categories, separating Open-source and Manual
controlled UAVs (OM-class), Micro and Mini UAVs (M-class) and Large payload UAVs (Lclass).

3.1.1 Classification of UAVs
The definition of UAVs encompasses fixed and rotary wings UAVs, lighter-than-air UAVs,
lethal aerial vehicles, decoys and targets, alternatively piloted aircrafts and uninhabited
combat aerial vehicles. Sometimes, cruise missiles are also classified as UAVs (van
Blyenburgh, 1999). Furthermore, UAVs can be categorized using the main characteristics of
aircrafts like unpowered or powered, lighter than air or heavier than air and flexible, fixed or
rotary wings (see Table 3-1). Table 3-1 shows a classification of the existing UAVs, which
can be used for photogrammetric applications. Table 3-2 gives pro and cons of the in Table
3-1 classified systems regarding their range, endurance and weather, wind dependency and
maneuverability.
Table 3-1: Classification of UAVs according to the classes unpowered and powered, as well as lighter or
heavier than air.

Lighter than air

Unpowered

Balloon

Heavier than air
Flexible wing

Fixed wing

Rotary wing

Hang glider

Gliders

Rotor-kite

Propeller

Single rotors

Jet engines

Coaxial

Paraglider
Kites
Powered

Airship

Paraglider

Quadrotors
Multi-rotors
Rotary wing UAVs, also known as vertical takeoff and landing vehicles (VTOL), can be
further classified into single-, double-, four- and multi-rotor systems (see Table 3-1). Singlerotor systems have one main rotor and a tail rotor. The main rotor supplies lift and thrust; the
tail rotor is used to counteract the yaw motion and the torque. Double-rotor systems, so called
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coaxial systems, differ mainly from single-rotor systems because they have an increased
payload and they are able to operate at higher absolute altitude for the same engine power. In
addition, they are more easily controllable and have a reduced noise level. These systems
have approximately 30 percent more degree of efficiency, since all of the available engine
powers is devoted in lift and thrust. However, coaxial systems have one main disadvantage:
Using two main rotors mounted in the same rotor shaft, which need to rotate in opposite
directions, results in an increased mechanical complexity of the rotor hub. In general, the
existing single and double-rotor systems have more power than four- and multi-rotor systems.
Accordingly, these kinds of systems are able to carry more payloads, which correspond into
the number, size and weight of the sensors mounted on the UAV-system.
Table 3-2: Pro and cons of the different type of UAVs (0: Lowest value; +: Middle value; ++: Best).

Type of aircraft

Range

Endurance

Weather and wind Maneuverability
dependency

Balloon

0

++

0

0

Airship

++

++

0

+

Gliders/Kites

+

0

0

0

Fixed wing gliders

++

+

+

+

Propeller & Jet engines

++

++

+

+

Rotor-kite

++

+

0

+

Single rotor (helicopter)

+

+

+

++

Coaxial

+

++

+

++

Quadrotors

0

0

0

++

Multi-copters

+

+

+

++

Since the existing four-rotor systems (Quadrotors, see Figure 3-1) have less payload capacity,
they are equipped with lighter sensors as with low cost systems. With their small size and
agile maneuverability, these Quadrotors can be flown indoors as well as outdoors (Hoffmann,
et al., 2004). However, these systems are more susceptible to environmental conditions like
wind and the operation radius is limited more to smaller areas. Nowadays multi-rotor systems
(Niethammer, et al., 2009, Vito, 2009), which have usually similar size and weight as
Quadrotors, are able to carry a larger payload, are more stable and they are more secure
against system crashes, due to the redundancy of the multiple rotors.
The lift of fixed wing aircrafts (see Table 3-1) is not generated by wing motion relative to the
aircraft like birds do, but by forward motion through the air. Powered fixed wings are moving
forward using propellers or jet engines. In the categories of fixed wing UAV systems,
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unpowered aircrafts like gliders can be found. These use the airstream for the forward motion
and uplift. In contrast to fixed wings, rotary wing systems can operate closer to objects and
have a larger flexibility in the control of flight maneuvers (Bendea, et al., 2007). On the other
hand, fixed wing UAVs are usually able to stay for a longer time in the air, can cover larger
areas and are able to enter upper air spaces (see Table 3-2).
In contrast to the rotary wing and fixed wing UAVs, the unpowered balloons and gliders are
controlled by ropes. This feature means the systems are limited in their flying altitude and
distance to the operator, while the horizontal movement of the system corresponds to the
walking of the operator or the movement of the car, to which the system is adapted.
Moreover, the influence of wind is greater than for the rotary and fixed wing UAVs.
Compared to the previous mentioned systems, powered airships have due to their uplift the
advantage of staying longer in the air than the fixed and rotary wing platforms. Therefore,
these systems can be used for long term monitoring tasks. Besides of this advantage, powered
airships, as well as powered gliders, have as a drawback that these systems are more
dependent on the environmental conditions. In addition the overhead obstructions in particular
limit the usage of GPS sensors on these platforms for purpose of navigation.
UAVs can also be classified using the size/weight, endurance, maximum flying height and the
flight duration into micro, mini, close, short, medium and long range classes as well as low,
medium and high-altitude (van Blyenburgh, 1999 and Figure 3-2). The endurance of the UAV
is influenced by the availability of the radio link to control the aircraft and the up- and
downlink of the telemetry and image data. Furthermore, the endurance is also dependent on
the flight autonomy, which is related to the capacity of batteries for electro motors and the
amount of fuel taken as additional payload for gasoline and turbine engines.
An additionally existing classification is given by the Australian Civil Aviation Safety
Authority (CASA, 2001). CASA distinguishes between three classes (see Table 3-3), using
only the weight of the system for the classification.
Table 3-3: Classification of the CASA for UAVs.

Class

Class I Micro UAVs

Specifications

Take-off
100g

weight

Class II Small UAVs

of Take-off weight
less than 150kg
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Class III Large UAVs

of Take-off weight
more than 150kg
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Figure 3-2: Classification of UAVs by range and altitude based on Figure 1 in van Blyenburgh, 1999.

Since the classification of UAVs varies from one country to another (see Table 3-3, Table 3-6
and Section 3.1.2) and no standardized categorization for UAVs in the ISPRS exists, we have
adopted the existing classification of UAVs by van Blyenburgh, 1999 (see Figure 3-2) and
incorporated the UAV systems used in this thesis. In the following we distinguish between
Open source and Manual controlled systems (OM-class), Micro & Mini systems (M-class)
and Large payload UAVs (L-class) (see Table 3-4). Open source are non commercialized
systems, while low cost stands for a price for the hardware of not more than 5000 Euro. The
M-class merges the Micro and Mini UAVs defined by van Blyenburgh, 1999 into one class,
while the payload is limited to max. 5kg. The L-class stands for UAVs which correspond to a
maximum payload over 5kg (without the payload for petrol).
Using the given categorization in Table 3-4, the system can be amended by two quality
values. One value is related to the flight performance: Manual, assisted or autonomous flight,
while the second value is related to the quality of the navigation unit. Therefore, we
distinguish if no GPS, GPS and DGPS is used for the processing of the navigation data (see
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Table 3-5). Combining these two factors, quality measures of the existing UAVs can be
given, taken into account the flight performance and the quality of the navigation data.
Table 3-4: Categorization with respect to price and payload of UAV systems.

Limitation [e.g. price or
payload]

Category

Explanation

OM-class

Open source and Manual controlled systems: Manual controlled
Limited commercial use and cost for the
hardware of open-source systems not more <5,000 Euro for Open source
than 5000 Euro
systems

M-class

Micro & Mini systems

<5kg

L-class

Large payload UAVs

>5kg

Table 3-5: Classification of UAVs regarding to the type of georeferencing, real time capability and
application requirements.

Sensors

Georeferencing

Real-time
capability

Application
requirement

UAV category

No GPS/INS

post

0

Low accuracy [m]

OM-class

GPS and consumer- post/direct
grade INS

+

Moderate accuracy M- & L-class
[dm-m]

DGPS/ navigation- post/direct
and tactical grade
INS

++

High accuracy [cm] M- & L-class

Additionally, UAV platforms can be classified according to their integrated sensors and realtime capability, which influence directly the data processing. Low-cost sensors will imply
post georeferencing, while high-end sensors, such as DGPS and navigation-grade IMUs (see
Appendix Figure E-1) have the potential for direct georeferencing. Depending on the
implemented sensors and type of processing, specific UAVs will only be suitable for
particular applications (see Table 3-5). The given accuracy levels in Table 3-5 for the
application requirements can vary for the classified UAVs, according to the method applied
for georeferencing.

3.1.2 Regulations
Due to security and insurance constraints UAV flights in the civilian domain have to be flown
with backup pilot in line of sight (LOS). The backup pilot (UAV pilot/UAV-p) is the person
who has at any time the direct control of the system. He is a qualified person who actively
exercises remote control of a non-autonomous flight, or monitoring an autonomous flight. As
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a general rule, the UAV operator or the UAV-system overtakes only partly the control of the
system, while the UAV-p can overtake the control of the system at any time. In addition, for
larger systems the UAV commander is the qualified person responsible for the safe operation.
So far the regulations for UAVs differ from one country to another. However, the EASA
(European Aviation Safety Agency) defined those UAVs with a “Maximum Take-Off Mass”
(MTOM) over 150kg have to be certificated by EASA. UAVs with a MTOM less than 150kg
are regulated by the national authorities.
For example, in Switzerland the BAZL (Bundesamt für Zivilluftfahrt BAZL – Federal Office
for Civil Aviation FOCA) is the responsible federal authority. They categorized UAVs in
classes with a take-off weight below and above 30 kg (BAZL, 2001 and Table 3-6). UAVs
with a weight more than 30 kg need to have an official authorization by BAZL, while for the
second category the authorization depends on the type of the UAV (Kite, balloon or model
aircrafts). The responsible air navigation services, like Skyguide (Swiss air navigation service
ltd) in Switzerland, are allowed to define exceptions and to give permission for special flights.
Moreover, before doing an autonomous flight in Switzerland, permission from the owner of
the land, and depending on the application confirmation from the insurance company, is
obligatory.
Table 3-6: Regulation for UAVs in Switzerland (BAZL, 2001).

To give a second example, in the United Kingdom (UK) the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA)
published a comprehensive guide called the “Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Operations in UK
Airspace” in 2004 (CAP, 2004). This guide gives, amongst others, a good overview of legal
considerations, certifications, registrations, maintenance and inspection, security flying
operations relating to UAVs. For example, it even distinguishes between recreational and
commercial use in 4 weight categories (<7kg, 7-20 kg, 20-150 kg and < 150 kg). In the future,
because of security issues, similar regulations will be defined at national and/or European
level in all countries.

3.1.3 UAV communities
In the past the developments of the UAV systems were primarily driven by the military and
the artificial intelligence communities, while in the last few years further developments have
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also been driven by the progress in the civilian sector of UAVs. An overview of the current
variety of research groups, companies and societies working with UAVs is given in Appendix
B-1. Table 3-7 also provides an overview of societies, which are working on UAVs or which
have recently focused their work on UAVs or their applications. The table should not be
interpreted as an all-inclusive overview of existing societies. It is more a collection of the
main civilian societies focusing on UAVs. A more detailed study can be found in the UAV
Industry report (Visiongain, 2009). Societies such as robotics and electrical engineering,
artificial intelligence, unmanned vehicles, vertical take-off and landing and Photogrammetry
and Remote Sensing, however are included in Table 3-7. For example, the Association for the
Advancement of Artificial Intelligence (AAAI) focuses in general not only on UAVs, rather
considers autonomous vehicles in general such as land based, underwater, air and outer space.
So in addition to these platforms, the AAAI community is focusing generally on “…
advancing the scientific understanding of the mechanisms underlying thought and intelligent
behavior and their embodiment in machines.” (AAAI, 2008).
Table 3-7: Overview of societies and conferences related to UAVs.

Since the societies of robotics, electrical engineering and artificial intelligence focus more on
the construction and mechanism of UAVs, as well as the steering of autonomous flights, the
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ISPRS Working group I/V UVS for Mapping and Monitoring Applications has focused on the
use and applications of such systems as a photogrammetric data acquisition platform, as well
as a tool for Remote Sensing instruments prototyping and for teaching, as well as for the
research of onboard processing of image data and the control of the platform integrating
GPS/INS and image observation for automated navigation.

3.2 Open Source and Low Cost UAV Systems: OM-Class
Several open source systems exist on the market. In Europe systems like UAVP and
Mikrocopter are available for rotary wing systems (Eisenbeiss, et al., 2009b, Mikrokopter,
2009, UAVP, 2009), while the Paparazzi project focused on fixed wing UAVs (Paparazzi,
2009). These open source systems are only allowed to be commercialized, within certain
limitations. The members of the open source community developed already high end systems,
which allow manoeuvres of complex tasks like the autonomous stabilized flight, follow me,
coming home, and way point navigation. The follow me modus allows a systems to follow
another one in the automated flying modus, while the coming home option is essential if the
radio link to the system is intermitted. Furthermore, in particular the way point navigation
function is a valuable tool for photogrammetric applications. Using the own flight planning
permits the image acquisition in a photogrammetric block configuration.
Since these kinds of UAV systems are low cost and have a high potential for research and
testing purposes, in the following section open source project will be described and two
examples for realized systems will be highlighted. After describing the open source system,
an example for a low cost UAV such as a powered paraglider will be provided (Grenzdörffer,
et al., 2008a, Jütte, 2007, Thamm and Judex, 2006).

3.2.1 Mikrokopter
The open source project Mikrokopter (Mikrokopter, 2009) was initiated by two electrical
engineers from Germany in 2006. In contrast to most of the commercially available systems,
the cost of the hardware of approximately €1000 is clearly lower. However, the amount of
work for the self-construction should not be underestimated.
The required basic components for the construction of a Mikrokopter are four brushless
motors including a brushless speed controller, two counter rotating propeller pairs, LiPoAkku, a radio receiver, a frame-set as well as the Flight-CTRL, which is a micro size flight
controller.
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Figure 3-3: A Mikrokopter photo flight at Hönggerberg, ETH Zurich (Eisenbeiss, et al., 2009b).

All sensors needed for the flight are mounted on the Flight-Ctrl main board. The four main
components are the following:
- A master control unit AVR Atmel ATMEGA644@20MHz,
- 3 gyroscopes ENBC-03R (±300°/s, -5 to 75°C),
- 3 acceleration sensors (ACC) LIS3L02AS4
- Optionally a barometer MPX4115 (15-115 kPa, -40 to +125 °C, max. error of 1.5%).
Furthermore there are more optional components available, which are necessary for the
autonomous flight:
- The Navi-Ctrl contruction set including a ARM9-Mikrocontroller,
- A 3-axis magentometer (MK3Mag), which is used for the minimization of the drift in
Yaw-direction,
- A GPS-receiver (MK-GPS) LEA-4H from the company u-blox (position accuracy of
2m for 50 % of the position fixes).
Table 3-8: Overview of OM-class systems.
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An quadrotor Mikrokopter was built by Michael Kolb at ETH Zurich (Eisenbeiss, et al.,
2009b), while Niethammer, et al., 2009 built two different Mikrokopter systems, such as a
Quadrotor and an Octocopter (see Table 3-8). As mentioned previously, this system has been
used for geological documentations at the University of Stuttgart.

3.2.2 Manual controlled system „Susi“
The system “Susi” was developed by the remote sensing group at the University of Bonn
(Jütte, 2008, Thamm and Judex, 2006 and Figure 2-10). The system was already successfully
used by Kai Juette at the forestry department in Mecklenburg-Western, Pomerania
(Germany). The low cost system is a powered paraglider, which stands out from other
systems due to its long endurance (up to 3h). The system is also currently used in the project
REstored COrridor Dynamics (Record), sponsored by CCES and Cantons Thurgau and Zurich
at ETH Zurich (Record, 2009).
The UAV system Susi can be equipped with a still-video camera, such as the Sony DSC-R1
or the multispectral camera TetraCam ADC. Moreover, the system contains a single GPS
system and a video camera, which allows the transmission of the actual position and the
online video signal via radio link.
The system can be controlled manually. For changing the height above ground the system has
to increase the speed and the frame as well as the parachute of the system has to have a steep
angle (see Figure 3-4). If the speed above ground is low, the climbing will take a longer
period. Furthermore, if the angle of the system is to steep, the system is getting uncontrolled
and can cause damage or failure of the system.

Figure 3-4: UAV SUSI showing the strong climbing position (Modified from Susi manual, 2009).
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For changing the flight direction, the system must be controlled carefully, since the reaction
of the system is delayed. In addition, depending on the wind direction, the left and right turns
are different to control. Therefore, the manual control of the system without stabilizer and
advanced fight control system is one of the mayor disadvantages compared to some of the MClass and L-class systems.

3.3 Micro & Mini UAV Systems: M-Class
This class combines the UAV Systems, which are available for commercial applications and
the payload of the system is limited to 5kg. Most of the systems currently available on the
market are equipped with low-cost navigation sensors like GPS/INS, stabilized and have the
capability to fly completely autonomously or with a predefined flight path. In the following
section, a selection of helicopter, quadrotors and multicopter are described, while two
systems, which have been used for this study, are explained in more detail.

3.3.1 Quadrotors
Table 3-9: Overview of a selection of existing commercial quad- and multicopter M-Class systems.

Quadrotors are mainly light weight systems, which have normally a maximum take-off
weight of up to 5kg. The limitation is mainly due to the payload limitations of some national
authorities, like the maximal take-off weight of 5kg in Germany. These systems have a size of
0.5-2m and they are powered by four electro motors. Several commercialized systems are
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available on the market, as shown in Table 3-9. Due to the weight limitations, these systems
are highly dependent on the wind conditions and the absolute flying height (a.s.l.) will be
limited. Moreover, most of the systems can only fly in the manual or assisted flight modus.
Recently, the Microdrones MD4-200 was upgraded by a flight control system, allowing the
autonomous flight with a predefined flight path. Therefore, this system was used in this work
for the analysis of the influence of the autonomous flight modus to the efficiency and
accuracy of photogrammetric data acquisition and processing. Besides of the Microdrones
system the companies Ascending technologies GmbH and the Airrobot company are
manufacturers for commercialized quadrotors and multicopter platforms. While the company
Airrobot is more focusing on military applications, the ascending systems offers systems,
which diversify from a hobby line to a professional line. In particular, the Falcon 12 system of
Ascending, which is an octocopter, allows a payload up to 1.5kg having flight autonomy of up
to 20min (see Table 3-9).

3.3.1.1 Microdrones

Figure 3-5: Left: A detail view of the system showing the adapted camera. Right: Ground Control Station.

The company microdrones GmbH was founded in October 2005. The motivation of the
founders was the development and production of VTOL systems such as Micro UAVs. The
first unit of the quadrotor system MD4-200 was available in April 2006, which can be
operated by one person. The MD4-200 (see Figure 3-5, left) includes the UAV system
consisting of accelerometers, gyroscopes, magnetometer, barometer, hygrometer,
thermometer and GPS sensors and a whole package of software. The software contains the
following components: Flight simulation, way point editor (see Figure 3-6) and flight control,
as well as a tool for the analysis of the system parameters post flight.
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Figure 3-6: Screenshot of the waypoint editor of mdCockpit showing a plan of an autonomous flight at the
campus ETH Hönggerberg.

The waypoint editor, shown in Figure 3-6, allows the definition of the image acquisition
points based on a rectified map or orthophoto integrated into the waypoint editor. Therefore
the position in the map and the height above ground has to be defined. In addition to the way
point position, the vector yaw options are composed: Camera orientation azimuth and zenith
angle, as well as the horizontal, vertical flying speed and the yaw movement speed. Finally,
way point actions like activating the image triggering, camera zoom and multi or single
triggering, as well as the time interval between the single image acquisitions are defined. All
attributes of a waypoint are given in chapter 4.2.2.3. The interactive map allows, by clicking
on one image point in the map, the preview of the image coverage and the additional
parameters mentioned above. As an alternative, the flight path may also be created in Google
Earth (GoogleEarth, 2009) and imported manually into the waypoint editor. However, this
procedure still requires the definition of the additional parameters in the editor.
The maximal take-off weight of the system is 900g, while the payload is limited to 200g. The
weight of the camera is limited thus to 200g. The adapted camera (see Figure 3-5, right) can
be controlled via integrated data link through to the ground control station (see Figure 3-5,
left). The flight autonomy is limited to 20 min with a flight radius from the flight control
station of 500m and the maximal take-off height is restricted to 1500m a.s.l. However, the
system was already tested at 3,800m a.s.l. (Klein Matterhorn, Switzerland) and in a separate
test with a maximal payload of 350g (Nebiker, et al., 2007a), where the main limitations were
given by the local wind conditions. The system contains four rotors, which are connected to 1
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Lipo batteries (4 cells) with 2,300mAh. The MD4-200 can operate up to a humidity of 80%
and can fly in a temperature interval of 0-40°C (see Table 3-9 and microdrones, 2009b,
Nebiker, et al., 2007a).
Recently, Microdrones introduced a new quadrotor MD4-1000 too, which will have a
maximum take-off weight of 5.1kg and a payload capacity of either 1kg or 300g, with flight
autonomy of 30min and 70min respectively. This system allows, in comparison to the MD4200, the use of a camera with factor five more weight or the data acquisition longer than 1h
(see Table 3-9 and Microdrones, 2009).

3.3.2 Model helicopter
The model helicopter Copter 1B (Surveycopter, France) using the navigation and stabilizing
unit wePilot1000 of weControl was primarily used in our study. Moreover, the flight
performance was analyzed in our studies and could be improved through our feedback to the
system manufacture. Therefore, in the following the helicopter and the navigation unit we will
describe in more detail.

3.3.2.1 The Copter 1B
The Copter 1B is operated by 2 people and combines an extra-quick system deployment. The
Copter 1B (see Figure 3-7) uses the flight control system wePilot1000 from weControl, which
allows for the stabilization of the platform and for an autonomous flight following a
predefined flight path for image acquisition. In addition, the system consists of a ground
control station (see Figure 3-8: A laptop with monitoring software (weGCS)), a still-video
camera, communication links, power supply, video link (incl. video camera) for visual control
for monitoring image overlap, and transport equipment. The maximum tested flight height
above ground level was 2300m a.s.l. at Flüelapass (Switzerland; see Eisenbeiss, 2008a).
The helicopter itself is powered through a 26ccm petrol engine allowing a maximum payload
of 5kg with flight autonomy up to 30min. The size of the helicopter including the main rotor
is approximately 2m. In addition the helicopter features a GPS antenna, INS, barometer,
compass, camera gimbal, etc. (see Table 3-11 and Figure 3-7).
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Figure 3-7: Copter 1B from the company Surveycopter and the integrated wePilot (weControl).

Figure 3-8: The flight control station (weGCS) operated by the operator and the pilot in the background
during a field mission 2009 in Copan (Honduras).

3.3.2.2 The Flight Control System “wePilot 1000”
The wePilot1000 is intended for professional applications. The wePilot1000 (see Figure 3-10)
is a so called “on-demand system”, which means that the pilot controls the helicopter with
directional commands (forward/lateral/vertical/heading velocity) from the joystick connected
to the ground control station or by the geographic coordinates given by the flight path
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(waypoints). A combination of both operations is possible in order to interrupt, modify, or
continue a specific mission. The wePilot1000 features the following main characteristics:
• Altitude stabilization and velocity control,
• Position and RC transmitter sticks interpreted as velocity commands,
• Integrated GPS/INS system,
• Barometric altimeter,
• Compass,
• Payload intensive flight controller,
• Built-in data logger and telemetry capability,
• Programmable hardware for rapid customization,
• Flight control software weGCS and
• Embedded computer system.

Figure 3-9: Scheme for the flight control system wePilot1000.

The wePilot1000 also provides safety enhancements in case of loss of data communications
or failure of the ground control station. Specifically, the wePilot1000 supports a fully
autonomous homing process to a previously defined home location. Furthermore, the flight
control system can stabilize the helicopter under severe weather conditions, including
persistent strong wind and wind gusts. The stabilization performance of the wePilot1000 is an
important feature, which allows the use of the system for aerial photography, aerial video
recording, or infrared night operations.
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The flight control system interacts with the helicopter as shown in Figure 3-9. The helicopter
and its integrated sensors provide the navigation unit with input. Using an extended Kalman
Filter the system calculates the position, orientation, speed and acceleration of the system online (Eck, 2001). These values are transmitted to the Controller, which checks the differences
to the given values. Identifying the differences, the Controller sends new action commands to
the helicopter to correct the actual values. In addition the navigation data are transmitted to
the Guidance, which checks the position to the predefined flight path, which is or can be
defined and modified by operator of the system. The Guidance unit gives reference
commands to the controller as well, which are transferred to the helicopter again as actuator
commands.
Moreover, the computer board allows data communication with various payloads such as
gimbals, video and photo cameras. It also includes “black box” data recording capability for
post-flight data processing in case of detailed flight analysis. The wePilot1000 electronics is
also well isolated against high frequency engine vibrations.

3.3.2.3 Ground Control Station Software (weGCS)

Figure 3-10: Screenshot of the wePilot 1000 showing a mission at the campus ETH Hönggerberg.
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The weControl Ground Control Station Software (weGCS) allows, similar to the WayPoint
Editor of the MD4-200 system, the definition of the way points using a referenced map,
integrated into the weGCS software (see Figure 3-10). Thereby, the image acquisition points
can be defined as cruising or stop points, while for cruising points only the start and the end
point of a image strip has to be defined and the corresponding baseline between the sequenced
images. Moreover, a start and home point has to be defined. The start point permits the set up
of the mission relative to the start point, without knowing the exact 3D coordinates. The home
point is defined for loss of connection to the helicopter. After 30s without radio connection to
the system, the helicopter starts hovering and after an additional 30s without connection, it
flies automatically to the home point. The helicopter then hovers at the home point for 180s,
before commencing the landing maneuver. Thus, the home point has to be defined in a way
that no obstacles are situated between the flight bath and the home point itself.
The weGCS has also a control and steering function during the autonomous flight. All
maneuvers can be activated through the flight control station, while in the meantime the
reference values for the position, attitude and speed, as well as alarms for the radio link, GPS
signal availability, batteries, fuel and engine temperature are monitored through a traffic light
system are monitored. The colors of the traffic light are configured as follows: Green is ok
and yellow stands for a warning, while red symbolized the trespass of the given limit values
(see Figure 3-10). For details on the flight planning integration see paragraph 4.2.

3.3.2.4 Measurement components of the wePilot1000
The flight control system wePilot1000 of our system is based on an integrated navigation
solution with redundant sensor information from GPS receiver µ–blox TIM-LP, an INS
Crossbow IMU400CD 100, a barometer and a magnetometer from Honeywell HMR2300.
The integrated GPS sensor is a C/A Code based single frequency GPS receiver, which also
allows differential pseudorange corrections to be considered. The IMU is based on MicroElectro-Mechanical-System (MEMS) and is therefore categorized as a low quality IMU
system. Recently, in 2008 our wePilot 1000 was upgraded to the wePilot1000-10g/N (see
Table 3-10). The upgrade consisted of weControl’s proprietary IMU (10g accelerometers
(Colibrys), 100°/s gyroscopes (Silicon Sensing)) and Novatel’s OEMV1 GPS receiver. The
upgrade of flight control software include, in addition, a collective limiter in case of engine
power loss (auto-rotation), attitude/altitude control in case of GPS loss and the new IMU and
GPS receiver fits in the current wePilot housing. The Novatel receiver has a superior
performance (not in precision but in terms of robustness and delay) than the µ-blox receiver
and is better suited for aerospace applications.
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Table 3-10: Given accuracy measures of the three wePilot1000 systems which have been used in our
studies (weControl, 2009).

wePilot1000
(1-Sigma)

wePilot1000-10g/N
(1-Sigma)

wePilot1000
(Scout B1-100)

Horizontal position

2.5m

1.8m

2cm

Vertical position

5.0m

2.0m

2cm

Roll/Pitch

1.0deg

0.1deg

~0.1deg

Yaw

1.0deg

1.0deg

~0.5deg

Accuracy measures

All given accuracy measures in Table 3-10 are based on characteristic numbers of the
integrated sensors and the achieved performance of the flight control systems.

3.3.3 Fixed wing UAVs
In the current study, the focus of our work is mainly on rotary wing UAVs. To give a more
complete overview, in the following an example for a fixed wing UAV, which was already
used for photogrammetric applications (Grenzdörffer and Engel, 2008), is given.

Figure 3-11: Left: Carolo T200 (Source: Mavionics, 2009); Right: Sky-Sailor solar airplane (Noth, et al.,
2007, Fig. 12.10.).

The company Mavionics (Mavionics, 2009) developed a fixed wing UAV, which allows the
autonomous flight for different fields of civilian applications. The systems Carolo P330 or
Carolo T200 (see Figure 3-11, left) are standard model airplane, which features an autopilot
system developed by Mavionics GmbH, mission control software (MCS) and a remote control
for manual maneuvers. The standard payload is a Canon Powershot S60. More technical
parameters are given in Table 3-11. Similar two the system described so far, the MCS features
a georeferenced map, where the flight strips are defined by the start and end point of a flight
line. The turn from one line to its successor, is flown in a constant radius, while the minimum
radius is limited to 30° in the roll angle by the MCS in order to avoid an instability of the
system. After the manual take-off the system changes to the autonomous mode, while the
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airplane is close to the first way point. After the mission, the pilot takes over the control and
lands the system safe on the ground. More details describing the system and its autopilot and
a practical example can be found under Grenzdörffer and Engel, 2008, Grenzdörffer, et al.,
2008b, Mavionics, 2009.
Additionally to the fixed wing system above also solar and high altitude long endurance
system have a high potential for photogrammetric and remote sensing applications (Noth, et
al., 2004, Noth, et al., 2007).
Table 3-11: Overview of fixed-wing, single rotor and coaxial M- and L-class systems.

3.4 Large Payload UAV Systems: L-Class
The L-class described in the following is characterized through their capability of carrying a
larger payload as the OM- and M-class systems mentioned above. Thus, the L-class systems
are able to carry more fuel, which elongate the flight autonomy up to 240min. The larger
payload capacity permits also the combination of various sensors into one platform, as well as
the integration of more sophisticated sensors result in a high accuracy and stability of the
navigation data of the UAV system.

3.4.1 Aeroscout
The Scout B1-100 (Aeroscout, 2009) is a completely autonomous flying model helicopter. A
main feature of the scout B1-100 is the large payload of 18-20kg and 10 liters of additional
fuel, which allows a maximum flight autonomy of 90 min. The Scout B1-100 is designed to
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carry the Riegl airborne LiDAR scanner LMS-Q160 (Aeroscout, 2009, BACS, 2009, Imbach
and Eck, 2009, Riegl, 2009 and Figure 3-12).
The LMS-Q160 has an approximate weight of 4.5kg, which is, in comparison to other
airborne scanners, extremely lightweight. Despite this, the scanner is robust enough to
withstand the shock and vibration load caused by the UAV-system. The maximum
measurement range for wire targets is up to 60m, while for flat targets the maximum range
goes up to 200m. The scanning range is 80deg, whereas the scanning rate is 5 to 60scans/s.
The maximum angular resolution of the scanner is 0.01deg (9mm point sampling distance at
50m flight height). The company Riegl gives an accuracy of 20mm (1 sigma) for a
measurement distance of 50m under Riegl test conditions (Riegl, 2009). Using the LMS-Q160
at a flying height of 50m we can achieve a resolution of 50pt/m2.

Figure 3-12: Scout B1-100 equipped with the airborne laser scanner LMS-Q160 showing the preparation
for the first flight at the Campus Hönggerberg (ETH Zurich).

So far the position and orientation values, observed by the wePilot, were only used for the
navigation of the UAV system. For the integration of the airborne scanner on the Scout B1100, the navigation unit from weControl integrated into the Scout B1-100 has to have a higher
accuracy, since these values are used for georeferencing of the LiDAR data.
In addition, the system requires the storage of the binary data stream in real-time, the data has
to be synchronized using the UTC time stamp and the electronic components have to be
damped to reduce the influence of the vibrations of the system. Therefore, a box for the
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electronic equipment is mounted between the skids of the UAV. Since the box is connected to
the body of the UAV via shock-mount, all components like IMU and airborne scanner are
mounted on or into the box.

3.4.2 Geocopter
The company Geocopter (Geocopter, 2009) is located in the Netherlands. The main focus of
Geocopter is on turbine based model helicopter systems (Geocopter GC 201). The system is
able to carry up to 30kg payload, which allows also the implementation of medium format
cameras or airborne LiDAR systems. Furthermore, the larger payload results also in a higher
absolute flying height above mean sea level. In theory up to 4000m a.s.l. The company is also
working on a two engines aircraft, which would give an extra safety of the system. This
system would also lead to aerial survey flights over urban areas. Details of the system are
given in Table 3-11.

Figure 3-13: Geocopter GC 201 during a flight mission in the Netherlands (Source: Geocopter, 2009).

3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have provided an overview of existing classifications, regulations and
communities dealing with UAVs and developed a new classification for UAVs (see section
3.1.1). Our new classification allows the selection of an UAV system for a photogrammetric
application based on the available project money for hardware and the requested resolution
and accuracy of a photogrammetric product. Moreover, the given classifications allow us to
select UAVs depending on their endurance, range, weather dependency, maneuverability,
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payload capacity and the type of motorization of the UAV system. Giving an example: An
application which emphasizes on the monitoring of animals, will be conducted by an UAV
with less noise, a long endurance and range capacity. The evaluated UAV systems used in this
study were explained in detail and the main functionalities of these systems were provided.
In the following chapter we will now apply the new classifications of UAVs and evaluate
some of the provided classifications, like the maneuverability, the control of the UAV system
(manual, semi-automated, automated).
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PROJECT WORKFLOW AND IMAGE DATA ACQUISITION

Figure 4-1: Flight plan for an UAV flight over Campus ETH Hönggerberg visualized in Google Earth
(Source: Bare ground and DSM (Google Earth) and 3D Model of Campus Hönggerberg (IGP, ETH
Zurich)).

4.1 Workflow
First, an overview of the overall workflow for the processing of UAV images will be given.
After that we will concentrate on three aspects. First, we will focus on the flight planning of
UAVs, which varies due to the autonomous flight capability, the large spectrum of existing
UAVs and the combination of close range and aerial photogrammetry with to the classical
flight planning of large-format aerial cameras. The second focus will be on the influence of
manual and autonomous flights on the performance of photogrammetric flights and thereby
on the quality of the results. In this particular section, examples for manual flight are given,
which highlights the need for autonomous photogrammetric flights. Thirdly, we will
concentrate on the consistency and accuracy of autonomous flights and a method for the flight
performance and accuracy analysis of the 3D trajectory is given. Considering these aspects of
autonomous flights, we will apply them in our applications and show the improvements, such
as the change from stop to cruising points for the data acquisition (see chapter 6 and 7).

4.1 Workflow
All processing steps of the workflow are categorized in modules, which link each with each
other via interfaces. The modules have attributes, which can be defined or modified
depending on the procedures specific to individual tasks. The attributes of the modules are
generated in the first module “Project Parameter (PP)”.
The interfaces will be established in a way that for the individual module the attributes can
change, depending on the PPs. Additionally, the interfaces will have functionality for data
transformation and formatting. Therefore, with our proposed workflow several UAV
applications can be handled.

The main modules are defined as follows:
o Project parameters (PP)
o Flight planning (FP)
o Autonomous photogrammetric flight (APF)
o Quality check of the data (QCD)
o UAV Block Triangulation (UAV BT)
o DSM, Orthophoto, 3D Model (DO3D)

The individual procedures of a module can be a process or a part of a process from
commercial or in-house developed software. Figure 4-2 shows which modules were
developed by IGP and which were evaluated using existing in-house and commercial
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available software packages. Additionally, the figure explains which part of the work is
conducted during or after the field work or both.

Figure 4-2: Modular Workflow for processing of UAV data showing the main functionalities.

For communication and data transfer between the modules, interfaces are developed and
workflows are established. The interfaces have the main functionality to speed up the
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communication between the individual working steps (modules). Depending on the
application, the interfaces provide the required information from each of the modules.

(a) Design of a flight planning algorithm (FP)
For the automated image acquisition, the flight trajectory of the UAV has to be calculated in
advance. PPs like object type, output data, camera sensor, type of model helicopter and
flight restrictions are standard project parameters. These parameters can vary from one
application to another. Therefore, in depth flight planning, based on the PPs is essential. We
define three scenarios in the flight planning module:
o Documentation of a surface with flat or moderate terrain.
o Exposure of a rough/ mountainous terrain like hazard areas.
o 3D modelling of buildings and other objects.

(b) Automation of the photogrammetric flight and improvement of field work (APF)
For the automation of the flight, the following features of the wePilot 1000 system were
modified.
o Autonomous triggering of images and autonomous take-off and landing.
o Functionality for the camera rotation and measurement of these rotations
o Increase of the accuracy of position and orientation
•

New GPS and INS sensors with higher accuracy and performance.

•

Triggering and storage of orientation data with image data.

•

DGPS for the LiDAR data acquisition.

The needs for the modification of the flight planning tool were formulated through our
studies and implemented by the company weControl.

The enhancement of accuracy of the orientation values can reduce the required number of
GCPs (compare Cramer, 2001). For areas, where marked control points cannot be distributed,
special natural features such as intersecting lines at street junctions will be used as control
points. These points can be determined before or even after the flight using a total station or
DGPS.
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(c) Quality check of the data (QCD)
Real time quality checking of the data is an important task, since the data acquisition is often
time limited and repetition not possible. For quality control of image processing, we provided
downsampled stitched overview images directly at the site for a quick quality check. The
quality check therefore consisted of the following components:
o Comparison of defined and acquired positions.
o Generation of first results during or after the field work.

A table for an additional image flight is generated, when the following circumstances occur
and a new flight will be completed.
o Acquired position does not fit to the predefined acquisition point.
o An image is not acquired.
o The footprint comparison shows gaps or the required overlapping interval is not
fulfilled.
o The intermediate results show errors.

(d) UAV Block Triangulation (UAV BT)
An additional focus of this study is on the existing software packages, which can be used for
the processing of UAV images. The integration of position and orientation data generated by
the navigation unit of the UAV, will lead to a reduction of the number of control points
required for the orientation (see Cramer, 2001 pp. 15-17). The use of different independent
sensors integrated into the platform will also reduce the time and cost for image
measurements and bundle adjustment.

(e) DSM, Orthophoto, 3D Model (DO3D)
For this module we will use commercial software packages and existing inhouse-developed
tools. Because of the wide variety of photogrammetric processing software, we categorize
them into three classes based on their capability for processing of aerial, terrestrial and a
combination of aerial and terrestrial data. We will generate a list for the categories and will
evaluate a selection of software packages for UAV data processing (chapter 5) and use them
in our applications (see chapters 6 and 7).
In the following sections the modules explained above are described in detail.
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4.2 Flight Planning
Since the earliest works with analogue aerial images, flight planning before image acquisition
is essential for the aerial image orientation and the generation of photogrammetric products.
The most important parameters and formulas for mission planning of an aerial survey are
described below and can be found in the literature (amongst others in Kraus, 2007 pp. 144150, Warner, et al., 1996 pp. 173-193, Schwidefsky and Ackermann, 1976 pp. 131-137). In
order to determine the flight path, the main parameters needed are listed in Table 4-1.
The image scale factor is defined by the flight height above ground Hg and the focal length of
the camera systems:
4-1
The ground distance of an image side can be calculated with S’ or s’ respectively if an
analogue or digital camera is used:

4-2
The length of the baseline is given with p% forward overlap
4-3

and the distance between two neighbouring flight lines with q% side lap can be calculated
4-4
The covered model area is product of
4-5
The expected accuracy in height can be calculated with the measurement accuracy in
planimetry sx and the ratio of flight height and baseline in image space, while sx is defined
through the measurement method and the pixel size (px). Manually measured points can be
defined with an accuracy as low as to 0.5 Pixel, while automatic measurement methods allow
an accuracy of down to 0.1 Pixel for natural targets for flat terrain and good texture (Heipke,
1999). In alpine areas the point measurement accuracy increases to 0.5 Pixel (Kersten, 1999).
However, for UAV images it can be expected to achieve approximately 0.5 Pixel. The
accuracies then calculate as:
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4-6

4-7

Table 4-1: Flight parameters for the mission planning of photogrammetric aerial flights.

Description

Parameter

Image scale factor

mb

Focal length

f

Flight height

Hg

Dimension of the analog image and sensor size for digital cameras

s’ (x,y)

Scanning resolution for analogue images and the pixel size for digital px and py
cameras
Sensor diagonal

d

Ground distance of the image

S (X,Y)

Along and across track overlap

p and q

Baseline in image and object space

b and B

Distance between the flight lines

a

Length and width of area to be covered

Lp and Lq

Model area (Stereo coverage)

Fm

Position of the Area
Average terrain height

HT

Accuracy in planimetry and height

sx and sz

Measurements accuracy (Pixel)

sx (Mes)

Ground velocity

Vg

Velocities of the UAV (Translation and angular velocity)

VX,Y,Z and VΨ, Θ, Φ

Image motion

w

Shutter speed

Δt

Time between two acquisition points

dT

Field of view

FOV

Image acquisition point

P (X, Y, Z)

For the standard large format digital and analogue aerial cameras, appropriate software
packages are provided by the camera manufacturers (Intergraph/ZI, 2009, Leica, 2009,Vexcel,
2009). Similarly, for the medium format cameras available on the market, such as DigiCAM
quattro (IGI-Systems, 2009) and AIC-x1 (RolleiMetric, 2009), and companies like IGI and
Aerotopol (Aerotopol, 2009), manufacturers have developed their own mission planning
software.
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The commercial mission planning packages for aerial images allow, after the set up of the
main project parameters like flight height, coordinate system and camera parameters, the
definition of the area of interest in a graphical interface. Similar to a GIS environment, it is
possible to load a map and elevation. Some packages also allow the integration of existing
3D-CAD models. After the definition of these parameters, the software calculates the
coordinates of the image acquisition points of the flight lines. In addition, the parameters like
number of images, expected amount of hard disk memory, accuracy in planimetry and height
can be checked and adapted in the software. Finally, the coordinates can be exported and
integrated in the flight control system. The flight control system transforms the coordinates
and the additional parameters into control commands, which are realized through the servos
controlling the UAV.

4.2.1 Flight planning for UAVs
Existing tools for flight/path planning for UAVs to date have been developed for military,
robotics, computer vision and artificial intelligence applications. The main research focus has
been on extravagant flight manoeuvres like flips and rolls (Abbeel, et al., 2007), collision
avoidance (Bellingham, et al., 2003 and Pettersson and Doherty, 2004), automated target
tracking (Nordberg, et al., 2002) and operations like the “follow me” modus (Mikrokopter,
2009). Hence, tools have been developed, which work in a local 3D environment, where static
and passive mobile obstacles are known. Thus, local path planners are able to produce fast
collision-free trajectories (Sasiadek and Duleba, 2000).
Nowadays, in these communities, point navigation for UAVs is a standard tool (Niranjan, et
al., 2007). Thus, the autonomous flight based on defined points in a global coordinate system
is possible for most of the M- and L-Class UAV systems, while for the OM-class UAVs the
control is mostly done in the manual or assisted flight modus. Though, there is a need of the
integration and adaptation of photogrammetric flights into the UAV path planning.
In general, UAV mission planning software requires some additional functions integrated,
such as the photogrammetric aerial flight planning tools. For the autonomous flights of
UAVs, a start and a home point have to be defined (see Chapter 3.3.2.3). Based on the start
point, the mission is set up relative to its coordinate. Moreover, some packages allow in
addition to the way points, the definition of lines, paths, boundaries and no go areas
(Gonzalez, et al., 2006 and Wzorek, et al., 2006). This is especially the case, if the UAV
mission is completely autonomous, like in military applications or for vision recognition
based flights.
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Trisirisatayawong and Cheewinsiriwat, 2004 developed a GIS-based flight planning system,
which includes parameters like altitude, aircraft position, viewing angle etc. for UAV flight
planning. This system depends on the existing GIS software. Our workflow, described in the
following section, is a standalone tool, which easily can be integrated into different software
packages, as well as operating systems. It also allows the integration into various UAV
operating systems.
Table 4-2: Flight tools for UAVs showing the specification and possible application of the tool.

Flight tool

Specifications

Applications

2/2.5D

Map/Orthoimage & DSM

Flat and moderate terrain

3D

DSM

Mountainous and steep areas

Circle

Map/Orthoimage & Object

Single objects/buildings

Combining both the photogrammetric flight planning and the mission planning of UAVs leads
to flight planning for UAVs. Since UAVs operate in a transition section between aerial and
terrestrial photogrammetry, where the various camera views are available for data acquisition,
we propose the following classification of flight tools depending on the applications (see
Table 4-2). As outlined in Table 4-2, we distinguish between flat and moderate terrain, which
is the situation for most of the standard applications and mountainous and steep areas, as well
as single objects. The documentation of cities can be done with the 2/2.5D flight planning
tool, while the flight planning of the data acquisition of the facades of streets can be
combination of the 2/2.5D and the circle tool.

Figure 4-3: Workflow for the flight planning of photogrammetric UAV flights in the 2D and 2.5D case.
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The area of interest can be defined in a map or orthoimage using a GIS system, as well as in a
3D world viewer like Google Earth, Virtual Earth etc. or just the given coordinates of the
boundaries describing the area of interest. However, if no information about the area is
available, the UAV system can acquire its own overview image. This image can be rectified
and used for the mission planning. With the defined borders of the area and the additional
flight parameters, the flight planning is generated by an in-house developed tool. The
outcome of the flight plan are the coordinates of the image acquisition points and attributes
for the automatic flight, which finally can be integrated into the mission planning software of
the UAV and visualized in a 3D world viewer, such as Google Earth (GoogleEarth, 2009; see
Figure 4-27).
In addition to the flight planning for the 2 &2.5D case, there is also a need for the 3D case.
Particularly, in steep areas the nadir view would generate a lot of occlusions in the data set.
Therefore, a camera view orthogonal to the surface helps to avoid the major occlusions in the
data set.
In the 3D case the area of interest is selected in an existing elevation model, and, accordingly,
the area is separated into sections. For each particular section a plane is defined in a way that
the average 3D distance of the surface to the plane is reduced to a minimum. While looking
perpendicular to the surface, we assume to reduce the occlusion in the images. With the given
flying distance to the surface, a parallel plane is defined (see Figure 4-4). In the new plane the
area of interest is projected and the inclined flight lines for the helicopter flight are generated.

Figure 4-4: Left: Example for a 3D case showing the existing DSM. Right: Fitted plane for the area of
interest and a parallel plane with a distance Hg to the fitted plane.
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The flight tool, so called Circle (see Table 4-2), was developed for single objects like
buildings. In this case, a flight line defined as a circle or ellipse is set around an object. For
the flight the camera will be turned in a way that the façade and the roof of the object are
visible in the image. While most of the mission planning software for UAVs doesn’t allow the
integration of the circle, the circle is subdivided into sections. Thus, for the start and end point
of a section the coordinates are calculated and integrated as cruising points into the flight
planning software.

4.2.2 Integration into the mission planning software
In the following section we will describe the integration of the defined coordinates into the
mission planning software packages weGCS (weControl, 2009) and MdCockpit
(microdrones, 2009b). Before describing the mission planning tools, the coordinate systems
used are defined.

4.2.2.1 Definition of coordinate systems
For the mathematical description of objects, we have to define them within a reference
system. In the following section, the coordinate systems needed for the photogrammetric
processing of UAV data are described.

Figure 4-5: Model of the geocentric coordinate system WGS84.

Global coordinate system:
Global coordinate systems are, in general, described as solar or earth fixed coordinate system,
where the coordinate axis are for example defined by means of VLBI (Very long baseline
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interferometry), SLR (Satellite Laser Ranging), GPS measurements or observation to quasars.
These systems have a defined origin; for the geocentric coordinate systems this is the centre
of gravity of the earth.
GPS measurements use the WGS84 (World Geodetic System 1984), which is a geocentric
coordinate system. The centre of gravity results from the global equipotential model of the
earth. The X-axis is defined through the intersection point of the null meridian and the
equator, the Z-axis is equal to the rotation axis of the earth, while movements of the pole are
taken into account, the Y-axis completes a right handed coordinate system (see Figure 4-5).

Figure 4-6: Scheme of the main navigation sensors and camera integrated in the Copter 1B.

Local coordinate system:
In contrast to a global coordinate system, local coordinate systems are only valid for a small
area. In general, these systems are right-handed systems centered at a chosen point P, with the
X-axis being a tangent to the local parallel and looking toward East. The Y-axis is tangent to
the local meridian and looks toward North, while the Z-axis is directed upwards using
orthometric heights (geoid). An example for a local coordinate systems is the Swiss LV03
system.
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Platform and device coordinate systems:
The devices mounted on the UAV are shown in the upper schema of Figure 4-6. UAV, INS
and camera systems are local 3D Cartesian coordinate systems. The INS system of the copter
1B determine also the coordinate system of the navigation and stabilization unit (wePilot) of
our Copter 1B system. With respect to the inertial reference frame, the rotation angles are
d efin ed as: Yaw angle (Ψ) arou nd Z-axis, pitch angle (Θ) around Y-ax is and roll angle (Φ)
around X-axis.
The camera coordinate system depends on the orientation of the camera mounted on the
UAV. In the standard configuration, the X-axis of the camera is mounted parallel to the bow
direction of the UAV (flight direction), the Z-axis is parallel to the acquisition axis with the
normal to the baseline and the Y-axis completes the right-hand-coordinate system. The centre
of origin is defined by the projection center of the camera.
Image coordinate systems:

Figure 4-7: Definition of sensor (xpho’ and ypho’; e.g. CCD and CMOS) and image (x’and y’) coordinate
systems.

The sensor coordinate system is a 2-dimensional system, where the yPho’-axis (rows) is
parallel to the acquisition axis and the xPho’-axis (columns) is defined lateral (see Figure 4-7).
The center of the image M’ (xM and yM) is defined by means of reference or fiducial points
(film based system) or the pixel array (electronic systems). The principal point H’ (xp and yp)
is defined as the intersecting point of the optical axis and the image plane. The sensor
coordinates (Pixel for digital cameras) can be transformed into metric coordinates using the
pixel size px and py (see equation 4-8).
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4-8

4.2.2.2 Direct georeferencing
The direct georeferencing is defined as the direct measurement of the exterior orientation
parameters for each image or scanning line of line sensors and aerial laser scanners. Thus, the
exterior orientation parameters are observed through the GPS and INS sensors integrated into
the platform (Cramer, 2001). In contrast to manned aerial platforms (Haala, 2005), UAVs
mostly have integrated low-cost sensors (Eisenbeiss, 2003, Wendel, et al., 2006). Haala, 2005
and Ellum and El-Sheimy, 2006 give a comprehensive overview about the data integration
strategy for the computation of the exterior orientation.
Using the coordinate systems defined in paragraph 4.2.2.1, for each point observed in the
image (P), the relation between camera and ground coordinate system (Ob) can be described
with the following equation 4-9.

4-9

The parameters of the interior orientation are the principal point (xp and yp) and the focal
length f, while the parameters of the exterior orientation consist of coordinates of the
projection centre in the object coordinate system and the rotation matrix
.
is
the rotation matrix from image coordinate into the object coordinate system. is a scale
factor.
Considering the position of the camera, GPS and INS in the UAV, which are similar to
components mounted in manned aircrafts (compare Cramer, 2001), equation 4-9 can be
expanded to equation 4-10.

4-10

The single terms are defined as follows:
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Object point in object coordinate system (Global or local coordinate
system) Ob.
GPS/INS position in the object coordinate system Ob.
Vector between INS and the projection center of the camera, defined in
the INS coordinate system.
Vector between GPS (antenna phase center) and INS, defined in the INS
coordinate system.
Rotation of the INS coordinate system into the object coordinate system
Ob. The rotation angles are defined through the GPS/INS modul.
Rotation of the image coordinate system P into the INS coordinate
system.

4.2.2.3 WeGCS – weControl Ground Control Station
As input for weGCS, a text file with 3D coordinates of the acquisition points, parameters for
flying velocity and the definition of point status (stop, crossing or turning point) is generated.
These coordinates can be transferred into the weGCS-Mission file (XML-file). For each way
point the attributes are defined (Table 4-1).
The first and the second way point define the start and way point respectively, while the
following numbers stand for a mission point. The class identifies the point absolutely or
relatively with respect to the start point. Behavior of the point stands for cruising or stop,
while the payload enables or disables the payload function.
Table 4-3: Attributes used for a waypoint in the weGCS software.

Waypoint
Number
Class
Behavior
Speed
Payload
RelativeData (Northing, Easting, Height)
AbsoluteData (Longitude, Latitude, m a.s.l. Height)
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The RelativeData and AbsolutData are the X, Y, Z or Lo, La, Hortho coordinates of the way
point (See Table 4-3). The maximum speed vmax is limited through vmax (UAV) and vmax (w).
vmax is defined as:
4-11

4-12

The AbsoluteData can be calculated with respect to a starting point P1 using the following
parameters
4-13

The RealtiveData of a point can be calculated from the difference of the coordinates of the
start point and the AbsoluteData.
4-14

The acquisition of the images using the wePilot1000 is possible in different modi: The images
can be acquired through manual triggering on a stop point during the manual, as well as the
autonomous, flight (see Figure 4-9). The image acquisition can also be automatically enabled
after arriving a predefined stop or cruising point.

Figure 4-8: Definition of the overlap using the field of view function in the weGCS software.
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From the definition of the field of view (FOV; see equation 4-15 and Table 4-1) of the camera
and the along track overlap (see Table 4-1), the complete images can also be obtained without
manual control using the autonomous flight modus. For this modus, a second option enables
one to define the baseline. With a predefined velocity the time interval for the image
triggering is calculated. Using these two options for the autonomous mode, the coordinates
for image acquisition are indirectly given from the defined start and end point of a flight line
(see Figure 3-10).
4-15

Figure 4-9: WeGCS software showing the flight planning in Pinchango Alto. The image acquisition
centres were defined as stop points.

During the image acquisition the wePilot saves image number, position, orientation, date and
time of image acquisition (UTC time), the relative height to the start point and the number of
the observed GPS satellites (see Figure 4-10). An example of the metadata saved for each
camera position is shown in Figure 4-11.
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Figure 4-10: Description of the Metadata of the wePilot1000 (Source: weControl, 2009).

Figure 4-11: Example of the Metadata of the wePilot1000.

Finally, after the image acquisition the metadata, which are saved in the global coordinate
system (WGS84), can be transformed using formula 4-16 into a local coordinate system, like
the Swiss LV03 (see Figure 4-12).

Figure 4-12: Example of the transformed Metadata of the wePilot1000 into the LV03 system.
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4.2.2.4 MdCockpit
Table 4-4: Attributes used for a waypoint in the mdCockpit software.

Waypoint
Waypoint options

Point number
Description
Height above ground Hg
Speed horizontal and vertical (vH, vV)
Camera control

Waypoint position

Absolute (Longitude, Latitude)
Relative (Northing, Easting)

Waypoint interest

Absolute (Longitude, Latitude, Altitude)

Vector yaw options

Yaw angle
Yaw continuous move
Yaw movement direction
Auto adjust to Point of interest/next waypoint
Yaw movement speed

Waypoint action

Task
Dwell
Auto adjust to Point of interest/next waypoint
Yaw continuous move
Yaw movement direction
Camera servo pitch,
Camera servo zoom
Camera servo trigger
Photo interval

The software mdCockpit (microdrones, 2009b) allows detailed individual flight planning
prior to the flight mission. Image acquisition points are manually defined in the map. Thus,
points defined previously, have to be manually integrated into the software. The attributes of a
waypoint defined in mdCockpit are given in Table 4-4.
The absolute and relative coordinates defined in mdCockpit can be generated using Equation
4-13. The additional attributes have to be defined manually. However, mdCockpit allows the
definition of a point of interest where the camera automatically acquires images, while the
field of view is directed to the point of interest. This function supports the flight tool “Circle”,
defined in the previous section. Moreover, the task panorama can be used for the initial flight
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planning, if the area is completely unknown. Therefore, only one point is defined and the
camera automatically generates images for a panorama view.
Finally, for the analysis of the predefined flight path, the trajectory can be exported to
GoogleEarth in the KML data format. This procedure allows one to check the flight path for
possible collisions in the local environment (see Figure 4-13).

Figure 4-13: Left: Screenshot of the 3D view in the waypoint editor showing the same flight plan at ETH
Hönggerberg as Figure 3-6. Right: Exported trajectory shown in Google Earth.

Similar to the weGCS package, mdCockpit is suitable for manual and autonomous flights.
Thus, images can be manually triggered in the manual or assisted flight modus, while the
autonomous flight follows the actions defined in the waypoint editor. All actions of a
waypoint are described in detail in the mdCockpit manual (Microdrones, 2009a).

4.3 Manual versus autonomous flight
Over the last years, the trend for image acquisition is heading towards autonomous flights.
However, some systems can only be controlled manually and, because of security reasons, in
some areas autonomous flights are not permitted. In the first initial tests carried out in this
study, the evaluated systems were only able to operate manually or in a semi-automated way.
The improvements of the flight modi and the transition towards autonomous flights would not
have been accomplished without the results of this study. In the following examples for
manually and autonomous flights we highlight the main differences and improvements.
The first investigations on the influence of the manual flight modi compared to the
autonomous of model helicopters were done by Eisenbeiss, 2003. This investigation was done
at WITAS (WITAS, 2009). An example of two flights, manually and autonomously
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controlled, are explained below. Two more recent examples of manually controlled Kites and
Zeppelins are provided in section 4.3.2. The results, given in section 4.3.2, show the practical
problems of manual controlled flights as well as demonstrate the capability of low cost
systems for specific applications.

4.3.1 Example model helicopter
In the flight test in Sweden 2003 the main focus was on the integration of a differential GPS
into the UAV system (Eisenbeiss, 2003). Given our current study, has focused on the
importance of using autonomous flights for appropriate data processing, the outcomes of the
comparison of manual and autonomous flight in Eisenbeiss (2003) are described below.

Figure 4-14: Predefined flight path showing the flight lines, runway markings (grey blocks) and control
points (Test Motala, Eisenbeiss, 2003).

Figure 4-15: Image cover of the first flight line (I) shown in Figure 4-14.

Figure 4-16 shows an example of a manual controlled flight under extreme wind conditions.
An experienced pilot controlled the system, attempting to fly two flight lines (see Figure
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4-14). Figure 4-15 and Figure 4-16 show clearly that without stabilization, it is impossible to
fly a precise block configuration under such wind conditions. Therefore, the results of the
image orientation were not successful.

Figure 4-16: Trajectory of the manually controlled flight (Test Motala, Eisenbeiss, 2003).

After this test, the helicopter was stabilized using a GPS/INS system from C-MIGITS II
(Rockwell, 1996), which enabled the data acquisition to be in an optimal block configuration
(see Figure 4-17).

Figure 4-17: Trajectory of the autonomous controlled flight (Test Motala, Eisenbeiss, 2003).

Figure 4-17 shows that the helicopter was able to follow the predefined flight path in the
autonomous mode, while the starting and landing phase was controlled manually. Moreover,
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the turbulent part of the flight trajectory indicate the transition between manual and
autonomous control, where the helicopter tried directly to move towards the desired position.
However, at the time of this test, the action commands of the helicopter for transition areas
were not defined probably, which resulted into the turbulent trajectory.

4.3.2 Manually controlled Kites and Zeppelin
4.3.2.1 Kites
The system Susi described in chapter 3.2.2 is already used for the production of orthoimages
of forest areas in the forestry department Mecklenburg-Western Pormania (Germany). An
example of a typical block configuration is shown in Figure 4-18. The images are distributed
irregular over the area of interest, while also the image cover varies significantly from one to
next image. Furthermore, the orientation and the shape of the images are changing in almost
all images, which forebode the change of the orientation angle. Thus, the block configuration
is not sufficient for an optimal image orientation.

Figure 4-18: Typical block configuration of the motorized kite Susi over a forestry area (Source: Forestry
department Mecklenburg-Western Pormania).

However, for economic reasons the data acquisition and the analysis of these data are
worthwhile. Quite often, the areas of interest are too small for commercial photogrammetric
flights, since the cost-value ratio is not arguable. In addition, frequently during the relevant
time frame for forestry analysis, the weather does not allow manned flights, while in the area
of interest the weather conditions had been sufficient enough. The manual measurement
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effort, which is conditional through the non ideal block configuration, is maintainable. Even
though, since the photogrammetric flight companies quite often change their operating
system. Finally, the establishment of new workflows for the new systems, also results into
more manually work for.
The same system is also currently used at the Hydrology and Water Resources Management
group at ETH Zurich. The system is applied in the CCES project RECORD (REstored
COrridor Dynamics; Record, 2009). The goal of this work is on the influence of vegetation
roots on the morphodynamics processes that shape the river morphology as the restoration
progresses. A detailed DEM is need at any time there, when relevant changes due to big
floods occur. The purpose of having a manual controlled UAV was to check if this kind of
image data is a valuable low cost alternative to LiDAR and large format aerial images in such
an environment (i.e., in the presence of flowing water). The acquired images of the first flight
were oriented using the software Leica Photogrammerty Suite (LPS, see section 5.1). The
significant changes of HG (see Table 4-1) and the Yaw angle showed that the systems are
strongly influenced by local wind conditions (see Figure 4-19). Apparently, from the image
configuration, problems in the image orientation and matching occur due to the fact that half
of the images are covered from the water surface.

Figure 4-19: Block configuration of the motorized kite Susi used in the RECORD project at ETH Zurich
(Hagenbach and Wanner, 2009).
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4.3.2.2 Zeppelins

Figure 4-20: Example of a Zeppelin used at Samoilov island (Source: AWI, 2009).

A Zeppelin has a similar concept to the balloon. The main difference between the systems is
the shape of a zeppelin. It is more like an airship and, thus, is easier to control and keep stable
on a flight trajectory. Usually just one wire is necessary for manual control and the flight
trajectory is easier to keep on line. The system used at Samoilov island was constructed from
two Zeppelins. Two Zeppelins were necessary to carry the payload (Ries and Marzolff, 2003).
Because of the inaccessibility of Samoilov island, it was not possible to define flight lines for
a complete coverage of the area. The connecting flight lines had also only minimal overlap,
which meant the orientation of the whole image block was not possible at once (see Figure
4-21). These circumstances prolonged the processing of the data significantly. However, it
was possible to orient the images taken from the Zeppelin at Samoilov island in separate
image blocks, and to produce orthoimages of the area of interest (the workflow of the image
orientation and the generation of photogrammetric products using UAV-images are described
in Chapter 5). Since the height differences of the area were not significant, the DSM was
reduced to a planar surface using the average height of the terrain.
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Figure 4-21: Orthoimage generated out of the images acquired during the manual controlled Zeppelin
flight at Samoilov Island (Roeoesli, 2009).

4.4 Analysis of the trajectory of autonomous UAV flights
Due to the problems with manually controlled systems mentioned above, the following
paragraph highlights the quality and accuracy of the flight path of autonomously flying
systems. Since most of the autonomous systems are stabilized, it can be expected that the
flight trajectory of the autonomous systems is more stable. Thus, for the automation of the
workflow, the orientation values coming from the navigation units can be used as
approximation for the image orientation and for the fast production of overview images. Here
a new measurement method will be described, which allows the evaluation of the flight
trajectory and also yields accuracy measurements. In particular, for economic reasons the
influence of the flight modus, such as stop or cruising points, will also be investigated.
For the evaluation of the accuracy of the 3D trajectory of mini-UAVs the following system
components have to be analysed: The mounting, the synchronisation and the calibration of the
GPS, INS, barometer, compass and the camera, as well as the initial orientation of the IMU
unit (Skaloud, 1999).
The ideal position and orientation of sensors on a platform is not a trivial task. The effects,
which result from the calibration error of the offsets between the various sensor axes of the
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position and orientation, have to be minimized. In addition, movements of the sensors should
be avoided and the influences of vibrations have to be reduced. Vibrations of the platform can
result in image blurring, while synchronization errors of the sensors can influence the absolute
accuracy of the position. However, since the absolute accuracy of low-cost sensors is in the
range of several meters, position offsets between camera und GPS sensors less than half meter
can be neglected for most of the OM- and M-class UAVs. For systems of the L-class like the
Scout B1-100, which is using DGPS, the offset has to be taken into account. The rotation
matrix (orientation offset) between the INS body frame and the GPS mapping frame can be
calculated in two steps (coarse and fine alignment). Considering the sensed Earth rotation and
the gravity, the coarse alignment parameters can be estimated using the raw sensor output.
This information can be refined for navigation grade strapdown INS in a fine alignment using
a Kalman filter with ‘misalignment states’ and zero velocity as updates. For integrated
systems the alignment parameters can be calculated using the GPS position and the velocity
(Poli, 2005, Skaloud, 1999). In addition, the vector between GPS/INS and the camera centre,
as well as the rotation matrix between camera frame and INS body frame, can be calculated
through a test field calibration. Thus, the UAV system could fly over a test field. The position
and orientation determined by from the GPS/INS will be used as initial values for the bundle
adjustment, where the corrections can be determined and the offsets derived (Cramer, 2001,
Gruen, et al., 1993).

4.4.1 Flight trajectory versus predefined flight path
For the comparison of the flight trajectory and the predefined flight path, the coordinates of
the image acquisition centres have to be transformed onto the same coordinate system. This
transformation has to be done, since the most navigation units use the geographic coordinate
system WGS84, while the flight planning is done in a local coordinate system (national
coordinate systems), such as the Swiss LV03. The formulas for the transformation are given
in a documentation for coordinate transformation (swisstopo, 2005).

4-16

These formulas were incorporated into in-house software and adopted to the structure of the
wePilot output. An example for the output of the metadata of the wePilot 1000 is shown in
Figure 4-12.
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Figure 4-22: Comparison of the trajectory of the flight in 2006 to the predefined flight path.

A typical flight scenario of an autonomous flight is shown in Figure 4-22. This Figure shows
the planned trajectory and the measured (wePilot), as well as the computed (Photo) image
acquisition points of the example maize field 2006 (see section 7.3). Figure 4-22 shows that
the measured (wePilot) and computed (Photo) image acquisition points compare quite well
with the given flight plan. The planned and the measured centers have an average distance of
approximately 1m in planimetry, while the height components have an offset of 4m (see
Table 7-6 ). The differences in this flight are comparable to the expected accuracy of the
wePilot1000 (see Table 3-10 left column).
A second example, which compares the planned and the measured trajectory, is illustrated in
Appendix Figure D-2. Figure D-2 shows the flight of the tracking tachymeter experiment
(Flight 2, see section 4.4.3). Similar to the maize field experiment, the trajectory visually fit
quite well, except that the influence of the wind is clearly evident in the flight data.

4.4.2 Influence of the flight modus
The flight trajectory of our Copter 1B can be analyzed with the Matlab tool Watson
(weControl, 2009). Figures such as Figure 4-23 and Figure 4-24 were produced using the
Watson tool in this thesis.
The flight modus of the system, manual, assisted or autonomous, influences the stability of
the system and the orientation data. Figure 4-23 and Figure 4-24 show the rotation angles and
the velocity measured by the INS and GPS respectively of the three flight modi during one
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flight of our Copter 1B system, which was stabilized with the wePilot 1000. In the first
seconds after turning on the platform, the system was in the initial phase. The UAV then took
off manually. Approximately 160 seconds after the start, the system switched from manual
mode into the assisted mode, which was especially visible in the vertical velocity component
of the velocity (see Figure 4-24). 100 seconds later, the system reached the first mission point,
while the UAV switched into the autonomous flight mode. After finishing the flight line,
evident at the end of the graph, a turning of the platform to the next strip can be recognized.
The discontinuity of the yaw angle in the lower graph of Figure 4-23 result from the transition
from -π to π.

Figure 4-23: Example for the transition between manual (white), assisted controlled (light gray) and
autonomous (gray) flight. Upper graph: Roll (Φ) angle around x-axis; Middle graph: pitch (Θ) angle
around y-axis; Lower graph: yaw (Ψ) angle around z-axis.

During the autonomous part of the flight the angles were fairly stable. Figure 4-23 shows a
variation of the roll and pitch angle in the range of 2° maximum and for the yaw angle of less
than 1°. We observed this stability of the rotation angles of the Copter 1B system in most of
the flights where there was a normal wind condition. In section 6.3.2.1 an example for
extreme wind conditions is provided.
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Figure 4-24: Example for the transition between manual (white), assisted controlled (light gray) and
autonomous (gray) flight. Upper graph: Velocity vN (North component); Middle graph: Velocity vE (East
component); Lower graph: Velocity vD (Height component).

Figure 4-25 and Figure 4-26 show the reference velocities and the measured velocities
generated from GPS measurements, acquired during the whole autonomous flight in Copan
(Honduras) of the East and West Court in 2009 (see Chapter 6.3). Initially the system was
controlled manually and then followed by the assisted mode. Seven parallel strips and one
returning line were flown autonomously, while the landing was controlled in the assisted and
manual mode. Focusing on the vertical velocity component, again the Z component shows
clearly the transition between the manual and the assisted flight modus. In the following
autonomous section, the turnings of the UAV are clearly visible. The measured values (Figure
4-26) match the plotted given reference values (Figure 4-25).

Figure 4-25: Reference velocity values of a flight in Copan (Honduras).
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Similar analysis of the flight trajectory would be also possible with the flight control system
of the MD4-200. Appendix Figure C-1 and Figure C-2 illustrate examples of the
functionalities of the tool integrated into mdCockpit. However, since the autonomous flight
mode was implemented into the system only in spring 2009, a detailed analysis of the flight
modi of the MD4-200 is beyond the scope of this study.

Figure 4-26: Measured GPS velocity values of a flight in Copan (Honduras).

The results presented above show clearly the differences between the flight modi of our UAV
system Copter 1B. For independent analysis of the flight trajectory we analyzed the trajectory
by tracking the position of the system through a tachymeter. The method and experimental
results are described in the following section.

4.4.3 Tracking tachymetry
The precise reconstruction of the 3D-trajectory of mini-UAVs in real time can be determined
with several geodetic measurement methods. In order to achieve real-time 3D measurement
data with accuracy better than 1 cm and high temporal resolution (≥5Hz) , only tracking total
stations can be used (Stempfhuber and Kirschner, 2008). This kind of technology is
particularly well suited for applications, which require millimeter accuracy in planimetry and
height for object distances up to 300 m, which is a normal distance of an UAV image strip.
The polar coordinate measurement system determines, using the 3D-distance as well as the
horizontal and vertical angle, the XYZ-position of a moving 360° prism with respect to a
certain time stamp. In the last years, all serious manufacturers of geodetic measurement
systems worked on the optimization of kinematic observations of total stations. GNSS,
Lasertracker, INS-systems, Interferometer and LiDAR-Systems however do not meet the
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requirements for this particular task. Additionally, the tracking of the helicopter using high
speed cameras could be applied in small areas, while for larger areas, due to the limitation of
the field of view of the camera, a new construction for the automatic target tracking would be
necessary. Thus, we decided to use the available tracking tachymeter.
The tracking tachymeter is mainly used for the control of construction machines and
surveying in the one-man mode. It is also used for kinematic measurements in road
construction, where grading, milling off existing layers, compaction and, above all,
installation of road surfaces has to be carried out to a level of precision of a few millimeters.
Applications such as tunnel and airport construction require a comparable precision
(Kirschner and Stempfhuber, 2008).
Considering the influence of different parameters like:
- the maximum tracking speed,
-

the precision of the 360°-prism,

-

the dynamic behavior of the integrated two-axis tilt sensor,

-

the synchronization of the angle and distance measurements, as well as the latency and
dead times and

-

the behavior of the target tracking,

it is possible to achieve an absolute accuracy of few millimeters. This is not particularly
required for the analysis of the flight trajectory of image data acquisition. However, the
potential accuracy would help to analyze the flight trajectory of an UAV with an implemented
LiDAR system in future work. More parameters and detailed information about their
influence on accuracy are described in Kirschner and Stempfhuber, 2008.

4.4.3.1 Experimental setup and data collection
The evaluation of the accuracy of the 3D-trajectory of the Copter 1B was conducted at the
campus Hönggerberg of ETH Zurich (see Figure 4-27).
Initially, the control points of the test field were defined in the Swiss coordinate system
LV03. It meant, all measurements using the tracking tachymeter could be connected to the
LV03. In addition, using the GPS-module, the tracking time was synchronized with the UTC
(Coordinated Universal Time) time, which was used as time standard for the analysis.
The flying heights of the image strips were defined 25 and 30 m respectively for strip 1 and 2.
For the image acquisition, a still-video camera Nikon D2Xs with an 18 mm lens was selected.
The predefined flight parameters were integrated into the weGCS software as described in
section 4.2.2.3.
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Figure 4-27: Test field configuration at ETH Hoenggerberg for the evaluation of the accuracy of the 3D
trajectory visualized in GoogleEarth®.

After the manual take-off and check of the helicopter parameters, the flight mode was
changed to the automated flying mode. The first point in the flight path defined as a stop point
was used to initiate the measurements of the tracking tachymeter. The second point was a stop
point as well, allowing the yaw angle of the helicopter to be aligned parallel to the direction of
the first flight line. After finishing the first strip, the helicopter increased the flight height and
did a transition to the start point of the second strip. Following the flight path, the helicopter
flew the second strip and then a pilot controlled landing. This experiment was repeated 3
times, however for the second and third repeat, the length of the strips was enlarged (see
Appendix Figure D-2). Finally, a maximum distance to the tracking tachymeter of 110 m was
reached. The results of the each experiment therefore allowed us to draw a more general
conclusion of the absolute accuracy of the system.
The survey of the 3D-trajectory of the model helicopter was realized using the calibrated and
verified SmartStation TPS1200+ from Leica (Leica, 2009). Using the onboard-application
“AutoPoints”, the kinematic measurements were registered with a frequency of 5-7 Hz.
Before starting the tracking of the helicopter, the SmartStation monitored some GNSS
observations, which were used for the synchronization with the UTC time standard. The
observations of the tachymeter were done with a precision in time of 150ms. The drift of the
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tachymeter time however has to be taken into account in the post-processing (Stempfhuber,
2004). The synchronization with the UTC time is only possible in the initial phase, since the
SmartStation does not allow GNSS and TPS measurements at the same time.

4.4.3.2 Analysis
The positions for the image acquisition of the helicopter were compared to the generated 3Dtrajectory of the tachymeter. The Hortho (GPS) was corrected for the offset (9m), which
resulted from the difference of the defined and measured height of the start point. Afterwards,
the coordinates taken from the 3D-trajectory were interpolated to the time of image
acquisition. The difference between the GPS and tachymeter position are shown in Figure
4-28 and Appendix D-1.
Table 4-5: The mean value (xM), the mean corrected standard deviation σXdiff and the RMSE of the offset
between GPS and tachymeter position at the same time (UTC).
Strip 1
X [m]

Y [m]

H [m]

X [m]

Y [m]

H [m]

-2.32

0.64

1.53

1.65

-1.36

1.38

0.74

0.40

0.19

0.90

0.42

0.14

RMSE

2.42

0.74

1.54

1.85

1.42

1.39

xM

-2.93

0.74

-0.17

-2.84

0.71

0.03

0.56

0.39

0.07

0.74

0.33

0.11

RMSE

2.98

0.83

0.18

2.93

0.78

0.11

xM

-2.30

0.41

2.24

1.23

-1.62

2.06

0.50

0.32

0.16

1.15

0.49

0.11

2.35

0.51

2.26

1.66

1.69

2.07

xM

Flight 1

Flight 2

Flight 3

Strip 2

RMSE
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Figure 4-28: 3D-Plot of the trajectory showing the GPS and tachymeter trajectory.
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The mean value (xM), the standard deviation (

) and the RMSE of the offset between

GPS and tachymeter position were calculated as follows:

4-17

4-18

4-19

The outcomes of all three flights show similar results. The accuracies are of the order of few
meters, which is consistent with the manufacturer’s data. The offset of the height component
in the first and third flight are similar to the expected value. However, the difference of the
height component in the second flight is significantly smaller and therefore shows a too
optimistic result. The large RMSE values can be presumably explained with the accuracy
level of the time synchronization between the components integrated on the UAV and/or the
tachymeter measurements. The Euclidian distance between the wePilot observation (GPS,
INS and Kalman filterirng) with respect to the 3D-trajectory is significantly smaller than the
offset at the same time stamp (see Figure 4-29). This result confirms the assumption, that the
main part of the offset is related to the time synchronization and therefore, the maximal offset
can be expected in our experiment in the main flight direction X. Moreover, the results show a
higher relative accuracy than absolute accuracy. Thus, the accuracy values bring us to the
conclusion, that the positioning resulting from low-cost sensors might be usable as
approximation for the orientation of the UAV-image data.

The 3D-Plot of the trajectory (see Figure 4-28) shows also that the helicopter is influenced by
the wind on stop points. The helicopter moves in a certain limit around the defined point. On
the other hand it is also apparent, that during the continuous flight, the trajectory is smooth.
Thus, the continue flight modus is more suitable for the image acquisition following a
predefined image strip or circle.
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Figure 4-29: Euclidian 3D differences between GPS observation and 3D-trajectory from Tachymeter
measurements (Flight 3).

4.5 Main achievements for the autonomous flights
In this chapter we have presented our developed generic workflow of UAV Photogrammetry
and concentrated on the modules Project Parameters, Flight Planning, Autonomous Flight and
Quality Check of the data. Moreover, in this chapter the manually, assisted and autonomously
controlled flights for several UAV systems, which have been investigated in this study, were
compared. The autonomous flight is most suitable for photogrammetric data acquisition, since
the planned flight trajectory can be flown even under wind conditions. Three flight planning
tools were developed, which allow the planning of autonomous flights for scenarios such as
flat terrain, steep cliffs and buildings. We described our implementation of the planned flights
into the mission planning software weGCS and mdCockpit. The observed flight trajectories of
autonomous flights of UAVs were compared to the planned trajectories. Moreover, for the
analysis of the 3D trajectory a new method was introduced and adapted for the tracking of the
helicopter. For this purpose, a tachymeter was successfully used for the first time the
automated tracking of the 3D trajectory of an UAV system.
After accomplishing the autonomous flight we now turn in the following chapter to the
processing of UAV images, focusing on image orientation and DSM extraction.
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Figure 5-1: Typical block configuration of UAV-images covering an area of 250m x200 m with a GSD of
3cm.

5.1 Image orientation
Here we focus on the UAV image orientation and photogrammetric products like DSM,
orthoimages. Subsequent to a brief description of the “UAV Block Triangulation”, we will
focus on the DSM generation and on an alternative or supplementary to the generated DSM
using only image information. Thus, we will present the existing UAV-borne laser scanning
systems and give the first results of the UAV-borne laser scanning system of ETH Zurich,
acquired at the Campus Hönggerberg (ETH Zurich). The study on UAV-borne laser scanning
system has been done in collaboration with the Autonomous System Lab at ETH Zurich
(ASL, 2009), the companies aeroscout (Aeroscout, 2009) and Riegl (Riegl, 2009).
Additionally, we will present the results which have been acquired with a Riegl light-weight
airborne scanner and a L-class UAV system.

5.1 Image orientation
5.1.1 Commercial software packages
For the orientation of the images software packages, like LPS (Leica Photogrammetry Suite
8.9-9.2), the embedded ORIMA (Orientation Management Software, ORIMA-LPS-M Rel.
9.10), ISDM (Z/I Imaging, Image Station Digital Mensuration Version 04.04.17.00) originally
developed for the processing of aerial images and Photomodeler 6 (EosSystemsInc, 2009),
which has its origin in close range photogrammetry, were evaluated.
LPS allows processing imagery from a wide variety of sources and formats (e.g. satellite,
aerial and close range images). It contains modules for data import, input and export, image
viewing, camera definitions, GCP and tie point measurements, triangulation,
orthorectification and DEM generation. Ground control points (GCPs) have to be measured
manually.
The tie point measurement method depends on the input data and the terrain. Under good
conditions the automatic measurement tool can be used. The LPS standard point measurement
uses a screen with two triple tiled windows showing different zoom levels for each image. In
ISDM, such windows (usually two per image plus possibly one in stereo) can be freely
arranged. The disadvantage of this system is that each window has a title bar of its own that
takes up valuable display space. A big difference is that ISDM can simultaneously display
more than two images 2 while LPS only allows multi-image display in the stereo measurement
tool of V9.1 or higher. Thus, most of the blunders can be detected during the relative

2

This appears to be restricted by the available memory, as too many simultaneously opened images can cause

crashes.
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orientation process in ISDM. When a point is displayed in five different images
simultaneously, it can be corrected in all the images at the same time. Moreover, if an
erroneous measurement occurs only in one image, it is not possible to determine which one is
false with an image display of only two images at the same time.
ISDM includes a matching algorithm directly implemented in the point measurement process.
When the algorithm is activated by clicking on an image, ISDM tries to match the currently
active point in the displayed images by taking the cursor position as an initial value. The
results are usually usable, and inexperienced users especially profit from this feature. The
possibility to calculate a relative orientation in ISDM is also advantageous for blunder
detection or reaffirmation that there are currently no blunders. In LPS, a blunder can be
detected only by manual checking until the project has proceeded to the point where a bundle
adjustment (minimum datum is necessary) is possible. After finishing just one model in
ISDM, a relative orientation can confirm whether the measured points are correct and
accurate.
The “low cost” software package Photomodeler allowed so far only the manual measurement
of tie points for image orientation, thus for a large image block this manual afford was not
negligible. Additionally, the software package was not designed for the processing of aerial
images. However, nowadays using UAV images, which combines the terrestrial and aerial
image acquisition, and lately implemented tools for the automated extraction of tie points
sound quite promising. As the development of photogrammetric software packages is moving
so fast, it is beyond the scope of this thesis to describe all of the currently available packages.
Table 5-1: Comparison of the software packages.

Software packages

Oblique

Aerial

Combination Tie points

GPS/INS

LPS Core

x

xx

0

auto. /manual

x

LPS Orima

x

xx

0

auto. /manual

xx

Z/I

x

xx

0

auto. /manual

xx

Photomodeler

xx

x

x

manual

0

A comparison of some of the major characteristics of the software packages for the processing
of UAV images is given in Table 5-1.

5.2 Photogrammetric products
In this paragraph, we will describe two commercial and one in-house developed software
packages, which have been used for the generation of DSM data from UAV images. The main
difference of the presented packages is not only in the algorithm implemented into the
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software, it is more the frame given by the whole software package and the adjustable input
parameters for the matching process used for the DSM generation.

5.2.1 Generation of digital surface models
5.2.1.1 LPS
The LPS matching strategy implemented in version 9.1 is a combination of feature and area
based matching. For the feature point matching, first interest points are extracted and matched
by cross-correlation. The area based matching is also based on cross-correlation, refined by
least squares matching using a coarse to fine approach through the image pyramids.
In the newer DSM packages, integrated into LPS V9.2 and higher, it is also possible to adopt,
in addition, an adaptive matching approach. In this package, it is possible to select the number
of pyramid levels used for the processing, to integrate an existing elevation model, to give a
range for the DEM and finally define a Z search range either for the whole image block or a
selected stereo pair. Moreover, as additional parameters, the percentage of overlapping
images can be defined, which allows stereo image matching between images from different
strips and non direct image neighbors. These percentages also influence the number of image
pyramids used for the image matching. In the area selection sub-window inclusion and
exclusion areas for the processing can be defined. The included areas can also be associated
with strategy parameters for the matching. These include for example: Default, high
mountains, rolling stones, flat areas, urban and forest areas. A detailed overview of the
matching parameters for these defined areas is given in the manual of LPS. Finally, as 3D
reference information for the DSM generation, information on the accuracy of GCPs, check
points and tie points can be selected as input information for the processing.
The extracted DSM can be saved in various data formats, including the software internal
format IMG. This is a DEM (Digital elevation model), where the elevation is saved as color
coded information. In addition, it allows one to generate TIN- (Triangular Irregular Network)
data, 3D shape information and ASCII (American standard code for Information Interchange)
data formats. This functionality allows the direct export into software package family like
ArcGIS and so forth.

5.2.1.2 SAT-PP
For DSM generation, a hybrid image matching algorithm was used (for details see Zhang,
2005). The method can accommodate images from very high resolution (1mm - 2cm) close
range images, over 3cm - 10cm airborne Three-Line-Scanner images and 5cm - 50cm analog
aerial images and up to 0.5m - 15m high resolution satellite images like Worldview 1,
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IKONOS, QB, SPOT-5 and Aster. It can be used to produce dense, precise and reliable results
for DSM/DTM generation. The final DSMs are generated by combining the matching results
of feature points, grid points and edges. Matching is performed using cross-correlation and
image pyramids. A TIN-based DSM is constructed from the matched features (where edges
are used as breaklines) at each level of the pyramid, which in turn is used in the subsequent
pyramid level for approximations and adaptive computation of the matching parameters. The
modified MPGC (Multiphoto Geometrically Constrained Matching) algorithm (Baltsavias,
1991, Gruen, 1985) is employed to achieve sub-pixel accuracy for all points matched (if
possible in more than two images) and to identify inaccurate and possibly false matches.
Finally, a raster DSM can be interpolated from the original matching results.
The procedure mainly contains the following features:
It is a combination of feature point, edge and grid point matching. The grid point matching
procedure can bridge-over areas with no or little texture through local smoothness constraints.
The search for the match of a given grid point has a higher possibility of yielding an
ambiguous match and even no matching candidate. In the proposed implementation, the
matching candidates for the grid points are firstly computed by the MPGC algorithm and their
final match is determined by imposing a local smoothness constraint through the relaxationbased relational matching procedure.
The adaptive determination of the matching parameters results in a higher success rate and
less blunders. These parameters include the size of the matching window, the search distance
and the threshold value for cross-correlation and MPGC. For instance, the procedure uses a
smaller matching window, larger search distance and a smaller threshold value in rough
terrain areas and vice versa in smooth terrain. The roughness of the terrain can be computed
from the approximate DSM on a higher level of the image pyramid.
Linear features are important for preserving the surface discontinuities. A robust edge
matching algorithm, using the multi-image information and adaptive matching window
determination, through the analysis of the image content and local smoothness constraints
along the edges, has been integrated into our procedure.
Edges (in 3D) are introduced as breaklines when a TIN-based DSM is constructed. This DSM
provides good approximations for matching in the next pyramid level. The computation of the
approximate DSM in the highest pyramid level uses a matching algorithm based on the
“region-growing” strategy (Otto and Chau, 1988), in which the measured seed points are
used.
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If more than two images are available, the MPGC procedure can use them simultaneously and
the matching results are more robust. Here, the resulting DSM from an image pair can be used
as an approximation for the MPGC procedure.
Through the quality control procedure, e.g. using the local smoothness and consistency
analysis of the intermediate DSM at each image pyramid, the analysis of the differences
between the intermediate DSMs, and the analysis of the MPGC results, blunders can be
detected and deleted.
For each matched feature, a reliability indicator is assigned. This is based on the analysis of
the matching results from cross-correlation and MPGC. This indicator is used for assigning
different weights for each measurement, which are used when a regular grid is interpolated
(Zhang, 2005).
During this study, the in-house developed software SAT-PP was intensively evaluated and for
the processing of UAV-images additional parameters of the interior orientation were
integrated: for example the 10 Brown (Brown, 1971) parameters implemented in BUN and
LPS and the 12 Ebner parameters (Ebner, 1976) used in Z/I.
The software SAT-PP allows similar to LPS, the definition of excluded areas, while the
adaptive parameters are generated automatically during the matching process. So far, the
output DSM formats are limited to the ASCII formats ArcASCII (ESRI) and XYZ.

5.2.1.3 NGATE and Match-T
During the most recent years, more and more commercial software packages, which combine
various matching strategies for the DSM generation, have become available on the market. In
the following section we will briefly describe two promising software packages.
Next-Generation Automatic Terrain Extraction (NGATE) is a tool implemented into SocetSet
(BAE-Systems, 2009) and provides automatic generation of elevation models by multi-imagematching and correlation. NGATE combines area and feature based matching algorithms. The
feature based matching also includes edge matching, similar to SAT-PP.
In addition to NGATE, also Match-T DSM from Inpho (Inpho, 2009b) combines different
matching techniques in a multi-image-matching approach. Several features like an intelligent
multi-image matching through on-the-fly selection of the locally best suited images for DTM
generation or the consideration of pre-measured morphological data (breaklines, 2D and 3D
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exclusion areas, borderlines) and the elimination of outliers, e.g. trees, houses, by robust finite
element interpolation are available with this software (Inpho, 2009b).
The practical experiments shown in the following chapters have been mainly processed using
the software packages SAT-PP and LPS. In addition, one practical experiment using NGATE
is given in section 6.2.5.1.

5.2.2 Orthoimage and 3D Visualization
In contrast to LiDAR sensors, image data do not only allow one to extract surface models, one
can, using the texture information, generate orthoimages and textured 3D visualization in
combination with elevation data such as DSM and 3D-models.
An existing image may be resampled to produce a new image that conforms to specific
geometric properties, such as the production of a vertical view from oblique images. The
orthorectification is therefore a special case of image resampling. During the
orthorectification, the effects of image perspective and relief displacement are removed, so
that the resulting orthoimage has uniformly scaled pixels, similar to a map (Agouris, et al.,
2004).
In our study the software packages LPS and SAT-PP were used for the orthoimage
generation. While LPS allows the definition of more parameters, such as definition of the
terrain, resampling method and the mosaicing of several orthimages, SAT-PP only allows the
production of single orthoimages using the extracted DSM.
For the combined visualization of the extracted DSMs and 3D-models, and the rectified
images in the examples given in chapter 6 and 7, the 3D-visualization software packages
ArcScene (ESRI, 2009), Blender (Blender, 2008), Maya (Autodesk, 2009), Irrlicht
(Eisenbeiss, et al., 2009a, Irrlicht, 2009) and Skyline Terra Explorer (Skyline, 2009) were
used and in-house developed tools (Sauerbier, et al., 2006).
ArcScene and Skyline Terra Explorer are commercial visualization packages allowing the
display of textured 2.5D data. The software Maya was developed mainly for the control of 3D
workflows and pipelines in applications such as film, television, game development and
design industries; it also allows the visualization of textured 2.5 and 3D DSM data. Blender
and Irrlicht are open source software packages, which are able to build and visualize textured
3D models. While Blender is an open source 3D content creation suite, Irrlicht is an open
source realtime 3D engine. More details about the visualization packages used in this study
can be found in the above references and Sauerbier, 2009, Sauerbier, et al., 2006.
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Laser scanners are active measurement systems, which can generate point clouds with 3Dcoordinates for each point. Laser scanners produce distance images. Additionally, some types
of these scanners are able to provide intensity images. Depending on the observation
platform, laser scanners are classified into airborne and terrestrial laser scanners. Since
airborne laser scanners need a precise GPS/INS system onboard of the airplane or helicopter,
the complete system is quite expensive in comparison to terrestrial laser scanners. Thus, our
motivation, with respect to UAVs, has been to perform first investigation of a light weight
and cost UAV-borne laser scanning system (see section 3.4.1).
Using an airborne laser scanner, the earth surface can be scanned in 3D. A laser pulse is
transmitted to the ground, where the pulse is diffusely reflected and received again on the
scanner. Using the time of flight and the velocity of the laser pulse, the distance to the surface
can be calculated. The position of the footprint is determined based on the attitude range and
position of the laser system, provided by the GPS/INS sensors. A comprehensive overview of
airborne laser scanning is given in Lee, 2002.
Presently only two operating UAV-LiDAR systems are available for photogrammetric data
acquisition (Nagai, et al., 2008 and Imbach and Eck, 2009). However, Choi, et al., 2009 has
recently proposed an UAV based mapping system, which will integrate also LiDAR and
image sensors on one platform. Addionally, other groups from the field of photogrammetry
intend to work on this topic in future work.
The aeroscout system combined with a Riegl laser scanner, used for our first investigation, is
described in section 3.4.1. The expected accuracy of the orientation elements of the system
include 2cm (1 sigma) for the DGPS (Novatel RT2) and a bias of 1mg for the INS
(Honeywell HG1700), a misalignment factor of 0.1mrad and an axis gyro drift of 1deg/hr (see
Table 3-10). The influence of the bias, misalignment and gyro drift to the position error after
10s and 1000s is given in Appendix Figure E-1. A more detailed analysis of this system is
beyond the scope of this study and therefore will not be reported here.

5.3.1 Test field Campus Hönggerberg
The need for a test field for UAVs was recommended in the ISPRS IC Working Group I/V,
since nowadays more UAV-platforms are available and the new platforms are getting
increasinly more attractive, because of the low-cost of acquisition compared to the cost of
conventional manned flights. Moreover, so far only test fields such as the photogrammetric
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test sites Uster (Switzerland; Gruen, et al., 1993) Vaihingen/Enz (Germany; ifp, 2009) for
large and medium format cameras exist and evaluated in large scale projects (DGPF, 2009,
EUROSDR, 2009).

Figure 5-2: Set up of the test field for the evaluation of LiDAR and image data showing the planned flights
and the GCPs level 1 (see also Appendix F-1).

The test field Hönggerberg (Campus ETH Zurich) with a size of 400m x 250m was set up,
around and on top of, the building HIL, where the Institute of Geodesy and Photogrammetry
is located. Therefore, it was important to have a test field, based on the regulations for UAV
flights in Switzerland, which allows autonomous flights over an uninhabitated area (see Table
3-6). The 12 control points of level 1 were well distributed over the test field and the points
were measured with a Leica Total Station TPS 1201. To ensure that the test field would
maintain a permanent character, the points of level 1 were marked with nails. An overview of
these points is shown in Figure 5-2 and Appendix Figure F-1. Having the first level of control
points marked permanently, it is easy to enlarge the number of control points and to measure
temporally used reference objects, depending on the task of the UAV test. Furthermore, the
test field was created in a way that in addition to the evaluation of cameras mounted on the
UAV, UAV-borne LiDAR systems can also be tested and evaluated.

5.3.2 First test flights 2009
In March and April 2009 two flights were accomplished. The first flight was an image flight,
which was used for the generation of reference data for the LiDAR flight. The second flight
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was the first UAV-LiDAR flight at the campus Hönggerberg 3. For this flight the Scout B1100 was used, enabling a reference station for DGPS to be set up in the test field. In addition,
13 targets were distributed in the test field and the coordinates of these targets were measured
with the TPS1201 (Leica-Geosystems, 2009). The inclined targets were turned, such that each
surface pointed in a different direction to ensure a maximum of coverage. The goal of this
flight was to evaluate the performance of the built system and to extract a point cloud from
the acquired data. The first results of a scan line, acquired during the test flight at Campus
Hönggerberg are shown in Figure 5-3.

Figure 5-3: Visualization of one scan line of the UAV-born LiDAR showing the intensity values of the
scanning. The orthoimage in the background was generated out of analog aerial images.

From the acquired data, objects like the street, a white car (dark blue cluster close to the
street), a black car (red cluster on the street border) and the targets (dark blue clusters in the
field area) are clearly visible in the point cloud (see Figure 5-3).

3

This work has been supported by the EC under contract number FP6-IST-027140-BACS.
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Figure 5-4: Side view of the 3D point cloud of the UAV-born LiDAR flight.

The 3D point cloud showed also clearly the objects of the test field, such as targets, cars and
street lights (see Figure 5-4 and Figure G-2).

5.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, the part of our workflow for the processing of UAV images was described.
Commercial and in-house developed software packages used in this thesis were explained,
with the focus on available software packages for DSM extraction using UAV images. In the
frame of this work, our in-house software SAT-PP was adopted to the processing of UAVimages and additional parameters for the interior orientation were implemented by Zhang,
2005. Additionally, the establishment of a test field for the assessment of UAV images and
LiDAR data was highlighted and the first LiDAR data produced from a L-Class UAV-system
of ETH Zurich was described. The generated point cloud showed the great potential of a
LiDAR system mounted on an UAV in terms of the acquired details. Since the flight
trajectory data of the first LiDAR flight was suboptimal, this topic will need to be investigated
in more detail in future work. In particular, the Kalman filtering of the navigation unit was
developed at a time, when the flight trajectory data had been used solely for navigation
purposes for the UAV. Thus, the weighting factors for the Kalman filtering using DGPS, in
combination with low-cost INS-systems, will need to be optimized. Additionally, the time
synchronization of the navigation sensors with the LiDAR system has to be improved.
With the developed workflow presented in chapters 4 and 5 we will now turn in the following
to the applications accomplished in this study. We will show that UAVs are flexible and can
be applied successfully in the field.
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS AND CULTURAL
HERITAGE DOCUMENTATION

Figure 6-1: Maya site Copan (Honduras), overview image showing the ball court (Main Plaza).

6.1 Motivation

6.1 Motivation
In this section real world applications will be demonstrated. In particular in our first example,
Pinchango Alto, we will compare the generated elevation data from UAV images to terrestrial
laser and manual accomplished data. Moreover, we will focus on the improvement of the
autonomous flight and the influence of the flight modus of the UAV on the acquired data.
Many of the existing archaeological and cultural heritage sites worldwide are rarely or not
documented at all. Quite often the local authorities are aware of the decomposition of these
sites, but there is not enough time or money to protect all of them. Throughout the world
archaeologists are looking for fast and low-cost methods, which can be used for the
documentation of such venerable site. It is not only the documentation, which has to be done,
there is also a need for the reconstruction of the objects for scientific or tourism purposes.
Thus, the objects have to be documented quite often with high resolution and accuracy.
Therefore, the focus of our work was on documentation techniques for archaeological and
cultural heritage sites. The selection of the examples was based on the complexity of the sites,
on the accessibility, the maximum resolution and accuracy of the documentation technique, as
well as the comparison and combination of the various techniques. The use of UAVs, the
development of workflows for data processing of UAV data and the proof of practicability of
UAVs in these applications are the major topics in the current chapter.
In the following section, we will describe three different examples of archaeological and
cultural heritage sites, which were successfully documented using our stabilized model
helicopter (Copter 1B) with and without a combination of terrestrial images and laser
scanning.
The first example, Pinchango Alto (Peru), represents a demolished site, which may not be
reconstructed any more. The example Copan (Honduras) is a good example for a combination
of well-preserved and fast wheathering, which has to be documented in a way that the
structures can also be modeled and reconstructed out of the retrieved data. The third example,
castle Landenberg (Switzerland), represents an object with minimal damage. It is still in use
and is an important relict of medieval times.

6.2 Pinchango Alto (Peru) a pre-Inca settlement
Pinchango is located in the Palpa region submontane of the Cerro Pinchango. The settlement
was documented as part of the long-term Nasca-Palpa Archaeological Project, directed by
Markus Reindel and Johny Isla. The site is surrounded by the Rio Grande and Palpa valleys at
the horizontal spur of the Cresta de Sacramento. Pinchango is subdivided into a lower and an
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upper part (Bajo and Alto respectively), as shown in Figure 6-3. 4 Both parts form the largest
and also one of the best preserved sites from the LIP (Late Intermediate Period) in the Palpa
region. The size of the region is approximately 20 ha.

Figure 6-2: Pinchango Alto (Peru), a settlement from the Late Intermediate Period (approximately AD
1000-1450).

The upper part is situated about 150m above the valley floor (~490m a.s.l.), while the lower
part extends along the northwestern slope towards the Grande valley. It is extremely difficult
to access the Pinchango Alto site. The access from the north is only possible along a steep
trail leading over a ridge. At the same part of the site a large number of defensive walls are
situated. To the south and east, the hilltop site is flanked by a deep gorge. The only direct
access to Pinchango Alto is from the northwest via Pinchango Bajo. Unfortunately, a modern
irrigation channel now cuts through the whole length of the site, and the so called access path
no longer exists.

4

Our investigation on recording techniques for the documentation of archaeological sites
concentrates mainly on Pinchango Alto. However, at this point both parts are introduced, since
Pinchango Alto (PV66-137) and Pinchango Bajo (southern part PV66-136 and northern part PV66138) form the site Pinchango. How the local measurements of both sites were integrated into one data
base will be described in the following section.
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Figure 6-3: A cut-out of the orthoimage from aerial images which shows the entire Pinchango site
(14_3002700 S, 75_1100300 W). The orange lines indicate Pinchango Bajo, while the red lines indicate
Pinchango Alto. The yellow lines show the defensive walls of the settlement and small settlement
structures, which belong to Pinchango too.

The preserved wall height is about 40 to 70cm but can reach a maximum of 1.5m (Figure
6-2). The wall’s structure divide the site in small and large rooms, open squares and narrow
paths, which are laterally bordered by long slabs. In the central part of Pinchango Alto, a
series of holes were burrowed into the ground and underlying bedrock in ancient times. In
addition, close to the holes, grinding stones and accumulations of pebbles out of mica are
located. The discovery of grinding stones and the holes, which look like short mine shafts,
have led to the assumption that the settlement was a mining and mineral processing centre
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(Reindel, 2005, Reindel, et al., 2002 and Figure 6-2). However, the holes may also have
served as storage of other goods (Stöllner and Reindel, 2007); this has to be investigated in
upcoming archaeological excavations.

6.2.1 Previous work at Pinchango
The earliest aerial images were taken in 1944 over the area of Sacramento, which also include
the Pinchango area (Lambers, 2006). Some forty years later, Johnson did some experiments
with Balloon Photogrammetry and medium format images taken from a sporting airplane in
the Nasca area (see chapter 3 and Johnson, et al., 1990).

In 1999, in the framework of a diploma thesis at ETH Zurich, Zwicker, 2000 completed the
first photogrammetric and geodetic observation for the archaeological documentation of the
site Pinchango Alto. The surrounding area was accomplished by Zwicker (see Reindel and
Isla Cuadrado, 1999 and Figure 6-3), while Pinchango Bajo was recently measured in
orthoimages generated from aerial images (Kupferschmidt, 2008). At this time, the structure
of the site was surveyed by using two methods, which were established in the last decades.
For the first method, a tachymeter TC 600 (Leica) was used. Specifically, for the definition of
the coordinate system, four fix points were established. Using these points, the terrain and the
walls were recorded using tachymetric survey with an accuracy for the tachymetric
measurements of 2cm in planimetry and 3cm in height. However, the accuracy of the
measurements of the walls in height was approximately 20cm, since the structure of the walls
varies significantly from one stone to the next. In the second method the site was mapped
using an analytical plotter by manual measurements in analog aerial images. The average
image scale was intended to be 1:5000 (Gruen, 1999). Finally, aerial images were acquired in
1998 in the framework of the geoglyph survey Lambers, 2006 with a scale of 1:7000. Since
the aerial images covered a larger area than Pinchango Alto, it was also possible to map the
defensive walls. The accuracy for the manual measurements of the walls was 10-20cm. The
photogrammetric measurements of the contour lines were done in the framework of the Palpa
DSM (see Sauerbier and Lambers, 2003, hereafter aerial-DSM), while the measurements of
the settlement structure were done by Zwicker, 2000.
The conclusion of the diploma thesis (Zwicker, 2000s) was that the aptitude of both methods
varied significantly inside the site. The contour lines produced from the terrestrial
measurements showed high accuracy, but they could cover only a limited part of the area of
interest. In contrast, the photogrammetric measurements could cover the complete area, while
the accuracy of the measurements was not sufficient enough. However, finally for the general
plan the photogrammetric data were used.
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For the analysis of the mapping of the settlement structure the area was separated into the area
with the best preserved walls and the area with the most damaged parts of the site. Comparing
the terrestrial and photogrammetric measurements for the well preserved part, both methods
are equivalent, while for the demolished part the destroyed structures were not identifiable in
the aerial images. Nevertheless, the surrounded defensive walls were only measured in the
aerial images, due to time constraints. Finally, the terrestrially measured walls were combined
with the photogrammetric measurements of the contour lines and the far-flung defensive
walls. These results allowed the analysis of the settlement structure of Pinchango Alto,
including agglutinated rooms, enclosures, corridors, and several large plazas.
Using the experiences from 1999, the archaeologists involved in the Nasca-Palpa project
searched for new technologies, which would allow more detailed and accurate data
acquisition.

6.2.2 A challenge for new technologies
Pinchango Alto was in the focus of the archaeologists because of its state of preservation and
size, Pinchango Alto is well suited for the analysis of a typical LIP site in detail. In addition,
due to the demand to do the surveying of the sites over a short time period, the archaeologists
were looking for documentation techniques which meet the given time frame. Furthermore,
the surveying techniques should be easy to use, easily transportable, should have simple
handling, be able to manage large datasets and the costs for the techniques should fulfill the
usually limited budgets of archaeological field campaigns.
In archaeology it is common practice for the documentation to be based on classical surveying
techniques like single point measurements using tachymetry, leveling or tape measurements.
These methods are accurate, but for the recording of larger sites like Pinchango Alto, they are
quite time consuming. Furthermore, these methods were used for the production of maps or to
put distance measurements in archaeological sketches. Therefore, a high resolution, flexible
and mobile recording system was needed to document the terrain and the architecture of the
site. The recording of the site was also planned to show the potential of novel surveying
techniques in archaeological research in terms of detail, efficiency and accuracy.
Finally, considering the general characteristics of LIP sites in the region of Palpa and Nasca,
and Pinchango Alto in particular, three goals for the intended investigation of the LIP in the
Palpa region were defined: 1) a spatial analysis of the site in its topographical context
focusing on accessibility, visibility, and defensibility; 2) a functional study of the internal
structure of the site; and 3) an example for the documentation of LIP stone architecture and
masonry. Such a multi-level investigation required 3D models of the site and its surroundings
at various levels of resolution (see Lambers, et al., 2007).
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Moreover, it was also intended to introduce new technologies for the data acquisition of
archaeological sites and to compare and combine for the first time terrestrial laser scanning
with UAV image data. Especially the combination of terrestrial laser scanning and UAV
images should allow the detailed combination of the walls as well as the ground areas.

6.2.3 Field work 2004
6.2.3.1 Selected technologies

Figure 6-4: Left image shows the selected mini-UAV system, while the right image illustrates the chosen
terrestrial laser scanner RIEGL LMS 420 at Pinchango.
Table 6-1: Main features of the Riegl laser scanner LMS-Z420i.

Laser scanner LMS-Z420i
Main dimension

463 x 210 mm

Weight

16 kg

Power supply

12-28 V DC

Measurement range

Up to 1000 m

Minimum range

2m

Measurement rate

11000 pts/sec

Beam divergence

0.25 mrad
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In 2003, during the planning phase of the Pinchango Alto field work, the mini UAV-system
Copter 1b from Surveycopter (see Figure 6-4 and Table 3-11) was selected for the
documentation campaign in 2004.
Based on the existing systems on the market in 2004, the Riegl laser scanner LMS-Z420i was
the most appropriate one (see Figure 6-4 and Table 6-1). The LMS-Z420i system, a combined
laser scanner system (see Kersten, et al., 2006), has a long scanning range of 1000m, it is
robust, it allows working in an extreme environment and the adapted camera allows the
combination of several lenses (Gaisecker, 2006); all of which fulfilled our requirements for
the documentation of the archaeological site Pinchango Alto. The main characteristics of the
laser scanner are listed in Table 6-1 (and Gaisecker, 2006).

6.2.3.2 Preparations
With the existing aerial orthoimage (see Figure 6-3) the dimensions of the settlement was
determined. The complexity of the settlement could be appraised from a video footage, which
was recorded during the field work 1999. Based on these evaluations, one week of field work
for laser scanning was estimated. Moreover, the aerial-DSM and the orthoimage were used
for the flight planning of the mini UAV flight. From prior fieldwork experiences with UAVs
in Sweden (Eisenbeiss, 2003) the required time for the mini-UAV flight, including system
checks, flight tests in the field and data acquisition using the stop point strategy, was assumed
to one week.
Based on the separation between the area with the best preserved walls and the area with the
most damaged parts of the site from the survey campaign 1999, the site was divided into the
same classes (A and B respectively) for the laser scan positions density for the 2004 field
work. The area A was covered with factor five more scan positions than for area B. Therefore,
it was possible to guarantee both high resolution scan- and image-information on every single
wall and to have only minor areas without data acquired (Gaisecker, 2006).
The flight planning was done in the office in Zurich using the existing orthoimage and
elevation model of the area. The image scale was defined to 1:4,000 to obtain an average
image resolution of 3cm with the still-video camera Canon D60 (Lens: EF14mm f/2.8L USM)
mounted on the model helicopter. With a flying height of 56m, an image format of 15 by 22m
on the ground and an image overlap along and across track of 75 percent, starting from one
corner of the site, the acquisition points were calculated. The flying speed between the image
points was set to 2m/s. Finally, the predefined image coordinates and the flying speed was
saved into the flight mission file. This planning prior to field work was done with the 2/2.5D
flight planning tool described in section (4.2.1).
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6.2.3.3 Terrestrial Laser scanning and measurement of the control points
For the laser scanning the entire field-work was carried out within 5 days. The central part
(Area A and Figure 6-10) was scanned from 47 scan positions, while the remaining part was
scanned from 13 scan positions (see Figure 6-6). For the registration of the scan data, and also
for the orientation of the helicopter image data, 80 signalized control points (see Figure 6-6)
were put into the site and measured with differential GPS with a 3D accuracy of 2cm in
horizontal and 3cm in vertical direction, after net-adjustment. For this purpose, retroreflecting cylinders were combined with circular white cardboard discs. While the reflectors
were clearly marked in the laser scan point clouds, the cardboard discs were easily discernable
in the aerial images.
Since the differential GPS measurements of the control points were done on the first two
days, the laser data could be already registered during data acquisition stage. Thus,
immediately after completion of fieldwork a first result for a registered point cloud, consisting
of approximately 270 million single point measurements and 420 digital terrestrial images
were available (see Table 6-2).

Figure 6-5: Ground control point marker on a stone wall in Pinchango Alto.
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Figure 6-6: Up: Distribution of ground control points over Pinchango Alto; Middle: Distribution of scan
positions for the eastern respectively area a (circles) and western (dots) part of the site, Down:
Distributions of image coverage of UAV images.
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6.2.3.4 Model helicopter
The helicopter flight was navigated both by an operator and a pilot. While take off and
landing were controlled by the pilot due to the difficult terrain on the site, the actual flight
mission was then controlled by the operator via the flight ground control station. During the
flight the operator sent navigation commands to the helicopter to fly to the individual image
acquisition points on the predefined flight path. The flight trajectory was controlled via the
weGCS software (weControl), while the interface enabled the control of parameters like
position, altitude, speed etc. During one flight 1 to 2 image strips could be captured. After
which the helicopter had to land to refill gasoline and to recharge the batteries. Therefore, on
the first day only 5 out of 8 predefined strips could be flown, resulting in a total of 85 images
(see Figure 6-6 and Table 6-2). On the morning of the second day, dusted petrol and sand in
the engine caused the helicopter to crash before reaching its normal flight height of 56 m. Due
to time constraints it was not possible to repair and relaunch the damaged system. However,
95 % of the site had already been covered on the first day by images suitable for stereoscopic
post processing. This was thanks to the precisely predefined flight path, the GPS/INS based
stabilizer and the considerable overlap between the image strips (Eisenbeiss, et al., 2005). The
complete image acquisition with the model helicopter was 50 minutes, less the time for
recharging batteries and flight tests on-site.

6.2.4 Data Processing
6.2.4.1 Mini UAV images
Three different software systems were employed for photogrammetric image processing: the
commercial software package LPS (Leica Photogrammetry Suite V8.9, Leica Geosystems)
and the in-house software packages BUN and SAT-PP V1.0 (ETH Zurich).
LPS offers the functionality required to accomplish the complete photogrammetric working
process from project definition and interior orientation to measurement of tie points (either in
manual or automated mode), manual measurement of control points, bundle adjustment, and
finally to DSM generation and orthoimage production. The software BUN however allows a
more sophisticated aerial triangulation and comprises a robust algorithm for blunder detection
during data processing. The adopted workflow for the processing of the UAV images of
Pinchango Alto is shown in Figure 6-7.
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Figure 6-7: Workflow for the processing of the UAV images of Pinchango Alto.

The automatic measurement of tie points in LPS core V8.9 turned out to be time consuming
and error prone, as LPS was designed for the standard aerial case, implying the use of
calibrated aerial cameras. In Pinchango Alto we used instead an uncalibrated still-video
camera with a wide angle lens. These special conditions, in combination with considerably
varying terrain elevation not accounted for by the software, change of light conditions, and
strong shadows in the images, caused the automatic tie point measurement tool to produce a
lot of blunders. Therefore we decided to initially measure a few points manually and then to
run the automatic tie point measurement tool. This procedure still yielded a lot of blunders in
mountainous areas. These were removed using LPS and BUN, at which BUN detected more
blunders than LPS. The image orientation in LPS core resulted in a total image unit weight
(σ0) of 2 Pixel. Finally, using BUN for bundle adjustment with self calibration of selected
parameters following Brown’s model, an RMSE value of 1/3 pixel (1cm in object space) was
achieved (Eisenbeiss, et al., 2005).
For DSM generation from the helicopter images we used the software package SAT-PP
(Described in section 5.2.1). The software was initially developed for the processing of
satellite images and later adapted enabling it to handle still-video camera and aerial images.
Following the workflow of automated image matching in SAT-PP (see Figure 6-8), an
interpolated regular DSM (hereafter UAV-DSM) from the matching results with a resolution
of 10cm was derived (Table 6-2). The combination of the multiple primitive matching (see
Section 5.2.1.2) and the large overlap of 75% in and across flight direction, allowed the
generation of a highly detailed DSM out of the still-video image data (see Figure 6-9).
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Figure 6-8: Extracted feature points (Up) and edges (Down) of a stereo pairs using SAT-PP.

Figure 6-9: Detail view of the centre part of Pinchango Alto. Left: UAV-DSM, Right: Laser-DSM.

Using the image orientation data and the produced UAV-DSM, an orthoimage of the whole
site with a ground resolution of 3cm was generated using LPS. The orthoimage was generated
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from the helicopter images of the first, third and fifth strip. From each strip we selected every
other image, resulting in a total of 26 images used for orthoimage production. Cutlines
between images were calculated using the weighted cutline function in LPS. In the process of
producing the final orthoimage with 3cm ground resolution we applied color balancing and
feathering by a distance of three times the pixel size. The processing time for the complete
area, about 300m by 200m, was approximately 20min on a 2.8GHz two-processor machine.
Verifying check points for accuracy analysis, a mean RMSE value of 3cm for the whole area
of Pinchango Alto was achieved.

Finally, for 3D visualization we used the orthoimage and the UAV-DSM. In order to generate
a virtual flight through the model we employed Maya (Autodesk, 2009; see Lambers, et al.,
2007).

6.2.4.2 Laser data
Using the Riegl RiSCANPRO software the laser data can be post processed in numerous
ways. The optimum choice depends strongly on the application and/or the requirements of the
end-user. One of the possible output products is a triangulated 3D-model, which can be used
for automatically extracting contour lines, profiles, and to perform volume calculations.
In our project, as mentioned above, the registration of the single scans with RISCANPRO to
one point cloud was done during the field work with the control points. While the internal
registration accuracy of the scan data is about ±1cm, the accuracy for the global registration
using control points was about ±5cm. The final registered laser point cloud was reduced from
a total number of 270 million points by means of point decimation algorithm implemented in
the Riegl software. Outliers were detected manually and semi automatically, again using
RiSCANPRO. Finally, for the area A of Pinchango Alto the resolution was set to 10cm. This
part of the model covers an area of approximately 130 m x 120m and consists of 1.5 million
points and around 3 million triangles generated in Polyworks using a 2.5D Delauney
triangulation. For the whole area of Pinchango Alto (200m x 300m), a model with a mesh size
of 20cm consisting of 0.5 million points was generated. The result of the triangulation is a
digital surface model (hereafter RiSCANPRO-DSM) that allows volume and section
calculation (Lambers, et al., 2007).
In contrast to the software provided by Riegl, we applied our in-house surface matching
algorithm LS3D for the registration of the point clouds. This software allows the registration
of the single scans without using control points. The matching process was performed with an
average σ0 value around 1.0cm, which is consistent with the reported accuracy potential of the
LMS-Z420i scanner. After registration the point cloud was georeferenced with 48 well
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distributed ground control points (GCPs) to the Laser-DSM (see Figure 6-10 and Table 2).
The GCPs were identified on the intensity image of the scans, and a posteriori σ0 of the
adjustment was 4.1cm, which is comparable with the accuracy of the GCP measurements
(Akca, 2007).
Before doing the modeling of the surface the point cloud has to be analyzed for outliers. We
employed an outlier detection algorithm for laser point clouds, developed by Sotoodeh, 2006.
This developed method is based on a density based algorithm. In the laser scan data mainly
single and small cluster outliers are detected like people, GPS, bags and boxes.
For the surface modeling, the commercial software package Geomagic Studio 6 (geomagic,
2009) and an in-house method, based on the most advanced sculpturing method using
proximity graphs (Lambers, et al., 2007, Sotoodeh, et al., 2008), were selected. For the
surface reconstruction of the whole site Geomagic was used, while the in-house method was
applied with higher point density for single walls and rooms of the settlement. Using
Geomagic the number of points was reduced to 14.8 million points using the “grid sampling”
function with a 5cm grid size. The final surface wrapping was done with a medium level
noise reduction option. Due to data unavailability some holes occurred on the meshed surface.
These holes are mainly the result of occlusions of walls and the invisibility of the “mine
shaft” entrances. The holes were filled with the “Fill Holes” function of the software. After
the editing, the final model contained 5.8 million triangles. For detailed surface reconstruction
of single walls using our method, we selected a wall in area A, where the scan point density
was much higher than in the overall area. Although there are some holes in this model, due to
under-sampling, the object is completely modeled in the areas that fulfilled the minimum
sampling distance criteria. Most of the process was accomplished with only minimal user
interaction. In addition, no threshold parameter or predefined values were required.

6.2.4.3 Combined data
After the processing of the helicopter images and laser data we then needed to texture the
reconstructed surface models and to combine the various available data to one single data set.
Skyline (Terra Explorer) allowed us to combine the UAV-DSM and the orthoimage and to
navigate in near real-time through the textured 3D model (see Figure 6-12). Furthermore,
thanks to the automatic registration of the terrestrial image data within the scan data, the
triangulated mesh could be textured with the high-resolution image-information. Therefore,
using the laser point cloud and the terrestrial images, characteristic bricks from a wall were
measured and visualized in the point cloud; the terrestrial images were visualized with the
point cloud RiSCANPRO and in a CAD-program at once (Gaisecker, 2006). For the selected
wall in area A also in-house software for automated texture mapping was also applied
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(Hanusch, 2008). This software calculated the visible parts of the model for every image. For
each vertex of the mesh, the image coordinates were calculated. For visualization of the
textured model, the open source software Blender was used (Blender, 2008 and Figure 6-11).

Figure 6-10: The Laser-DSM overlaid with the corresponding orthoimage showing the central part of
Pinchango Alto.

The derived surface model from laser data was also used for the orthoimage generation and
texture mapping of the model helicopter images. The generated surface models from laser
data and model helicopter images were also inserted into the 3D model of the surroundings of
Pinchango Alto, generated out of aerial images. This enabled reliable studies of the visibility
and accessibility of the site in a GIS environment. Figure 6-12 shows a combined textured 3D
model for this purpose comprising the UAV DSM that covers Pinchango Alto and the aerialDSM.
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Figure 6-11: Textured 3D-model of a single wall showing a sample of plotted stones forming the walls.

Figure 6-12: Textured 3D-model of Pinchango Alto showing the 3 cm UAV-orthoimage draped over the
SAT-DSM with 20 cm resolution. The surrounding areas is presented by the aerial-DSM (2 m resolution)
overlaid with the aerial orthoimage (25 cm) (Skyline, 2009; see Sauerbier, 2008).

6.2.5 Results
The application of two highly versatile recording systems, the terrestrial laser scanner and the
UAV, allowed the LIP site of Pinchango Alto to be documented with high resolution and
accuracy in five days of laser scanning and 50 minutes flight time of the UAV. The acquired
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and processed data of Pinchango Alto are a good starting point for a detailed architectural,
structural, and functional study of a typical large LIP site in the region of Palpa and Nasca.
Table 6-2 illustrates the available data sets for the archaeological interpretations: The oriented
UAV- and terrestrial-images, the original laser point cloud, the produced DSMs, orthoimages
and texture 3D-models with different resolutions.
Table 6-2: Overview of original data and derived products of the site Pinchango.
Product/Source

Type

Specifications
Resolution or
Footprint

Amount

ORIGINAL DATA
Laser scanner (raw data)

Point cloud

1-35 cm

Terrestrial images

Digital Image

UAV aerial images

Digital Image

~3 cm

85

Aerial images

Analog Image

~10 cm

4

Depending on
distance to object

~270 million points
427

DIGITAL ELEVATION MODELS
Laser-DSM

Raster

5 cm

~14.8 million points

UAV-DSM

Raster

10 cm

~4.7 million points

Aerial-DSM

Raster

2m

~ 1.6 million points

DSMs + UAV images

Orthoimage

3 cm

2

Aerial images

Orthoimage

25 cm

1

Produced with Maya

Video

10/20 cm (Orthoimage/DSM)

1

Visualised using ArcScene

Real time navigation

3/10 cm (Orthoimage/DSM)

1

Produced with Blender

Real time navigation

1-5/5 cm (Texture/3D-model)

2 selected areas

Produced with Skyline

Real time navigation

ORTHOIMAGES

TEXTURED 3D MODELS

3/20 cm (Orthoimage/DSM)
25 cm/2 m (Orthoimage/DSM)

1

6.2.5.1 Surface Models
For archaeological analysis, the UAV image data is advantageous, since the image data can be
used for the automated generation of elevation models and for manual measurements in stereo
viewing mode. For the definition of walls, rooms, forecourts etc., the stereo images provide
valuable information for the interpretation by archaeologists. On the other hand the LaserDSM can be used for interpretation of the architecture of single walls and rooms due to the
high point density.
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For the quality analysis of the DSMs, a manual-DSM was produced covering only the central
part of Pinchango Alto (see Figure 6-10), because the manual measurements were very time
consuming. These measurements are well suited to help to identify errors in the Laser- and
UAV-DSM. The average distance between the manually stereoscopic measured points were
defined to 50cm. The laser model covers the complete Pinchango Alto area, while the UAVDSM covers 95% of the settlement area, as mentioned in paragraph 6.2.3.4.
Since automatically generated DSMs (Laser and UAV) have a resolution of 5 and 10cm
respectively, the manual measurements can aid in trend identification and the results allow
one to assess which is close to reality. The manual measurements will not reveal blunders of
small features, like single stones, and small modeling problems, but accessorily blunders in
the data such as persons in the laser scan or miss-matched points from the matching procedure
will be detected.

The 3D comparison of the different elevation models was done with Geomagic Studio.
Geomagic Studio has the capability to perform 3D comparison between point to surface or
surface to surface models (see Table 6-3, Figure 6-13 (Whole site Pinchango Alto) and Figure
6-14 (Detailed views of two selected areas)).
Table 6-3: Results from the comparison of the different DSM datasets.

Laser/
SAT-PP

Laser/
Manual

SAT-PP/
Manual

SAT-PP/
NGATE

SAT-PP/
LPS

Std. deviation [m]

0.06

0.11

0.10

0.29

0.50

Mean [m]

< 0.01

< 0.01

< 0.01

0.26

-0.32

Max [m]

0.54

0.66

0.46

~3

~5

A comparison between the SAT-PP-DSM and those extracted with LPS and NGATE cover
only a subset of the best preserved part of the archaeological site. The large standard deviation
from SAT-PP /LPS is result of the difference in the orientation of the data. The orientation
used in SAT-PP was improved through BUN. Additionally, the discrepancies between SATPP and NGATE resulted out of artifacts observed in the NGATE DSM. We should note
however that the applied NGATE module was only an evaluation license and therefore the
results are preliminary.
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The resolution of the laser is higher than in the UAV-DSM, for example single structures like
stones can be seen in the Laser-DSM (see Figure 6-9). On the other hand, both data sets
contained blunders. The comparison between the Laser- and the UAV-DSM show a mean
difference of less than 1cm with a standard deviation of 6cm (Eisenbeiss and Zhang, 2006 and
Table 6-3). The differences occurred mainly where the topography changed suddenly, e.g.
walls elongated along the flight direction, at the border areas of the settlement and inside the
holes (see Figure 6-13). For the UAV-DSM, the main difficulties were on walls and structures
with vertical surfaces, which were not covered in different image strips. The laser was unable
to acquire points in the holes; therefore, the UAV-DSM fits better in these areas (see Figure
6-9 and Figure 6-14).

The UAV- and the Laser-DSM showed more detail and had higher accuracy in comparison to
manual measurements (Eisenbeiss and Zhang, 2006 and Table 6-3) and to the
photogrammetric and geodetic measurements obtained in the field campaign in 1999
(Zwicker, 2000). Both, the Laser- and the UAV-DSM, showed similar good results with
respect to the manual-DSM. The mean difference was less than one centimeter. The standard
deviation was approximately 10cm and the maximum difference was less than 0.5m for the
UAV-DSM and 0.7m for the Laser-DSM respectively. The maxima were mainly found in the
mining and wall areas. It should be noted that the traditional measurement methods are more
time consuming for data acquisition and processing with respect to the proposed methods.
Therefore, the new methods were established and will be improved in the near future and can
be expected to replace more and more the traditional documentation techniques for
comparable applications.

The comparison of the extracted point clouds between LPS V.9.2 and SAT-PP V1.0 shows
clearly that SAT-PP was able to extract a denser point cloud (LPS: 230,000 points; SAT-PP:
420,000 points). However, despite this difference, the main structures of the site could be
reconstructed in both software packages. In LPS V9.2 the matching algorithm, compared to
older versions, had been improved with an adaptive image matching algorithm (see section
5.2.1.1). The main holes in the produced LPS-DSM occurred in the low texture and steep
areas, where no points were extracted (see Figure 6-15 and Appendix G-1).
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Figure 6-13: Discrepancy map of 3D distances of UAV-DSM and Laser-DSM after registration.

Figure 6-14: Detailed view: Example for the maximum difference of DSMs forthcoming on walls and for
mining entrances (holes).
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Figure 6-15: Comparison of the matching results out of one stereo pair of the centre of Pinchango Alto.
Left: LPS, Right: SAT-PP.

6.2.5.2 Orthophotos and textured 3D-models
Up to now, two high resolution DSMs of Pinchango Alto exist that can be textured with high
resolution orthophotos produced from UAV images (see Figure 6-16). This combination is
especially well suited for highly accurate measurements of the walls as viewed from nadir
direction, and allows the groundplan of the site to be mapped and its internal structure to be
studied. The disadvantage of the UAV images is the lack of high resolution texture for the
vertical faces of the walls. However, these walls were covered in the laser data and textured
using the terrestrial acquired images (see Figure 6-11).

Figure 6-16: Orthophoto with 3cm resolution of Pinchango Alto produced from the UAV-images and –
DSM. Left: The complete site. Right: Detailed view of the orthophoto.

The 3D models resulting from the combination of photogrammetry and laser scanning offer
many opportunities for future archaeological investigations of the site of Pinchango Alto in
particular and the Late Intermediate Period in the Palpa region in general that go well beyond
previous studies of prehistoric architecture in southern Peru (see Lambers, et al., 2007).
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In order to enable GIS-based studies of the site´s context, the high resolution 3D model was
integrated into the textured aerial-DSM (see Figure 6-12). This combined 3D-model allows
for example the calculation of access pathways from different directions. It is expected to
reveal from which valley the site was most accessible and whether or not a direct access from
Pinchango Bajo existed. Also with regards to defensibility, visibility studies taking into
account reconstructed wall height may reveal if the site was visible from the valley floors.
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6.3 The Maya site Copán (Honduras)
Copán was a Maya city located in the northwest of Honduras near the border to Guatemala
and the principal group, which was our area of interest, has a size of 300m by 600m. “Copán
was probably the most significant civic center of the southeast region of the Maya lowlands
and is mentioned the first in 1576.” (Hohmann and Vogrin, 1982, p. 136)
The work presented in the following section was conducted in cooperation with the Honduran
Institute of Anthropology and History (IHAH), the University of New Mexico (US) and the
B. Kessler Foundation (Italy). The field work itself was accomplished in the frame of the
workshop “3D Archaeology and Cultural Heritage Management in Honduras” (IHAH, 2009).
Here we will describe the field work accomplished using our UAV system and present first
results.

Figure 6-17: Terrestrial Image of the main plaza of Copán showing the ball court in the front (compare
Figure 6-1).

6.3.1 Field work 2009
The flight planning of the UAV flights was conducted based on a digital map of the site
Copan generated by Richards-Rissetto, 2009 and Figure 6-18, using the 2/2.5D flight
planning tool (see Figure 6-18).
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Figure 6-18: Visualization of the flight planning of the east and west court of Copán showing the
projection centers of the individual image strips (dots) and exemplary the image coverage of view images.

The image resolution for the east and west court (Area I) was defined to 1cm, while for the
main plaza (Area II) the resolution was reduced to 3cm. For the data acquisition the Nikon
D2Xs 12 Megapixel still-video camera was selected, using a 35mm and a 24mm lens at 90m
and 120m above ground level for the areas I and II respectively. The Nikon camera is a
CMOS-sensor with 4288x2848 pixels and a pixel size of 5.5µm. The defined flight
parameters are listed in Table 6-4. In contrast to the flight planning in Pinchango Alto, the
image acquisition points were defined as cruising points, thus only the start and end point of a
flight line were transferred to the flight control software. The image acquisition points
between the start and end point were thus calculated through the image baseline.
Table 6-4: Main parameter of the flight planning defined for area I (East and west court) and II (Main
plaza).

Area

mB

Hg [m]

F [mm]

GSD [cm]

Size of the area

p/q [%]

I

2500

90

35

~1

200m x 200m

75/75

II

5000

120

24

3

300m x 200m

75/75

After an initial visit to the site, where the complexity of the objects and the occlusion (see
Figure 6-17) caused by the dense tree coverage were clearly evident, it was decided to
increase the along track overlap to 87.5%. Thus the number of images for area I was increased
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from 80 to 160 images. Since area II was mostly free of trees, the defined overlap was kept
and the planned numbers of images of 75 unchanged.
The flights at Copan were conducted in the morning for area I and in the afternoon for area II,
with flight times of 12 and 10 minutes respectively. Due to the developing winds in the
afternoon, the flight at area II had to be stopped after 3 image strips.

6.3.2 Data Processing
Keeping to the frame work of this thesis, only the images acquired from the east court and
temple 22 were oriented; these are the central focus of our project partners. For a quick
overview and data checking using the acquired images from both areas, photo stitching was
achieved using Photoshop (Adobe, 2009). Moreover, the flight trajectory was analyzed using
the flight control data acquired with the wePilot1000-10g/N.

6.3.2.1 Quality control of the flight data
Due to the strong wind, which developed suddenly in the afternoon, we had to stop our flight
mission of the main plaza (Area II). Figure 6-19 and 6-20 show the influence of the wind on
the observed flight control data.

Figure 6-19: Orientation data of the afternoon flight. Upper graph: Φ, Middle graph: Θ, Lower graph: Ψ.
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Figure 6-20: Differences of the reference and measured data of the afternoon flight. Upper graph:
Position, north component posN, Middle graph: Position, east component posE, Lower graph: Velocity,
north component vN.

Figure 6-19 illustrates the orientation angles of the flight over area II. The rotation angles are
plotted in relation to the flight time. The first and the second line were flown in the interval of
300s to 400s and 400s to 500s respectively. After turning into the third strip, the influence of
the wind is visible in the rotation angles. The same effect could also be observed in the
difference plots between the reference and the measured GPS coordinates in north and east
direction, as well as the velocity values in north direction (see Figure 6-20).

6.3.2.2 First results during field work
After completing data acquisition, the UAV images were stitched to a panorama overview,
giving an overview of the site just after the data acquisition (Figure 6-1 and Figure 6-21).
Using the unrectified images, it is already possible to identify the main structure and even to
recognize features, which were not visible from the ground (see structure in the grassland in
Figure 6-1). These identified structures include areas of old excavations, as well as old
foundations of buildings which are no longer standing (see Hohmann and Vogrin, 1982).
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Figure 6-21: Left: Copan Eastcourt, Temple 22 and 16. Right: Overlapping of every second image of one
image strip.

6.3.2.3 Photogrammetric processing of the east court data
The first images of our UAV flight in Copán covering the east court and Temple 22 (Ahlfeldt,
2004, Fash, 1991), were oriented using LPS Orima (Rel. 8.0). The results of the orientation of
22 images using 5 GCPs are given in Table 6-5.
Table 6-5: Accuracy values of the image orientation of the east court image block of Copán.

σ0

RMS changes of control points

[µm]

X [m]

Y [m]

Z [m]

3.5

0.02

0.02

0.01

6.3.3 Results
With the given orientation values, a DSM of the east court with a point sampling distance of
5cm was produced with SAT-PP V1.0 automatically without any editing. Finally, a first
orthoimage with 1cm resolution was generated with LPS (see Figure 6-22).
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Figure 6-22: First results of the East court and temple 22. Left: DSM with 5cm resolution and Right:
Orthoimage with 1cm resolution.

The results shown in Figure 6-22 are preliminary, since the occlusion of the structures
through the trees can be observed in the DSM. However, these products were generated in
only one day, (including image orientation (4h), DSM generation (6h) and orthoimage
production (1h)). This short processing time was possible, due to the good flight performance
of the autonomous flight.
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6.4 Castle Landenberg (Switzerland)
In this project the goal was to achieve a digital, photo-realistically textured 3D model of the
castle Landenberg in Sarnen (Switzerland) by combination of aerial and terrestrial images
(Pueschel, et al., 2008).
This work is based on a study undertaken as part of a bachelor thesis at ETH Zurich. The
original goal was the documentation of the castle using terrestrial photogrammetry. Already
in the planning period it was decided to acquire UAV images, in addition to the terrestrial
images. This decision was made due to the exposed position of the castle. Because of
occlusions, the front façade was not completely documentable. In addition, for the
reconstruction of the structure of the roof and the jutties, images from above the castle were
needed. Thus a combination of terrestrial and aerial imagery was chosen to achieve total
image coverage of the object.

Figure 6-23: Front view of castle Landenberg. The image was acquired with our UAV-system.

Sarnen is the capital of Obwalden in central Switzerland. The so-called “Schützenhaus” is the
town's landmark and lies at an exposed position in the west of the village. The object is not
only important for Sarnen, but also for the whole canton Obwalden. In fact the
“Schützenhaus” is the symbol of the canton illustrated in the Swiss passport. The
“Schützenhaus” is a valuable relict of the medieval castle in Sarnen. It is one of the two
buildings which remain of the castle Landenberg. In the 13th century, Castle Landenberg was
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built by Rudolf of Habsburg and at that time was the biggest castle in central Switzerland. It
remained so until the battles for freedom in 1291, where most parts of the castle were
destroyed. From 1646 to 1998 the “Schützenhaus” was the meeting place of the
“Landsgemeinde” (provincial assembly), until the public assembly was abolished in
Obwalden in 1998. Recently, the castle is used for cultural and social events.

6.4.1 Field work 2007
The image scale for all images was defined to ca. 1:3000, which corresponds to a resolution in
object space of approximately 1cm. For the image acquisition of the terrestrial images a
distance to the object was defined to 20 to 25 m, which aimed to allow a similar image scale
as in the UAV-images. We acquired terrestrial photos from various stations situated around
the building and aerial images positioned on a circle, with a radius of 25m around the centre
of the building. The flying height was defined to 30m above ground. The centre of the
building was defined in the Pixel Map 25 (swisstopo ®). The image acquisition points were
defined on the circle with a distance of 25m from one point to the next, which corresponds to
an angle between the points on the circle of 15° using the flight planning tool circle (see
section 4.2.1). Furthermore, the image acquisition from the helicopter was defined in a way
that the camera was looking sidewards with a zenith angle of 70°. Additionally, one image
strip was acquired looking perpendicular to the front of the façade of the building.

Figure 6-24: Flight Paths: Circle (left) and frontal strip (right: Orthophoto (GIS-Obwalden, 2009)).

Figure 6-23 shows one example of an image taken from the front façade of the building. The
two flights, the circle and the front façade are illustrated in Figure 6-24.
Both, terrestrial and aerial images were acquired with the Nikon D2Xs still-video camera (see
section 6.4) with an 18mm lens (Nikon AF NIKKOR 18 mm, 1:2.8 D). Before image
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acquisition, the auto focus was set to manual mode, while the focus was fixed to infinity.
Afterwards, the focus was locked with scotch tape to avoid unintended movements. The
terrestrial images were taken from a tripod to avoid blurred images, since the light conditions
did not always allow a short exposure time.

6.4.1.1 Terrestrial Images
Two sets of terrestrial images were acquired. One image set was acquired in foggy weather,
while the second set was acquired on a cloud free day. The images taken during sunshine
have significant differences in brightness. Due to the inhomogeneous intensity of the light it
was difficult to find the optimal shutter speed. Moreover, in the images it was difficult to
recognize details in the shadow areas during the photogrammetric processing phase and 3D
modeling. The images taken in foggy weather were optimal for our purpose. As a result of the
diffuse light, no shadows occurred on the object and therefore the whole façade was
distinguishable (Pueschel, et al., 2008).

6.4.1.2 Aerial Images
The coordinates of the waypoints were calculated and imported in the weGCS system. Before
the real flight was accomplished, the flight was simulated on the computer using weGCS to
verify the waypoints and the flight path. The simulation showed that last point of image
acquisition, defined as the stop point, did not allow the automated continuing of the flight to
the home point. Therefore, the point was changed to a cruising point.
For safety reasons the starts and landings were flown in manual remote controlled mode,
similar to the flights at Pinchango and Copan. As soon as the UAV was in the air, control was
taken over by the weGCS navigation unit.
The circle route was flown two times to ensure the acquisition of a sufficient number of high
quality images. The horizontal strip from the front, as well as the circle, resulted in images of
satisfactory quality. An example of an aerial image from the circle is shown in Figure 6-25
(Left), while a zoom-in of this image is shown Figure 6-25 (Right).
Overall the total terrestrial image acquisition required a few hours and the helicopter was, in
total for data acquisition in the air only few minutes. However, in addition to the helicopter
flight, the preparation of the flight control station and the helicopter itself, before and after the
flight has to be taken in account.
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Figure 6-25: Left: Example of an aerial image from the circle route. Right: Zoom-in to the rectangle of the left
image.

Figure 6-26: Locations of terrestrial and UAV images, which were used for the data model.

6.4.2 Data Processing and 3D Modelling
Before starting the image orientation and modelling, the first step was to select the images
that were necessary to achieve a complete coverage of the façade. Due to the complex
geometry of the building and the fact that the sight to some parts of the object were obscured
because of trees, 18 terrestrial images were needed to ensure a precise and complete
modelling of the façade. From the 72 recorded aerial images 14 were selected from the circle
and 3 from the linear strip (see Figure 6-26).
The relative orientation was done in PhotoModeler V6. The overall RMS was 0.99Pixel
which could be regarded as an acceptable result. After the modeling, which is described in
detail in Pueschel, et al., 2008, the project was absolute oriented in the Swiss coordinate
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system LV03. Using 12 GCPs we achieved an accuracy of 2.5 cm in object space, which is in
the range of the accuracy potential of the DGPS measurement method applied in the project.

6.4.3 Results

Figure 6-27: Castle Landenberg in Irrlicht (Eisenbeiss, et al., 2009a).

Following the described workflow above and in Pueschel, et al., 2008 we were able to
produce a geometrically accurate photo-realistically textured 3D model of Castle Landenberg.
The overall RMS yielded by bundle adjustment is below 1 pixel, which can be regarded as an
adequate result for manual measurements. After texture mapping with the terrestrial and aerial
images with a footprint of approximately 1cm, the model of Castle Landenberg could be
visualized with high quality.
The textured model was exported to VRML (Virtual Reality Modelling Language) format and
can be viewed with any VRML viewer.
The generated model can now serve as a high quality digital representation of Castle
Landenberg. On the one hand it is suitable for presentation and visualization purposes, e.g. to
promote the site in terms of tourism, while on the other hand it represents an important digital
preservation of the castle which allows the user to perform measurements on the model or
derive façade plans.
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6.5 Conclusions
In this chapter three examples were given. The example Pinchango Alto (Peru) was the first
archaeological site which was documented using an autonomously flying model helicopter for
the production of accurate and dense elevation models and orthoimage data. The produced
elevation data was analyzed and compared to DSMs produced with terrestrial laser scanning
and manual measurements. The laser DSM and the UAV-DSM can be fitted together with a
mean offset of less than 1cm and a standard deviation of 6cm. Additionally the UAV data was
combined with terrestrial laser data and aerial image data. These combinations enable a
detailed study of the site at different levels of resolution.
In the second example, initial results from the 2009 field trip to the Maya site Copán
(Honduras) were presented. Here the fast processing capability of a specific flight planning
and autonomous flight of UAVs was clearly demonstrated. It was possible to produce the first
results soon after field work. These showed structures that were not observable from the
ground. Here we could show the high potential of stabilized autonomous UAV systems for
fast documentation. In this example it was also possible to show the influence of strong wind
on the flight data, observed with the flight control system of the UAV. The UAV flights of the
first two examples was done under extreme weather conditions, such as hot temperature (up
to 40°C) and moderate wind conditions.
Finally, in the third example we were able to document the castle Landenberg (Switzerland)
with an image resolution of better than 1cm. Here we introduced a new flight mode “circle”,
which allowed us to obtain a highly detailed reconstruction of the object, with a combination
of terrestrial and UAV images.
After testing UAVs under hot weather conditions and difficult accessible areas, like in Peru
and Honduras, we will now turn to the environmental applications and focus on the
problematic of cold areas, high altitude and dangerous areas.
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MONITORING OF HAZARDS, ENVIRONMENTAL AND
AGRICULTURAL APPLICATIONS

Figure 7-1: The Randa rockslide failure (Wallis, Switzerland). The lower part is situated 1400m a.s.l. The height
difference from the bottom to the top is more than 800m.

7.1 The rockslide Randa (Switzerland)
Due to the climate changes in the last decades and the circumstances that we have to deal with
in Switzerland, e.g. various hazards, like rock falls, land slides and flooding and the local
geomorphic conditions (narrow valleys etc.), this chapter is focusing on the monitoring of
hazards and environmental applications in small-scale and large-scale areas using UAVs for
data acquisition.
We will use our 3D flight planning tool for the documentation of a rockslide, use our UAVs
under different flight modi and weather conditions, and test them at high altitude.
Furthermore, we will use our in-house matching algorithm for difficult matching areas, such
as strong shadows (rockslide) and repetitive pattern (maize field)

7.1 The rockslide Randa (Switzerland)
7.1.1 Rockslide Randa
The focus of the geological project Randa was to characterize the large scale rockslide in
Randa (Wallis, Swiss Alps; see Figure 7-1). This rockslide will be used as an example of the
ultimate evolutionary stages corresponding to the complete development of the basal shear
surface(s) and internal rock mass deformation. The project Randa is imbedded into the large
scale project "Rockslide Processes and Mechanisms: Progressive Development of Shear/Slide
Surface in Rock Slopes" from the Engineering Geology Group of ETH Zurich, S. Loew and
HazNETH: Research Network on Natural Hazards at ETH Zurich.

In order to understand this failure stage in a better way, the interrelationships between preexisting tectonic fractures, subsequent tensile fracturing and shearing of intact rock bridges
was investigated. Furthermore, for the understanding of the rock mass structure and
kinematics during this evolutionary stage, the basal shear planes needed to be identified, and
the internal rock mass deformation had to be studied. Finally the 3D time-dependent
displacement field had to be measured more in detail using the UAV-image data and the
generated DSM (Randa, 2009).

As a result of these aims, a high-resolution DSM with a spatial resolution of 10–20cm had to
be generated and images with a footprint of 2-5cm in object space had to be acquired and
oriented. Because of the non-nadir case and a difficult terrain, the standard aerial flight
planning procedures could not be applied.
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The lower part of the site was acquired with our UAV system Copter 1B in May 2007,
equipped with a Nikon D2Xs. The whole site was later acquired by a manned helicopter in
November 2007, using the Helimap system (Helimap, 2009), combining laser scanning and
oblique images (Vallet, 2007, Vallet and Skaloud, 2004). The system is based on a Riegl
LMS-Q240i-60 laser scanner for point cloud generation and a Hasselblad H1 camera with a
Dos Imacon Xpress 22Mpix back, which is normally used for texture mapping. The system is
coupled with a GPS/INS antenna, to obtain position and orientation during data acquisition. It
can be installed on standard helicopters and is operated manually, and therefore can be tilted
to allow an acquisition geometry almost perpendicular to the flank. This is a major advantage
in steep terrain to avoid large geometric degradation (Skaloud J., et al., 2005). The CCDsensor has a size of 49x37mm resulting in a pixel size of 9µm. Both sensors have a similar
field of view (57° for the camera and 60° for the LiDAR). The IMU is a tactical-grade
strapdown inertial system (iMAR LMS) with a very high measurement rate (up to 500Hz).
The GNSS-signal is received by a carrier phase receiver. Main advantage of the system
compared to conventional aerial systems lies in its image acquisition geometry. Due to the
fact that the system can be tilted, the acquisition configuration can be adapted even for steep
terrain. Oblique images have the same beneficial properties as nadir zenith images.

Using the two comparable systems, the autonomously flying model helicopter and the
manned helicopter, at one site, allowed the analysis of the performance of the systems.
Moreover, it is possible to compare and integrate the two data sets.

7.1.2 Flight planning
As mentioned above, for the recognition of features with a length of 10-20cm, an image scale
of 1:4500 was selected which results in a pixel footprint of approximately 3cm. The distance
to the cliff was defined to 230m, which is equal to the normally flying height above ground.
Finally, the side and end lap were set to 75%. Using this high overlap along and across strip it
was possible to avoid occlusions and gaps in the image data (see Figure 7-7). The flight
velocity was defined to 3m/s, while the shutter speed was 1/1000s. Therefore, the influence of
the image motion was negligible.

After defining these parameters, the most recent elevation model (extracted out of aerial
images with a scale 1:25000) with the highest available point density was used. Therefore, the
LiDAR data provided by swisstopo, with a point spacing of 2m, was selected. Using this data
set and the available orthophoto (swissimage, swisstopo®) allowed the definition of the area
of interest. The area was separated in three sections, using the inclination and aspect values of
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the slope. After the definition of these sections, the flight planning was done in the 3D case,
as described in section 4.2.1, and the inclined flight lines for the helicopter flight were
generated. Finally, using this information the image acquisition points were determined and
transferred to the navigation unit (wePilot1000) of the mini UAV-system. Due to the
inclination of the plane the camera was mounted with a pitch angle of 15-30° (respectively for
the individual sections) on the helicopter (see Figure 7-2).

Figure 7-2: Our copter 1B during a test flight with the inclined camera looking perpendicular to the flight direction.

Such precise planning was necessary due to the large distance between operator and mini
UAV, which limited the visibility of the mini UAV. Furthermore, before flying along the
predefined flight path, the mini UAV was tested at an altitude of 2400m a.s.l. in order to
ensure that the engine of the helicopter would not fail due to low air pressure. This test was
important, since the helicopter manufacturer set the maximum flying altitude to 1500m a.s.l.

7.1.3 Field work
7.1.3.1 UAV 2007
Since the Randa rockslide covers a height from 1400m – 2300m a.s.l. the mini UAV-system
was tested at the Flueelapass (~2400m a.s.l., Graubuenden, Switzerland). For the flight at
Flueelapass, weight dummies instead of the mounted camera were used on the helicopter. To
enable the evaluation of the performance at such a height above mean sea level, the helicopter
was started and switched to the assisted flying mode. In this mode the current parameters of
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the engine were checked visually and saved on board of the helicopter. This specific test
showed that the engine of our mini UAV-system already achieved the limit for the maximal
turning moment of the engine. Therefore, to have a buffer, we decided to do the first flight
only at the lower part of the rockslide (1400-1800m a.s.l., see Figure 7-1), while the upper
part was to be covered by the Helimap flight.

As the illumination conditions were acceptable only in the morning, we decided to do the
flight at Randa in the morning hours. In the afternoon strong shadows made the data
processing more complicated, as a preprocessing of shadow areas had to be performed.
Furthermore, the GPS-satellite availability was simulated in the preparation process. Thus, the
existing elevation model of the surrounding (DHM25, swisstopo®) was integrated in a GPS
sky plot software, which allowed the calculation of the accessible number of GPS and the
postulated GDOP (Geometric Dilution Of Precision) value. Using this information, it was
possible to have an approximate a-posteriori value for the accuracy of the GPS-position of the
helicopter, which was crucial in such an environment.

Given that at the bottom of the site a large debris zone is situated (see Figure 7-1), the
accessibility is quite complicated. Therefore, the start and landing point was defined close to a
road at the bottom of the debris zone (see Figure 7-3). The field work itself was done in few
minutes, where the longest part of the flight was the section from the starting point to the first
image acquisition point and the way back. At the end of the first flight, the helicopter did a
fast inexplicable turn along its own main axis. We therefore decided to stop the test and to
evaluate the available flight data, which included high resolution images from the rockslide.

Figure 7-3: Screenshot of the ground control station software showing the flight lines of the Randa data acquisition.
The orange shading shows the lower part of the Randa rock cliff.
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The analysis of the unexpected turning of the UAV-system during the flight showed that the
effect was caused by the fact that the neighboring points of the flight plan were defined to
close to each other. Additionally, the effect occurred because the neighboring flight lines had
a distance in horizontal and vertical direction, which caused a misinterpretation in the flight
control software. Hence, during the flight, one predefined data acquisition point was skipped
and the turning occurred during the flight at Randa. Based on this event, the flight control
software was improved to handle autonomous flights flown with this type of configuration.
Additionally, the analysis of the flight data showed that the system reached the limit for the
maximal turning moment of the engine, similar to what occurred during the height test at
Flueelapass.

7.1.3.2 Manned Helicopter 2007
Due to the mentioned problems with our UAV, we decided to document the site Randa
completely using the Helimap system. Thus, in November 2007, both LiDAR data and highresolution oblique images were acquired using the manned system. About 143 oblique aerial
images were acquired together with the helicopter-based LiDAR data using the Hasselblad H1
camera. These photographs show a very high level of detail and cover an extent of about
300x250m2 each. For normal use, the system relies on a Riegl LMS-Q240i-60 Laserscanner
for point cloud generation. Data acquisition was done along nineteen horizontal flight lines
that were arranged parallel to each other on different heights to cover the whole flank. The
point cloud of this LiDAR data consists of 5.6·106 points and covers a total area of 3km2 with
a point density of 1-3pt/m2 and vertical point accuracy better than 0.2m (Skaloud J., et al.,
2005). These values were sub-optimal, since the planned point spacing was 10-20cm (see
section 7.1.1). However the manned system allowed us to comprise the first analysis of the
DSM and combine them with other measurement data (see section 7.1.5).

7.1.4 Photogrammteric processing
7.1.4.1 UAV images
The orientation of the images, which were acquired in the UAV field campaign 2007, was
done in ISDM. Since no control point of the acquired area was visible, the images were
oriented only relatively (see Table 7-2). These results were used for the processing of a DSM
of the covered area. Figure 7-4 shows matching results of SAT-PP. For the complete covered
area it was possible to extract grid, feature points and edges, even in the shadow areas. This
was possible since the images were acquired in the early morning to avoid strong shadows.
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Figure 7-4: Matching results from SAT-PP of part of an image. Up: Preprocessed image (left) and
matched grid points (right); Down: Extracted feature points (left) and edges (right).

7.1.4.2 LiDAR data
The raw data processing of the LiDAR data sets was done by Helimap System SA (Helimap,
2009). This processing included the fitting of flight lines and automated as well as manual
filtering of ground points, outliers and artifacts. A detailed description is given in Skaloud J.,
et al., 2005 and Vallet, 2007.
The conversion of the processed LiDAR point cloud 2007 into a grid raster was done in the
SCOP++ software (Inpho, 2009a) that is especially designed for processing large amounts of
points.
Since all measurements of the geologists are done in the local Swiss coordinate system LV03
and further analyzed in ArcGIS (Version 9.1; ESRI, 2009), the 3D LiDAR data are
transformed into 2.5D data. Thus, in the steep areas the data would be interpolated to a raster,
which would result in a loss of information in the steep parts. Therefore, the DSM was
visualized in Geomagic and an optimal view, perpendicular to the area of interest, was
defined visually (see Figure 7-5). The rotation parameters around a defined point (For
example point of gravity) were selected. Using an in-house developed tool, the point cloud
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was rotated around the defined point. Since the aspect of the site has two mayor orientations,
the point cloud was turned two times using separate rotation angles. The rotation parameters
and the point for rotation are given in Table 7-1.
Table 7-1 : Parameter for the rotation of the DSM.

Coordinates of the point for rotation in the Rotation angles [°]
LV03 system [m]
X

Y

Z

ω

φ

κ

Rotation 1

626143.437

107040.344

1994.010

10

60

0

Rotation 2

625863.375

107010.250

2147.610

50

60

0

Figure 7-5: Left: Top down view in the LV03 coordinate system to the LiDAR-DSM visualized in
Geomagic (V9; geomagic, 2009). Right: Rotated DSM following rotation 1 defined in Table 7-1.

7.1.4.3 Helimap images
The orientation of the oblique images was done in LPS and ISDM. Tie points were
automatically and manually measured as well as visually checked in LPS.
From the GPS/INS measurements initial exterior orientation parameters were available. They
even allowed stereo viewing of the images with a y-parallax, which results from the accuracy
level of the GPS/INS-system. Therefore, by using only the given exterior orientation the
processing of the images was not possible.
The GCPs were generated by precise geodetic measurements through the engineering
company Geomatik AG (Geomatik, 2009 and Figure 7-6).
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Figure 7-6: Overview of the available GCPs at the site Randa.

With LPS it was not possible to calculate an exterior orientation, neither with GCPs alone nor
with supplementary exterior orientation information. The bundle block adjustment did not
only terminate but also yielded very erroneous results (e.g. negative RMSE values). In our
opinion the optimisation of the bundle adjustment or some basic implementation of it cannot
cope with the oblique geometry that also is not constant over the whole block. The orientation
angles change a lot between single images as the helicopter trajectory is not as stable as the
one of a fixed-wing airplane and the helicopter position was adapted to the mountain (e.g.
change of orientation to see otherwise occluded parts of the rock-face).
Unfortunately, in LPS no relative orientation can be calculated separately, therefore a relative
orientation with ORIMA was attempted. Here, only single models could be calculated, the
relative orientation of the whole block failed. Also tests with exterior orientation parameters,
GCPs, free-network adjustment or minimal datum were unfruitful.
Therefore, a piece of software (interface) was written to transfer the tie points from the LPS
image coordinates (in Pixel) to ISDM image coordinates (in µm). In this step, also different
orientations and centers of the image coordinate system had to be taken into account. SAT-PP
uses the top-left corner of a pixel as origin and the coordinate axes facing down and right
whilst all these properties can be chosen freely in ISDM. Finally, using the software package
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ISDM, the absolute orientation of the 54 images with 4 well identifiable GCPs was computed.
The results of the orientation are shown in Table 7-2.
Table 7-2: Results of the orientation of the Helimap images in ISDM (ZI/Intergraph, 2009).

σ0

RMSE of GCPs

[Pixel]

X [m]

Y [m]

Z [m]

x [µm]

y [µm]

UAV

4.07

/

/

/

1.98

2.01

Helimap

6.07

0.04

0.04

0.03

2.99

3.79

Block

RMSE of image observation

7.1.5 Comparison and data analysis
Using the acquired UAV-images (4-5cm GSD), a DSM of the lower part of the Randa
rockslide with 15cm resolution was generated (see Figure 7-7). The complete site was
documented with the Helimap system, with a pixel size of 6cm to 8cm. In comparison to the
flight defined for the mini UAV-system, the Helimap flight was controlled by a pilot, who
followed the flight lines with an accuracy of 30m. For the whole area the scale varied
depending on the complexity of the terrain. It was also found that the Helimap system
captured the cliff with an oblique field of view, which resulted in gaps in the data set. For the
laser scan, the final point density was approximately 3pt/m2 (see Figure 7-7).
The visual comparison of the extracted UAV-DSM and the LiDAR-DSM shows clearly that
the fine structure of the cliff could be modeled from the UAV-DSM, while the LiDAR-DSM
had large holes and less resolution (see Figure 7-7).

Figure 7-7: Left: Derived surface model from image matching, Middle: Zoom-in of an UAV-image, Right:
Point cloud of Helicopter-based LiDAR projected on the derived surface model.
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Figure 7-8: Measurements of a fracture visualized in the DSM overlaid with DINSAR measurements. The
red dashed line shows the line of sight of the DINSAR measurements.

However, using the LiDAR DSM and the generated orthoimages, finally a complete 3D
model was generated from the site Randa (see Figure 7-5). Using this data set, the geologist
did the first measurements of fractures and shearing of intact rock and combined them with
DINSAR (Tarchi, et al., 2003) measurements (see Figure 7-8). The Figure shows clearly that
the measurement of the visible fracture (black lines) is correlated to the DINSAR
measurements done by the Geology group at ETH Zurich (Randa, 2009).
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7.2 Estimation of the volumetric changes of gravel-pits
This application is based on a study undertaken as part of a bachelor thesis at ETH Zurich in
2009 (Flury, 2009). The main task of this study was the evaluation of the suitability of a
quadrotor for use in photogrammetry. Moreover, it was possible to transfer our flight planning
into another flight control system. The data acquisition was accomplished in the assisted and
autonomous flight modi. Although, the project on estimation of volume changes of gravel pits
was a pilot study, it is a good example of how the generation of a workflow for the extraction
of elevation models can be done for other objects, like the gravel pit (see Figure 7-9). This
pilot study was done in cooperation with the companies omnisight (omnisight, 2009) and
Lötscher Kies + Beton AG (Lötscher, 2009).

Figure 7-9: Panorama of the gravel pit taken from the UAV MD4-200 (microdrones, 2009b).

7.2.1 Demand for documentation of local movements
In Switzerland the mining of gravel pits has to be documented quarterly. This documentation
is necessary, since the owners of lots of many gravel pit receive compensation in relation to
the mining volume. Quite often the mining area is separated into several lots and owned by
different proprietors. Furthermore, in a quarter the mining at a gravel pit is focused only at a
specific local spot. Consequently, while only local movements have to be recorded, the
documentation of the site using conventional aerial photogrammetry or laser scanning is too
expensive.
Hence, in our pilot study, we were looking for an alternative to the traditional methods which
would be available at a more favorable price. Additionally, the alternative data acquisition
method should also be quickly applied, adaptable in parallel to the mining and able to be
completed by employees of the operating company of the gravel pit.

7.2.2 Field work 2009
The dimensions of our pilot area were limited to 60m x 60m. The surface comprises moderate
areas and steep flanks (see Figure 7-9). The GSD of a pixel was set to 5cm.
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The quadrotor UAV, md4-200 of the company microdrones, was chosen for the field work,
due to the fact that the owner of the operating company bought recently this particular
quadrotor system. The md4-200 UAV is described in section 3.3.1.1. The UAV system can be
equipped with several low-cost still-video cameras, which meet the payload limitation of
maximal 200g.
For our field work in 2009 the Panasonic Lumix FX35 was used. The FX35 is a compact
camera with a zoom lens of 25-100mm. Additionally, the camera features an integrated image
stabilizer, a shutter speed of up to two milliseconds and a live-view video function. The
camera was calibrated using the software package iWitness (iWitness, 2009), which allows a
automated camera calibration using color coded targets.
For the absolute orientation during the flight, 10 GCPs were placed temporary and measured
with the real-time GNSS measurement system GPS 1200 (Leica-Geosystems, 2009). The
GCPs were constructed out of a wooden plate, with a white circle placed on top of a black
background. The measurement accuracy of the GCPs was 2cm. The point coordinates were
measured in half an hour field work.
The two flights, accomplished during the field work in February and April 2009, were done in
the assisted and autonomous flight mode respectively. For the assisted flight modus, the
quadrotor was flown in two predefined flying heights above ground level. Then, using the
live-view modus, the operator steered the system to the defined acquisition points, checked
the image overlapping on the screen and acquired two to three images per position. A single
image per position would not have been sufficient, because the system was permanently
adapting the position and orientation of the platform, due to wind conditions.
The flight planning of the autonomous flight was accomplished using the software
mdCockpit. The predefined coordinates, using the 2.5D flight planning tool (see section
4.2.1), were manually typed into the software. Based on these coordinates, the flight path was
generated in the software and the additional parameters for the flight were defined in the
waypoint editor. After finishing the flight planning, the flight path was visually controlled in
the 3D-view of the waypoint editor. The autonomous flight was again affected by extreme
wind conditions. There may have also been some parameters, which may not have been
selected carefully (For example: Number of images per acquisition point). Thus, the images
were acquired more or less in an irregular order and only few images were used for the data
processing (see Table 7-3).
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7.2.3 Data processing
The data processing of the images was accomplished in LPS V9.1 and SAT-PP V1.0 for the
image orientation and DSM generation respectively with an input weight for the GCPs of 2cm
in planimetry and 3cm for the height component. Finally, the orthoimage was generated using
LPS and the results were visualized using ArcScene.
The achieved accuracy of the orientation is shown in Table 7-3. The number of σ0 was for all
image blocks less than one pixel and the RMSE of the GCPs was a maximum of 14cm, which
corresponds to three pixel in the image space. Due to the low image quality of the cameras, in
some of the images the GCPs could not be defined correctly. This resulted in the 70m image
blocks having an the observed accuracy of 3pixel maximal.
Table 7-3: Orientation values of the quadrotor images taken from the gravel pit in February and April
2009.
Flight

1

2

σ0

RMSE of GCP

[Pixel]

X [m]

Y [m]

Z [m]

x [Pixel]

y [Pixel]

70m

0.92

0.09

0.09

0.06

0.80

0.83

100m

0.70

0.01

0.03

0.02

0.50

0.51

70 m, 2 images

0.62

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.03

0.14

70 m, 3 images

0.81

0.02

0.01

0.03

0.46

0.78

Block

RMSE of image observation

After image orientation, the elevation model of the site was generated using SAT-PP with a
point spacing of 20cm. For the verification of the produced DSM in SAT-PP, a DSM was also
generated using the software package LPS. While LPS and SAT-PP showed visually similar
results, the LPS-DSM produced blunders in the steep parts and in the homogenous texture
areas, like snow coverage. The differences between the LPS and SAT-PP DSMs can be
explained by the different matching strategies implemented into the software packages and
because of the standardized pre-processing of the images in SAT-PP. Thus, especially in
shadow areas, like the steep parts, SAT-PP was able to extract more points than LPS.

7.2.4 Results
The extracted DSMs are visualized in Figure 7-11 and Figure 7-12, for flight one and two
respectively. The second DSM covers only a smaller area, because the DSM was only
extracted from one stereo pair. The visual comparison of the DSM shows that in the lower
part in the DSM, where homogenous white snow coverage was present in the February
images, small blunders occurred in the reconstructed surface. However, the main structures
were reconstructed in both data sets.
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Figure 7-10 shows the reconstructed textured 3D-model of the February flight.

Figure 7-10: Textured 3D model of the gravel pit visualized in ArcScene.

Figure 7-11: DSM1 (February 2009) image data generated with SAT-PP.
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Figure 7-12: DSM2 (April 2009) image data generated with SAT-PP.

Figure 7-13: Comparison of the DSM1 and DSM2 of the gravel pit.

The comparison of the two DSMs using the software Geomagic Studio showed that both
surfaces fit together, with an exception in the border areas of the images. Here, presumably
matching errors occurred in the model. These errors can be avoided through cutting out the
image area by 5-10 percent. In the steep part of the surface a digging zone between the
February and April is visible. Using the calculated differences of the two surfaces and the
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according size of the area, the volume change can be calculated. With an optimum
measurement accuracy of the automatically extracted surface of factor two of the GSD, we
can expect an accuracy in height of 10cm. This accuracy would approximately correspond to
a volumetric accuracy of 10m3 for an area of 10m by 10m, which is in the range of the
requested accuracy of the operating company. The achieved accuracy can be improved using
a higher quality camera or by changing the image resolution, which would result in a larger
number of images. However, increasing the number of images would not be worthwhile, since
the processing cost would go up and the benefit for fast data acquisition would be
compensated through the cost of data processing. Thus it is recommended to use higher
quality cameras and to improve the flight performance of the system.

7.2.5 Conclusions
Data required for the documentation of a subset of a gravel pit was collected in the assisted
flight modus by the operating company, while the autonomous flight was conducted using a
predefined flight path. The flight parameters and acquisition points were predefined for all of
the repeating flights. The processing of the image data, including image orientation and DSM
extraction, was accomplished in 4-6 hours per model. Depending on the number of images,
the processing time differed between the February and April data set. The software LPS has a
self-explanatory workflow, which would allow the processing to be taken over by a surveying
company. Since the quality of the DSM was not sufficient enough in LPS, it is recommended
to use a more advanced DSM-matching strategy, as is implemented in SAT-PP.
Under optimal conditions, an accuracy of 2 pixels in height can be expected for the generated
DSM of the bare ground, while in steep areas an accuracy of 2 pixel in height can be
expected, while in steep areas the accuracy can go up to 5-8 pixel. Therefore, for the steep
areas, additional stereo pairs have to be processed. The results can then be integrated into the
surface model and the viewing angle for the data acquisition has to be adapted accordingly.
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7.3 Agriculture: The maize field project
The maize field study was conducted to determine the extent to which topography can
influence the rate of cross-pollination. The effect at short and medium distances between
pollen donor and pollen receptor fields (0 – 17.5m) was investigated in the canton of Zurich,
Switzerland, during 2005 and 2006. Specifically, we focused on the DSM generation of a
vegetation area with high repetitive pattern and on the integration of the cross-pollination data
with a surface model covering the vegetation (Vogler, et al., 2009). Cross-pollination was
determined by means of a system of grain color markers consisting of white-grain and yellowgrain hybrids, functioning as the pollen receptor and pollen donor, respectively. The
measurements of the slope inclination were based on aerial image data acquired by our model
helicopter Copter 1B. The project was conducted in cooperation with the Institute of Plant
Sciences at ETH Zurich, P. Stamp (IPW, 2009).
During the study it was possible to improve the data acquisition from the stop to the cruising
points, which resulted in faster data acquisition. The data set acquired in 2006 was oriented
using the GPS/INS values from the wePilot, as approximation for automated tie point
extraction and image orientation.

7.3.1 Test sites
The two test sites were located in the canton of Zurich, Switzerland, in 2005 (A) and 2006
(B). Both sites are typical fields of the Swiss midlands, situated in an area with a mixture of
woods, settlements and intensive agricultural areas of wheat, maize and grassland, upon a
hilly topography.
The test sites were designed so we could focus on the influence of inclination on crosspollination (Figure 7-17). The fields had an equal inclination of 3.4° (A, eastwards) and 6.8°
(B, eastwards). In agricultural areas, steeper inclinations are susceptible to erosion. Site A had
an area of 240 x 80m2, with two white receptor areas (120 x 40m2) and two yellow donor
areas of the same size, arranged diagonally across it (Figure 7-14 and Figure 7-17). Six
sampling blocks (15 x 20m2), three with a downhill and three with an uphill orientation, were
at the border of both receptor areas (Figure 7-17). Site B had an area of 80 x 170m2. In
experiment B, a receptor area (40 x 170m2) was sown within two donor areas (Figure 7-17).
Six sampling blocks (15 x 20m2), three with a downhill and three with an uphill orientation,
were arranged in the receptor area.
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Figure 7-14: Field layouts of experiments A and B. Letters “Y” (yellow grain) and “W” (white grain)
mark the positions of yellow donor and white grain receptor field parts in relation to the geographic
direction. Stars represent sample points with five plants each (Vogler, 2009).

A portable weather station (Onset Computers, Pocasset, MA, USA) was installed about 200 m
away from the test sites during the experiment. The direction of the wind and the wind speed
were logged every two minutes at a height of about 3m above ground.

7.3.2 Photogrammetric data acquisition and measurements of plant heights
After anthesis, digital images were taken with a still-video camera (Canon D20) mounted on
our Copter 1B.
Before image acquisition, the flight planning was conducted with the 2.5D tool (see 4.2.1).
The flight parameters (Table 7-4) were set up depending on the selected UAV and camera
system, the required image resolution of 3cm per Pixel, the maximum flying height of 100m
above ground, and the along and across track overlap were set to 75%.
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Table 7-4: Parameters for the flight planing.

Parameter

Value

Project parameter
Image scale

1:4000

Side / end lap

75% / 75%

Flying height above ground

~ 80m

Camera Canon EOS 20D
Focal length (calibrated)

20.665 mm, RMSE 1.5e-003mm

Pixel (Image format)

8.25 MPixels (3520x2344)

Parameters of the UAV system

Flight mode

Stop points (Site A)
Cruising points (Site B)
Autonomous

Flying velocity

3m/s

Image acquisition point

After defining the flight parameters, the area of interest was roughly identified in the Swiss
National Map 1: 25,000 by swisstopo®. Based on the flight parameters mentioned above, a
flight trajectory was calculated using the 2.5D flight planning tool and the generated 3D
coordinates, the flying velocity and the flying mode were transferred to the flight control
system. Then, the autonomous flight was done with the model helicopter Copter 1B.
Following the flight trajectory in the stop mode for area A, the images were captured
automatically at the predefined positions (Table 7-4 and Table 7-5) in cruising mode during
the flight over area B. In the stop mode, the helicopter flew to stop points autonomously and
the operator triggered the image by radio link, while in the cruising mode, data acquisition
was totally autonomous. The images of area A were captured in 20 minutes (stop mode),
while in the cruising flight mode, the images were all acquired in 5 minutes.
Table 7-5: Number of aerial images used for photogrammetric processing.

Experiment

Acquired aerial images / image Aerial images / image strips
strips

used for processing

A

82/4

42/2

B

57/5

57/5
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The images were oriented with the software packages LPS V9.0 and ISDM and a DSM was
generated with the software SAT-PP V1.0. Finally, an orthoimage was produced by means of
LPS.
For area A, two to three tie points were measured manually per stereo pair as initial values for
the image triangulation, while for area B the initial values were calculated using the Kalman
Filter in wePilot. A breeze caused a slight move of the leaves and the tassels of the plants
during the data acquisition. Thus, the two to three manually measured tie points were,
unfortunately, insufficient for 5 to 10% of the images and it was necessary to measure
additional points manually for these images (Eisenbeiss, 2007). The measured tie points (site
A) and the approximate positions of the camera (site B) were used as initial values for the
automated extraction of tie points and triangulation. After image orientation, a DSM with a
GSD of 10cm was generated automatically using SAT-PP. The visual check of the DSM
showed that the main structures of the maize field could be reconstructed. However in some
parts blunders in the DSM occurred, due to the moving leaves in the data acquisition (see
Figure 7-15). With the generated DSM, an orthoimage (3cm grid size) was produced.

Figure 7-15: Part of the DSM of the maize field A showing the main structures of the field.

After image orientation, two procedures for measuring plant height were developed. In the
first procedure, the measurements of plant height were done in the stereo measurement mode
in LPS. This method resulted in the specific plants being easily identified. The height was
determined manually by the operator. In the second procedure, the corresponding plants in the
orthophoto were identified by the operator, while the heights were extracted automatically in
ArcGIS (V9.1) using the generated DSM.
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7.3.3 GIS data analysis
For the integration of the data into a database, the same data structure was defined for site A
and B. Furthermore, analysis functions for one field were developed and tested and applied to
the second field. The input data (Figure 7-16) and the data analysis are described below.

Figure 7-16: Schema for the GIS-database.

For each field the UAV images, orthophotos, DSMs and cross-pollination (CP) points were
generated and integrated into the database. The UAV image was identified by the image
number, while the coordinates (P (X, Y, Z) in the Swiss Coordinate System (CH1903)), and
the date and time of image acquisition were defined as additional attributes. Name, associated
field, footprint/resolution and data source are the attributes of the orthophoto and DSM, while
the name of the file is the main attribute. The CP points are integrated as point data, which
can be identified by the point number of cross-pollination. Each point has a CP (crosspollination) value, an identifier for reference points (RP), corresponding reference point
(CRP), coordinates (CP (X, Y, Z)) and the difference with respect to the reference point in
planimetry (DS) and in height (DH). If the CP value is zero, the corresponding point is a
reference point; therefore no data will be present under CRP, DS and DH. If the CP value is
larger than zero, DS and DH are calculated (with respect to the CRP). DH is calculated as the
difference in the height of a sample receptor plant compared to the closest donor plant (see
equation 7-1).
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7-1

To calculate the correlation of relative cross-pollination (CPr) and the difference in height of
the pollen donor and pollen receptor (DH), cross-pollination was defined as the relative crosspollination rate of one sample block to eliminate the influence of distance. The relative rate of
cross-pollination is therefore defined
7-2

where Abs is the absolute value, average (CP row 2-8) is the average cross-pollination of all
sampling points in a sample block (except row 1) and CP is the cross-pollination rate at a
single sampling point.
The statistical analyses of the correlation of DH and CPr are described fully Vogler, et al.,
2009.

7.3.4 Results analysis
In our experiment, we were able to improve the automated data processing of UAV images by
integrating the observed coordinates of the flight trajectory into the direct georeferencing of
the UAV image data. The differences of the planned and the observed positions, as well as the
offsets calculated from the direct georeferencing are given in Table 7-6. The differences
between the planned, observed and calculated projection centers confirm the accuracy level of
the wePilot1000 given in Table 3-10.
Table 7-6: Comparison of the image acquisition points of the flight in 2006: Planned vs. Metadata
(wePilot1000) and image orientation (oriented) vs. Metadata.

Planned - wePilot

Oriented - wePilot

dX [m]

dY [m]

dZ [m]

dX [m]

dY [m]

dZ [m]

Mean

0.66

1.07

-4.44

-1.27

4.89

-4.25

σ

0.20

0.75

0.33

0.67

1.67

0.18

Furthermore, our experiment allowed the automatic measurement of absolute plant height
(3D), and by using grain color markers, we were able to accurately assess the number of
cross-pollinated grains of single plants (Bannert and Stamp, 2007). The measurement of tassel
height by digital surface models is possible, because the UAV system generates highresolution photos due the proximity to the object (see Vogler, et al., 2009).
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Figure 7-17: Top (Experiment A) and bottom (Experiment B) figures show a screenshot of the 3D-model
using the Swissimage orthoimage (swisstopo®) draped over the DHM25 (swisstopo®) combined with the
orthoimage of the maize field and the position of the sampled receptor plants generated from the UAV
images. Yellow donor areas are grey emphasized; the remaining areas are those of the white receptor
maize.

The analysis done by Vogler, et al., 2009 showed that the rate of cross-pollination of receptor
plants in downhill areas increased when the difference in height to the corresponding pollen
donor plant also increased. The free downhill trajectory probably enhanced the movement of
pollen over longer distances. Accordingly, the rate of cross-pollination was slightly higher in
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these areas compared to those in fields in flat areas. In conclusion, a downhill increase of
cross-pollination could indeed be proven. However, the effect of this factor seems to be
weaker than that of others such as wind direction and velocity. Over longer distances (> 17.5
m) there was no effect of topography on cross-pollination (Vogler, et al., 2009).

7.4 Main achievements
In the chapter “Monitoring of hazards and environmental applications” we were able to show
the high potential of UAV images for the documentation of large rock slide areas, such as
Randa (Switzerland). The comparison of the extracted UAV-DSM with helicopter borneLiDAR, showed that using UAV image data, one could reconstruct the detailed structure of
the rock surface in high detail. This was a result of precise flight planning and the
perpendicular field of view of the UAV system to the steep cliff. However, the experiment at
Randa also showed the limitation of UAVs in high altitude Alpine areas. As the UAV could
only operate at heights below 2000m, only a small part of the surface was reconstructed using
the UAV-images. The complete surface had to be reconstructed with lower resolution out of
the data acquired with a manned helicopter system.
In an additional example, we showed that it was possible to reconstruct a dense elevation
model from images acquired by a low-cost compact camera mounted on a quadrotor. The
results provided an estimation of the volume changes of a gravel pit, as an alternative to the
airborne laser scanning and photogrammetry in small-scale areas. Additionally, we evaluated
the performance of the assisted and autonomous flight modus of this quadrotor.
Finally, we generated dense elevation models of maize fields, which were used for the
analysis of the pollen dispersal in maize. It was possible to integrate the observed trajectory
into direct-georeferencing, which allowed us to improve the automation of the workflow of
processing UAV images.
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Figure 8-1: UAVs: Ready for new tasks.

CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

8.1 Conclusions

8.1 Conclusions
The work described in this thesis has resulted in a new understanding of UAVs, in particular
their use as a photogrammetric data acquisition platform.

8.1.1 Literature review and classification of UAVs
For the first time, a comprehensive literature review of UAVs with respect to their use in
photogrammetry, manually controlled and autonomously flying, was presented. This review
described the early applications of unmanned aerial vehicles in photogrammetry, as well as
the state of the art of current research in UAV photogrammetry. Based on the literature review
and results of our real world applications, we formulated new classification methods for
UAVs. We present our new classification to the photogrammetry community as a potential
standard for the classification of UAVs used as photogrammetric measurement platforms.
Using the review and the formulated classification, users can select an appropriate UAV
system, distinguishing between low-cost, open source, commercialized, manually and assisted
controlled and autonomously flown UAVs. Depending on the application requirements, an
appropriate UAV can then be selected based on its real-time capabilities and the accuracy of
the integrated sensors.
The biggest limitation in using mini UAVs in photogrammetry is their weather dependency.
Most of the available systems on the market are strongly influenced, by even light wind
conditions. More recent UAV systems have a stabilization of the payload or the platform
itself, thereby reducing the weather dependency. A drawback of these systems is that two
persons, back-up pilot and operator, are generally needed for the UAV operation, since
stabilized systems are more complex than non-stabilized. Furthermore, weather dependency is
also an important issue in terms of insurance of the UAV system.

8.1.2 Workflow
In chapters 4 and 5 we proposed a workflow for the planning, generation and processing of
UAV images. The developed workflow and tools allow the automation of the data processing.
Particularly, the integration of the flight planning into the flight control system enables
precise image data acquisition: “You know what you get”.
This statement can be underlined by the analysis of the flight performance. Specifically, we
analyzed the flight performance of model helicopters and provided examples for manually
controlled flights, such as kites and balloons. It was clearly evident from our examples that a
manually controlled UAV is not as stable as an assisted or autonomously controlled UAV
system. Additionally, the different flight modi were shown to have a non-negligible influence
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on the flight performance, which is related to the accuracy of the 3D trajectory of the UAV.
Since the accuracies given by the system manufacturers are generally not verified, we set up a
test field for the evaluation of UAVs at the Campus Hönggerberg (ETH Zurich) and applied a
new automated independent method for the tracking of the 3D trajectory of UAVs. These
results confirmed the accuracy values of our UAV system as specified by the system
manufacturer.
Continuing the workflow for the photogrammetric data processing, we evaluated a number of
different commercial photogrammetric software packages used for the orientation and DSM
generation from UAV images. The study showed that not all software packages could be used
in all possible applications of UAV photogrammetry. Quite often, only the combination of
several packages enabled us to completely process the data set. These limitations of
commercially available software packages result from the fact that they are designed for
standard aerial images and cannot handle arbitrary image configurations.
In section 5.3 we showed results of a UAV-borne laser scanning using a LMS-Q160 (Riegl,
2009) integrated in a large scale UAV Scout B1-100 (Aeroscout, 2009) platform. The first
results are quite promising for upcoming applications, while the 3D trajectory of the LiDAR
data has to be improved and investigated further in future studies.
With the proposed workflow for the data acquisition and processing of UAV images, it is
possible to firstly work in similar applications as in aerial and close range photogrammetry.
Secondly, associated with the developments in automated flight planning tools and the
improvement of the automated flight of UAVs, it is also possible to document areas faster and
cheaper than with aerial and close range photogrammetry. Thirdly, using UAVs it is possible
to fly closer (up to few meters) to objects than with manned systems, while the aerial view
allows the data acquisition of objects which cannot be documented using terrestrial
photogrammetry.
In contrast to the traditional aerial photogrammetry, UAV systems can operate autonomously.
The coordinates in the flight planning are frequently defined relative to the start point, which
allows flight planning independently from existing maps and coordinate systems. Finally, the
capability of using UAVs in unaccessible and dangerous areas, and the improvements in the
data processing open up new applications in photogrammetry.

8.1.3 Applications
As examples for the suitability of UAVs for a wide range of applications, particular in
archaeological, cultural heritage, and environmental applications and monitoring of a rock
slide were conducted in this thesis.
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It was possible to generate dense and accurate elevation models with 5cm resolution for
Copán, 10cm for Pinchango Alto and the Maize field study and ~15cm for the rockslide
Randa from off-the-shelf SLR images. The generated elevation data was compared to manual
measurements in stereoscopic images, terrestrial and air-borne laser scanning. Depending on
the resolution of the image and laser data the generated elevation data are comparable, while
the automated methods (image matching and laser scanning) provide denser and more
accurate data than manual measurements. The main difference in our study between the laser
DSM and the DSM produced using image matching was due to the locations of the applied
sensors (aerial or terrestrial).
The example castle Landenberg showed the improvement of the particular flight planning for
single object acquisition. In this example it was possible to use the flight planning tool
“circle” successfully, which allowed us to generate images which covered the house roof and
façade in one image strip. Therefore, it was possible to reduce the number of images which
were necessary for the modeling and texturing of the castle.
Furthermore, in our case studies we could underline the great potential of low-cost UAVs for
the fast data acquisition by non-experts. Using an easily controllable system, such as a
quadrotor under good weather conditions, it is possible to acquire images using the assisted or
automated operation mode, for the automated extraction of surface models of small areas like
in our gravel pit project (60m x 60m).
The variety of applications also showed that UAVs are ready to be used under different
environmental conditions worldwide. However, our tests showed that the maximum flying
height, which depends on the type of UAV system and the environmental conditions
(temperature, air pressure and wind), is so far an important limiting factor for some of the
systems.

8.2 Perspectives
8.2.1 General remarks
The trend in UAV photogrammetry is moving towards the use of autonomous UAVs, since
manually controlled systems are highly affected by environmental conditions.
Because of the automation of the UAV flight and the improvements in the automation of the
workflow proposed here for data processing, UAVs can now be applied for practical
applications. Additionally, low-cost UAVs and some of the M-class systems can be controlled
during the flight mission by non-experts, though most of the M-class and L-class UAVs still
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have to be controlled by an experienced operator. However, the regulations for UAVs in
Switzerland and abroad have to be improved to facilitate more extensive use. Currently the
regulations governing many UAV flights remain a grey area. For example, the L-class UAVs
have to interact with the local air navigation service during the flight to avoid collisions with
the regular air traffic. For flights over urban areas, the safe operation of the existing UAV
systems has to be improved, e.g. by integration of two-way communication systems.
Future applications of UAVs, especially in Switzerland, will be in the Alps for the monitoring
and documentation of local changes of glaciers, rock- and landslides and flooding events.
Thereby, we have to distinguish between applications of high (cm level) accuracy, for
example DSM and orthophoto production, and low (m level) accuracy applications, e.g.
geotagging and mosaicking for quick overviews. The state of the art UAVs are ready for realtime image acquisition, while post processing is mandatory for applications requesting high
accuracy.

8.2.2 Potential of Low-cost UAVs
The evaluated low-cost systems showed that these systems are easily controllable. The
acquired data has a great potential to get a first overview of the area of interest. Moreover, our
system showed also its usability for teaching. Students can easily be motivated and the whole
workflow can be explained and demonstrated (see Grenzdörffer and Engel, 2008, Pueschel, et
al., 2008). Thus in future work low-cost UAVs will be integrated as a fixed part in the
photogrammetric education at ETH Zurich.

8.2.3 UAVs for accurate 3D measurements
Based on the results presented here, we believe that for future projects it would be desirable to
be able to use a laser scanner and a camera mounted on a mini UAV, such as a L-class UAV
for most applications, which require high resolution and accuracy. Exploiting the advantages
of both sensors, a combined approach will yield more precise elevation models: The laser
scanner creates highly dense point clouds in areas with low texture, while image data is
advantageous for edge measurement and texture mapping. The existing flight planning tools
would have to be extended for the combined data acquisition of LiDAR and image data. The
most important factor for the combination of image and LiDAR data is the improvement of
the accuracy of the flight trajectory of an UAV, which would lead to the real-time capability
of data processing of such UAV platforms and the combined processing of the data. In this
combination, first the images have to be oriented. In a second step using the enhanced image
orientation the trajectory of the LiDAR data can be improved. Thirdly, the registered LiDAR
point cloud can then be projected back into the images. Finally, in a combined adjustment the
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trajectory can be further improved and a DSM can be generated both from the LiDAR and
image data.
In addition to the combined systems also OM, M and L-class image-based systems can be
used for precise measurements. It can be expected that differential GPS / GNSS systems and
other sensors are getting more compact and the cost for the systems, related to the growing
number of applications in the future, will become cheaper. So far for most of the existing
UAV-systems the integrated low-cost INS is the limiting factor for high accuracy.
Finally, it can be stated that more UAVs will fly autonomously in the future, the 3D trajectory
can be generated with higher accuracy and more systems will be stabilized. These
improvements will turn UAV photogrammetry in to an almost autonomous photogrammetric
measurement tool. These developments will give an important input for the further progress in
the developments of the Digital Photogrammetry techniques and processes.
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APPENDIX

Appendix A – Classification of UAV photogrammetry

Figure A-1: The accuracy of measurement methods in relation to the object/area size. Extension to Figure
1-2.

APPENDIX

Appendix B – Webpages related to UAVs
Table B-1: Overview of the variety of research groups, companies and open source groups related to
UAVs.
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Appendix C – mdCockpit

Figure C-1: Snapshot of the mdCockpit, SD-Card controller showing the flight trajectory and the
attribute values of a particular point of the flight path.

Figure C-2: Snapshot of the mdCockpit, SD-Card controller showing the reference and the measured
values of the rotation angle.
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Appendix D – Flight trajectories tracking UAV

Figure D-1: 3D differences between the GPS observation and the tachymeter tracking Flight 2.
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Figure D-2: Flight trajectory planned vs. observed trajectory (wePilot1000-10g/N).
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Appendix E – Accuracy INS systems

Figure E-1: Accuracy estimation of INS stand alone systems.
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Appendix F – Test field Hönggerberg

Figure F-1: Test field Hönggerberg.
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Figure F-2: LiDAR test field during the data acquisition.
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Appendix G – Extracted DSM Pinchango Alto

Figure G-1: Color-coded SAT-PP-DSM of the central part of Pinchango Alto.
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